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A’lifetimk spent in ;the study andpractice: of aquaculture in China and” F’ i’ 
Taiwan enables T P Chen to give in thi 
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‘practical and informative, wo&!’ ‘. *( + 
detailed guidance on the successful comm rciakculture Qf no fewer tlian~29 j . 
species of fish and one plant. After gradyating 
studied at the University of Washmgton; Seatt 
degree in 1925. On returning to China he lspeedil 
at important Experiment Stations until merrupti d 
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manager of the Taiwan Fisheries 
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Taiwan as is outlined in the introductory 
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Division 
1959- 1973. !ln this period Taiw 
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“Taiwan 1ies”some 90 miles east’of the Chinese mainland between the north 
latitudes of 2 1 O’ 45’ and 25’ 38’ and is crossed about mid-length by the 
Tropic of Capricorn. It is approximateli 260 miles long by ab.out 90 miles 

*‘at the widest part. In area it is 13,qOO square miles. The eastern part of the 
island is mountain&$ and forest covered. The highest peaks rise to 13,03 5 ., c 
feet and 12,07 2 respectively and the western plair@&e.watered by many 
rivers from these heights. The soil is very ,fertile and produces sugar, rice, 
tea,- bananas, ,pineapples, ,asparagus and -mushrooms.Coal,, sulph$ iron 
and petroleum are also“produced and copper and gold are mined. The- - ’ 
fisheries of the country are important - both marine andgquaculture - the 
latter especially having expanded markedl- reeentyears., 

The po$lation-exceeds 18,OOO;OOO~ and, isbasically Chinese. For many 
centuries Taiwan was adminis ered*a$ part of China. It was, hogever, $ ,;:... 
administered as a province of Japan from 1895 to 1945. After the iSecond d . 
World War it was retroceded to the Republic of C’hina which now admini- ’ , -.-- 
sters the territory as distin,ct from mamlanhChma. The two prinGp~~-T’)-- 
seaports are Keelung in the north with a population of about 400,000 and *. I : 
Kaohsiung in the south with a population ,of about 900,000. The capital ‘:, 
Taipei has a.population ofaabout 2,000,OOO. A mutual defence treaty. was-‘ , :; 
signed between the United States ancl Taiwan in I9.54.’ .’ _ 
._ There ‘is considerable difference between the south and north in the 

!’ 
r i 

- season of rainfall and air temperature: In southern Taiwan therainy season 
.l 

is in the summer; in northern Taiwan, in the winter. The average monthly ” 
temperature in Ilan (the aquaculture cer$e.innorthern Taiwan) and Tainan ,, 

(‘,? / 
-, 

(the aquaculture centre’ in‘$outhernTaiwap)‘(rtcorded from 1’897 to 1945) 
,:. 1 

. . . ,.. .-,- --.‘-:f‘ I ‘-’ ‘.” ‘.’ I.., ; 
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. These te;lperatures are given as a guide to aquaculturists elsewhere in ’ 
considering the applicability of Taiwan practices in their own localitiles. -- I 
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The pro>duction from -aquaculture- in ~Tai-wan’lineluding-Pen,gh+in-19 74. ’ 
totalled \I 14,472 metric tons, which w.as 16.4% of the total fisheries 

-:. 

-..,z production of 697,87 1 metric tons. ‘The more important specie&ultured 
, , .: 

3 
were : i i 

Qubntity of ,’ Value 
../’ ., 

SJjecies _1 production (mt) ‘(NT-$1,000) -, 
‘7 :, 

1; Milkfish 
P 2il, Carps 

2 ,907, 
7 

1,067;609 
(16,816 i 

3. ‘,Tilapia ; ( 14,>772 
\ 339,629 I 

X‘. 220,9’34 
4. Ovster 13.959 I0 1559.397 ‘- ‘I 
5. Eel - 11$27. / 2,&\9.:5 13 

I 

6. Meretrix clam 1 l&5 ‘l. X ’ 19Qll 
7. Gracilaria 5,971 !: 2 1,897 
8. Asari clam 2,203 ‘, 93.358 ,A 

‘-’ 9. Mullet 1;2913 , 10. Freshwater clam 1,015 ,:, 88;19+ 13,382 a. 1, ” , 
1 1. Soft-shell turtle 282. ‘; ;I 

- 12. Sand shrimp 223\, Ai, 

I.31 Serrated crab 
14. Grass shrimp 

cockle 
140j -“, -21,581 1.2. I 

” -5 7 ‘~.-l- l~l,@o---- \ .A .-~-_ __ 
: ‘?. I/ ‘I 

” !I 

The value of the, lOS,/ 13 metric tons .of producelisted abovetotallecj in I; 
Taiwan dollars 4,769/3 8 1,000. At exchange rates current at time of ; ’ 
preparing this book this ‘sum converted into Sterling at &65,500,000. j 

It will be seen from this above table that although the-eel production 1 
ranked fifth in terms of quantity, yet n’took first rank in terms of value. It I 

i was almost twice the vale of milkfish,’ which had the highest actual I ‘: 
production among all cultured species. I -_ A 1 
5 / ; 

Aquaculture in Taiwan is noted for its diversification. In the present i* / 
book, the cultural practices of 29 species of animals and one speciesof plant ; .~. 
are describeX. They include orie species each of reptiles and, amphip ’ 3 1.. 

‘, 
f’ a r7 xi Ii 
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bi species of m~llu~,~~four species of crustaceans and eightee,n ‘, 
c 

,’ 
ecies of fish. The culture of some of these sp * ‘is not known or 
&$ised in other parts of the world..for example t e of snakehead, 
lkir&,catfish. mud skipper, Corbicda clam and 

’ crslhr~ oi’“lthe seaweed Gracilaria in ponds is also unique. in Tai 
& is the spirit of progressiveness that has been respons,ible.for the success 

~of-aquacultural developmentsin Taiwan; The fish- farm 
industrious but are eager to acquire new technical know-h 
they-learn that some new techniqu@ have been tdevelope 
species have been introduced by’the~research institutions, they,1 
flock to the institutions for information and request demo 
is literally no. gap between research and comme&aP operation-. This is 
markedly different to what is the case in many otbr areas, where, in spite 
of demonstrat,ions and government assistance, the fish farmers are often still 
reluctant to make improvements or adopt new practices. The success in ., 
many fields of aquacultuie in Taiwan as described in this book will perhaps 
provide incentives and enduragement to people in these. areas. 

Taiwan leads the world in some aspects-of aquaculture. Examples are the 
culture of milkfish, the*. polyculture of Chinese carps and the artificiaf 
propagation of the grey mullet. The utilization of sewage for culture of 
tilapia is also- noteworthy. If this$an be accomplished in ‘Taiwan, it 
obviously can be dons&other p”a;.ts of the world where climitic and other 
conditions are similar to or are even;better than in Taiwan. For instance, 
Philippines and Indonesia, where the climate permits the groivth of milkffsh, 
all year round, hays-a combined p~nd# area of over 300,000, hectares used 
for milkfish farming ,with a total annual production estimated as 13 5,060 
mt. This production could be increaseid to about 600,,000 mt annually, if ,, 
only’the Taiwan practices *yere adopted in the existing ponds. 

Generally speaking, aquaculture has’two purposes: first, the production \ 
of food, particularly ‘animal protein food;for the:protein hungry population; j 
and secondly, to provide a good income tb the fish farmers. The first of these j 
two purposes characterizes the position of aquaculture in Taiwan from ’ 
1945 to about 1960. In that period the tpecied produced, by aquaculture, ‘! 
predominantly milkfish, carps and oysters, we$e mostly consumed by the 
local populqce to me~ef their need for animal pi,otein food. But from 19.60 
onwards, to meet the demand of the more affluent people,.particularlythe 
gourmets, for foods that .were new and differ$nt in taste, lyx’ury items - such 
as soft-shell turtles, ayu, rainbow trout -;$e,re produced in even greater f’ 
quantity by the fish farmers. An export trade too began to ‘expand and it 
provided an incentive to fish firmers to gro+ $ertain species such as the eel. 
The export of eel to’ Japan in 1.974, about ‘7\000 mt was valued at about 
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US5 50 million. This was accompanied by’the steady -inc$ease over the ‘>.-.d/ 
years of eel farm acreage to about 1,20,0 ha(or about 3.QOO’acr-es). ’ 

During the 14 years-&at&e author has served as Chief %the Fisheries 
Division, Joint Commission ‘on Rural Reconstruction in Taipei, many * ~ ,~ I !J. 
aq’uaculture workers from other ilands have come to T&wan for training in . ’ 
‘aquaculture, including some from Thailand, Malaysia, So,uth Vietnam, ’ 
~hilippin~~.n~.~~~~~~ It--ishoped&atthisbook 
will benefit not- only people in! these countries but all others who are _ 
interested in acquiring information .ori’ aquaculture as practised in Taiwan ,’ 
and so be-able to,apply the teebniques develop&here to their o,wn rands. -- - ..-1. - .I-, 
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It should be stressed,/however, that many of the practic& as described in 
this book cannot be adopted directly as such+ other areas. Thi$ is due 
mainly to environmental, institutional and socio-economic differences, 
such as temperature,iwater sup&y; land availabilitjr, cost df feeds and 
labour and market d$ mand. The aquaculfurists in other, areas w$l have to 
use their judgem ,in adopting and modifying these ,pr-actices. 1 ’ 

It has taken th thor abqut tqo years to prepare this bgok. Thanks ace 
du’e to Mr Ting-lang Huang and+- I C Liao for supplying information on 
some of the subje!cts and to Mrs* Ruth Lee and Miss Glori! Luh for 
assistance in the preparation of the manuscript. 
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r ca ,. 

The milkfish, Chanos chanos(Forska1) (Fig l)? has a geographical djstribu-’ , 
tion from longitude, 4O%to about 1OO”W and,from latitude 30-40”N to 
30-40”s. This area covers the tropic and subtropic. sections of the Indian 
and the Pacific Oceans.“It ‘has not been reported from the Pac,ific coast of o 
the United States north of California. . 

* Farming of milkfish is an important industry in the Philippines, ‘Indo- ’ 
nesia and Taiwan. Although farming the smillest acreage/among the three 
regions, Taiwan has the highest yield per unit area. According to the 
Fisheries Yearbook published by the Taiwan Fisheries Bureau,’ thetotal 
milkfish culture area in+, 1972 ,was 15,624 ha with a’ total pioduction of 
24,950 mt. The average yield per hectare of pond was therefore’about 1,600 
kg. This includes yield figures from newly developed ponds which have low 
production. Yields as high as 3,000 kg/ha are reported from some of the :’ 
good ponds as a result of..adequate fertilization and stock manipulation. 
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Fig 1 hilkfish Chanos chanos - 
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LHISTORY * 

It is ginerally believed that the culture,,of milkfish in Taiwan dates ba k to 
6 the reign of General Cheng Chehg-kung (Koxinga) mdre than t ~;ee;c, 

hundred years ago.! The Chrnese fi% farmers tihoimigrat&to Taiwafi built 
dykes on the low land alon 

i 
the coast of Taiwan and stocked the ponds so 3’ 

built with the fry of milkfi h obtained from the littpral waters. Milkfish 
ponds were first?built in th& Anping area of Tainan. ’ 

About ,I 9 10. during the Jbpanese occupzjtion, g fish culture station was 
;establ-ished-i-n Tainan by the taiwan Governor-Gene’ral with Takeo Aoki’as 
*its head to carry ./- ou,t experin-!$nts in milkfish cultu& This station, which 
became a field station of the?aiwan Fisheries Research Institute in 1945, is 
now being moved to a new sit? of 70 ha in the Tsengwen Tidal Land area. 

:. 
/ a 

3. SuPPLYoF MILKFISI-~RY 

Estimated at lO&OO per hectare, the number of milkfish fry required 
annuall-‘y for stocking the .I 5,82@4 ha of milkfish’ponds in Taiwan is about 
160,000,OOO. p iecent years, due to th+ncrease of ponds for pr$uction of 
smBller milkfish as longlining bait, which practice requires heavier stock- 
in’g, the demand for fry has increased considerably. On the otheq han,d;,the 
production of milkfish fry fluctuate’s widely from year to year (Table l,), 
resulting often in shortages. a\ . 1’ ‘i .i ~ * 

Table 1. Yearly Fluctuations ofProduction of Milkfish Fry, 
\- 

‘1 b. 
1963-197,2 

1963 8 ,OOO,OOO 
i ’ 15 !I 

1968 96,562,OOO 
1964 ,200;000 1969 137,456,OOO d 
1965 , 98,200,OciO 1970 
1966 / 18 7,000,,00:0 

20 00,000 ,ci .,: 
1.97 1 13 223 ;Y-’ ()-Jo(-) 

1972 128.3 lQ,OOO : / 
, 3. 

19g.1 

- ~~-~--- 

2 8.,OOO,OSp -.-- * / , 

--The milkfish fry are captured lin Taiwan injthe months fro; April, to’ 
August,! with the peak during Apei to June. The m%ximum catch occurS at. 
full or new mo@h, ie at the time gf the spring -tid’e. Duping these, months, _ 
thousands of coastal people, worr@n and childrep included, g I3 ‘@er on the 1 
beaches and iri estuaries and COW% t-o reap the-hqrvest of 9. 

. --The gear most commonly used id a triangular scoop net (7,’ 
pushed forward by the fishermen w&din,g in chest, h#i water. iA drag netjs -m 
also used at some places. It is cowed by two’rop+s, one of which, is; atlachkd 
to ‘d bamboo raft and the other is t’otikd by a yho tialks along the,,s,hore. .‘, 
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At shallo\~ places. the &-ag net can also be towt’d’b~ t’\i,o per-sons. each . 
*‘hoIding tjnto the tip of each wing. 

In 1967. the fry collectors in the southern part of the island b&$an iising 
p6~vered sampans to c;I’tch the milkfish fry. T\\,o.nets “‘ewe towed. one can L 
each side of-the boat. These boats c;l$ operate as far as one kilometre oblt 
from the shore and they catch many more fry than.is done by the older 
methods. ‘. 

The milkfish fry’ca‘ptured alon, 0 the coast of Taiwan are free from yolk 
sacs. They are transpai’ent and average 1.5 cm in length. 

Fig 2 Scoop net for datching tnilkfish fry , - 

In some years. when the local supply df milkfish fry was not sufficient. 
quantities M’ere importeld from the Phiiippipes and Indonesia,,Becausethese 
countries are ‘often, plagued by cholera. t-be government of Taiwan .has 
‘recently required that the milkfish fry be st&lized with Panfuran-$ i’h 
concentration of 0.5 ppm upon their arrival. 1 * 1 I r \ 

s i 

.\.., 

4. T&ANSPOR’I;ATION OF MILKFISri F’RY w’ -. ” e 
After their c;lpture. &e milkfish fry>are kept ii7 sea water in wooden bucket-s-- 
or are ted7lporarily put in small cement troug\@ on the beach. They are sold 
to fry iollectors who take them to Tainan a‘nd sell them to milkfish fry ’ ’ 
dealers. Formerly, the fry were’put’iritb water-tight baskets or galvanized ,’ 
iron cans with sea water and transported by train or automobile. Since the . 
trip required ~OLII- to ten hours. two &nges of &ater and its agitation were) , 
necessary for the Jonger trips. S$-IC~~ 1962, the I 
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’ beLoge prevalent.‘The bag contains’water’of I I51& sahnit.y and is filled j ; 
’ ‘with oxygen’: Ice is added during the hot’ ther. Thus mortality is 

lowered and much labour saved. .’ 1 1 
‘, 0 P ,* 3 - 1 P c 

*, ,*, 5. MILKFISH FRY DE’ALFRS 0 5) 
@f 3 - ._ 

The milkfish fry dealers are concentrated in the city 61‘ Tainan: The& are “-- 
seven dealers at the time of writing. Each dealer, has a r$umber of small 

1 cement tanks of about ten ‘sc.@r*e feet in ,area’and *about seven inches in ‘1 
depth of water. Each tank holds about 30,000 fry. As the fish fry dealers are 
located in the city, tap water 5s often used. Salt is added to obtain a salinity 

. “( of 5 to 12x,. 
r.,;’ 

The fry are fed with wheat flour (occasionally egg’yolk) twice a ,day. 
, About an hour after feeding, one bucket of fresh watepis added to-each tank. 

This has the effect’~,~~taIt,~~.ng-,~he~‘ei~~ealalT-swI,~m~n~motion %the fry and 1 
the excretion of faece$. This is removed-with a dipper from the centre of the 
bott%m after the wat&- is stirred and begins a clockwise circular motion: 

It Water is changed on&e or more daily, Fish fry remaining too long in the ’ 
“‘” tank may become stunted by the increase of salinity to about{ 25x,. -;~s ..? 

,, _ _,, . . . ,,,. . The“%;sh ‘frydealerj sells the fry to fish farmers who come to the city’& 
buy. The price of thhi fry fluctuates widely’ from day to day,,according to 
supply and demand. ‘-2 
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6. MANAGEMENT OF MILKFISH PONDS 
k ‘\r 

y a,!% ( 

6.1 Area and Cl&ate ,’ /r 
c 

t< ___- 
The milkfish ponds i?i Ta-iwan are confined to the. coastal area”s;z*of : 

.~ .~ Yunlin, Chiayi, Tainan, Kaoh~siung ,and Pingtqng, where climatic co&- X 
tions permit a growing’ season 0 out -,eight months per year. No - 
milkfish ponds exist in the area nor of Yur$n,.which has a’longer and 
colder winter, and ‘on the east co hich, has n&tidal flats. _ __ ~-,- - -. ~.. - ----.- a \ 
64 ‘Location. 

Y’ 
4 s _. ,.c ._ ._ -- - - -..A... - 

T& ideal loc$ion of a milkfish pona.is one in which ( 1) the temperature“\‘,- 
is above 1 S°C ig. about eight months of the year, (2) there is’no great ,) 
exposure to dangerl,,offlooding’, (3) the pond water is not liable to serious 
dilution 8urin.g the rainy ‘zeason, and (4) fresh water is available to adjust 
the:“pond ‘water, to 3..;s.alinity of not over 5Qx0 during the dry season. ,’ r. 1 

4 , 
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6.3 Elevation 
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The optimum elevation of a fish pond &from the meqh sea-level to ai 
-we I altitude of O-45 rn.; The average tidal difference on the west coast of 

Taiwan is, less than 1 m. Full drainage of the pond.ig difficult if the pond- 
.: bottom isQbeluwL the mean sea-level. Such ponds are found -i;i dthe, 

-1-- 

Pingtung ar;ea, where milkfish are reared in associatipn with shrimp and 
crab. On the other hand, if the elevatio’n is more ‘than O-45 m, then . 
pumping has to be used to fill the pond. Most iof the ponds in the 
Tai win area- have <*an elevati f 10-30 cm above mean sea-level. P 

6:4 T+oil‘s 9 
?, 

dccording to Tang and Chen,! the algal pasture soils of milkfish ponds in 
Taiwqn co,Qsist ,aE,,,aIlLwJ,~.,,t,i$al,,UBa~s-,,of-~,re~nt-,’.o~igi~~-,~i~t~-l~~-,a~~‘~‘- U,a*U,A’xL’d .,, ., ., ./, .,, .i u .,.u * * . 
loamy sdils are most favourable,for growing pasture algae. Seepage.is 
small with this type of soil, and it forms strong dykes. Jt should .contain 
suitable amounts of organic matter to serve as nutrient for the ybenthic :i’ 
algae. This accounts for the fact th’at newly constructed milkfish ponds (_ 
are of low productivtiy-m .-. --- ------- --T--- ..- ------ ._-1 - ___ 

4 

6.5 General layout of ponds 
y. L’. 

A unit for milkfish production consists of the foliowing: dykes (outer and 
inner), rearing ponds, winteringtponds, nursery ponds, water passage 
(for filling and drainage) and sluice gatds (outer and inner). ’ ~- -~ 

The purpose of the outer dyke, or- s&a dyke, is to resist the encioach- 
ment df seawater. It has to be high enoegh ‘to prevent appreciable 
@verflow of seawater over the tbp &d structurally strong-eno_ugh to 

“remain stabte-under tii.e static pressure and dynamic attack of tide and ” 
wave. The designer must kndvytieheight o-f-the highest%ea water lever,-- - 
the characteristics of the highest wave which may occur at thedyke site .~ 
and the run-up height of wave on the dyke. , .- r- 

On the -%est&-fi c?Yl$i ofTZwan,E ~lG~E~c?ftliZ outside portion of the ’ 
sea dyke is generally 1:2.5 to 1:3, and the inner portion is’? :2. Th$ top of 

AlxLdykka~~2~ n&n 4.+&l-t&---_-- _____-.A--- -~ _ ’ .._ ..-.__-.---. p _.-._ -- -~-- ~-!a 

The inner dykes are built for&e purpose of dividing the miikfish- ‘^’ 

---. poqds accdiding 20 ownership and ai-e generally 1.7 m in height with-a ,.* 
.. slope varying from 1: 1.5 to 1:2 a/ccordimo the nature of the s&L The .I 

top is .abdut -4 m in width to ;facilitate transpqrtation by truck. 3 il ._-. - .------.‘;,i 
b In addition ts the above, the ponds are further divided,by small dykes’ ~ / 

3 ’ L T 
_ 5, _ ,*‘*, ., , * ,,,.( ,. _,., ,., ,././il.I.‘, ~’ ,, ,:’ \ s 
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of 0.8 to l-0 m in height. The inner surface of these small dykes is :z 
generally lined with bricks laid on loosely over the s&l. This has been 
,found to be quite economical, because the ,damaged bricks can ?be 
‘removed and replaced very easily. %3 

T& &aterpassage or canal serves asea -passage for incoming and 
outgoing water, for bamboo rafts used to transport feeds,-fertilize%,fish~ 
etc, and for tempor’arily holding the fish when needed, There are inner 
dwater passages and outer water passages, The’former are generally 6 m in 
width and 1.5 m in depth. The width ,of the outer water passages varies 
accordingto the size of the ponds they serve and the tidal condition. For 
ponds of 20 ha in total area, their width is generally L2- 15 m. The water 
passages ,should have a lower elevation than the ponds they serve to 
facilitate drainage. 

Sluice gatesare usually placed at points where the-elevation is lowest. 
“.‘~~,Slai~e~~~~~e.*~~the-~ou~er,dyke-is-~~d~-~f~b~~i~~s~,-3~~.se~iee,oE,~Qbd~~~,,~,, 
boards, which are inserted into grooves on both &de&f the gate, can be 
removed or installed one by one to, admit or discharge water in the 
des@d quantity or level. Inner sluice gates are much. smaller and formed 

.bywooden_boards on both) sides of the inner dyke. ~- __- 
The .,sh$low pond in front of the wi%rmgLpa?s-often used&G-- 

nursery<;pond. Water in the nursery pond is maintained at a depth of 207 
50 cm. ‘a!‘ / .% i 

* Wintering ponds (Fig 3) are often located close to the’&te?water 
passage where the admission and the drainage of water are easy: They are 
long, deep ditche.g,protectedf on the windward side by windbreaks, which 
consist of bamboo framezthatched with straw or other plant material. 
The width of the wintering pond is abou? 5 m at the top and about 4 a 5 m 
on the bottom. The. depth is about 2 m. The windbreak is’ placed . . 
obliquelyyatan angle-varying from25 to. 40 degrees to ward off the wind. 

,’ 

The rearing ponds are generally 3-6 hectares in area. They are. 
+ rectangular in-shape, with the longer axis runni~g~from-east to-west.$~-=: - si- 
order to minimize disturbance of the water from the monsoon wind from L, 
the north. The narrow width-also facilitates harvesting of the%sh by I- __- -- .- _ -. - _ __ 

* 1 seifiing, The pond- bottom should be levelled, with shallow Trenches ------ 
leading from theOwater inlet to the outlet. ’ ,, d 

I 
1 --7--. _ I - --- -. -. ----.. __ ------- __~ __ ---.- ---- i .-. ._ --- we._ I----- ; bP 

6~6 Rearing of the fingerlings and! nurse&y ponds. 
..-- ..-. ..__...., _ ,,, 

I, . .$. a ,/, ,: ’ 
‘1 ’ ‘5 ..- .~.. __.~~.~_.. _ 

Two kinds -&mi-l&h -fing&lings are used---for s&@$n’g the :ponds, the--.; 
overwintered fingerlings.and the new fr.y captured from the sea in spring. :(’ ‘. 

‘.’ , ,:‘; 
,. I’ 6’.‘., ‘-1 s ,.ts _I I_rn.1 #.,. I_ ,.,., ..,‘Y ,_,.,. ..:.,~,:,.,.~:.,.I,..I.,,~ ‘,,j ;’ 
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Fig. 3 Milkfish wintering pond 
/” 

.I _/ 

The new fry. p:urchased from the fr$ dealers are planted in the ,m&&ry . ..~ ..,, ““. 
pofid, which is a smal: ijond of less than 2’0 cm in water depi$&b 100 to 

1: 2@---rn” in area, This-is oftqn a temporary structure: yh61 its embank-, ___ ._ _. 
m&t is removed, ‘ii t%ornes- a j%i-f of ihe re3ri6g pond,Xft.er II~v---~-- 
fingerlings are t;ansferred to the rearing @I’&. The” usual practice 
is to utilize the shallow areq~‘of the win&x&g ponds for this purp0s.e.. ,. 
The water in the nursery.-ppdd is -diluted to IO- 15x,, before the ,,fry are 
introduced. 1; ,I .., . . . I.\ I ,< __ /’ : f I /O .I_ I : - I,__’ 

,/’ \-,? “. “l, 7 .’ 
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3 The ovtxwintercd lingerlings are either those undersize2 (less than 
1 SO g) fish harvested by the fish farmers at the close of the rearing season 
and kept in lvintering ponds, or those late fry captured from t.hq seaj”n 
July ;ind August a~;d stocked in wintering ‘ponds by fish farm&-s w&o 
specialize in this trade. In the former case, the undersize&fish are placed 
in the wintering ponds as dqscribed above. In the. latter case, the -- <. 
facilities consist of shallow ponds (20-40 c-“) and deep wintering 
ditches ( 1.5 m). Feeds are generally rice bran, peanut meal and soybean 
m--al. Benthi? ajgae also serve as feed during the initial period. To stunt 
the growth of the fingeylings, as many as 300,000 to 506,000 fingerlings c 
are planted to each hectare. ‘* 

. 
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After the milkfish are held in the nursery pond’for a day c/r less, an 
opening is mqde between the nursery pond’ and the-rearing pond. This 
opening is screened to prevent the fry from entering the rearfng pond.,,/‘: 
The interdhange of water results in the water in the two conds qpproaeg 
ing the sa@6 salinity. The screen is then reinovedf and the fry ark@&ed 

. ,I to swim’.into the rearing pond of their own accord. 
~- 

I‘ ,A!” , ,’ I 
6.7 Preparation of the rearing pond v’. 

/’ I 
Since the temperature from’ povember to Ma.+& too low for the growth 
of milkfish, the rearing ponds in this peri.od’are treated’to prQmote the 
growth of benthic algae, which are the,-main food of the @ilkfish. They 
consist of blue-g’i-een algae (Oscillatbria, Lyngby’a, Pho;rmidium, .’ ’ 
Spirulina, IzIicrococcus, etc) and diaaoms (Navicu,a, Pley;osigma, . 1 

l 
*.. , . .&!~~,o,gloia, ,S.ta,urQ~e,i~.,.~Rmzp~l-‘a, ..&iiz~&ia, +e$c,).!iAs& +~,QQ~&QQT& & .,,& ,,-,,. 

benthic algae is res@on&le for the success of milkfifh ,farniing. The . followi,ng is the pr,qe&e in the Tainan area. , 

‘In the middle/of November, the water in the Ijond is drained off, the-- ,’ _ -.-LL- .,- _~_ __~._---- . ..-._ - -- -- - .-.- 
b&tom levZl%%?Cand the dykes are repaired. The bottom is then exposed 

’ to the sun until the soi1 cracks and crumble; easi 
14 

un$ei;the pressure of 
the finger (Fig 4). Seawater is thenlet in to a depth of l&l 5 ciir. ,If the 
pijnd is defi 6ient in organicb~matter, the pond .Fhould be Fertilized with 

i I, dried chicken droppings or hog maqare (506 1,600 Gg/ham) or “rice . 
bran (300-500 kg/ha)‘ before the introduction of sea l’,wat&. More % 
fertilizers should be used on newly Constructed ponds. ThC sea water is 
allowed to evaporate until the bottom is dry, which will be the end sf 
December or January. Sea water is again let in in-F&r-uar+&f=&htfie--- 2 
introduction of sea water a second time, the bottom should.be fertilized 
again if the ,gr-owth of algal bed is fouid to be ppor. With ‘ad&ate ..‘. .: 
application of fe,r@izers and the accumulation of rqtriefifs from the 
introduction of s.& water, the algal beds should have develqped to a 

I thickness of l-3 .rnrn by March, an,$ sea water is let in to a idepth of 
,lO-.15 cm. At this ,time, iea-seed meaLis often added to’eradicate the n 
undesirable speciek of fish in the pond.<The cakes of tea-seedmmeal are ., 
simply broken up into small pieces and qst into the water a/, various 
point,s. I / 
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6.8 Stooking 
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I r L’. / ‘tif milkfish ponds in 
10 ‘d 

II 

Stock manipulation is the key to the high yield 
Taiwan. Its ‘mair$?objective is the maximum, utilization of ‘the fo 
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‘h. 
_resO11rceS (in ;this9 case benthic algae) ‘in tfle po~lc&~ In Taiw&;Y, this ii: ., : ’ ‘., 

a aci:omplished by the followingx managemelnt technique: ‘1 , I\ 

In t.11: early ,part of April, the pond i k5 
fingerlmgs of size varying from 5 t6 150 I’, 

stocked w<th overwintered 
‘in -weigh~,~,The”number of, , 

j, ‘j / 

fingerlings planted varies from 3,000 to 5,000 accordi-ng to size. 
-ih” 

7” h, 
Y !1 i ’ 

I \ \ / I.> ! 

_- 

1 - - .  Fig -4 Pond-bottom is.sun-diied tillit cracks ’ ’ . . I 4 

Beginning from ApriLnew fry collected from the sea become avail- -_. .-’ 
? able. Thky are purchased And planted at intervals of two to four.&$‘ks. 

Eacl-r time abou! 1,500 are planted. Tqble 2 sho& the number plari’ted at 
different times of the year. .’ _ - : \ ,. ? 0 .> 

’ ., +- 
m Table 2. Ntilber of Fingerlings Plaited in Different Months’ 

P , Average weight qf’ Number oJ 
, * iWon th of stocking jit~gerlirzgs planted fiizgerlings planted r 

April *,- - 5-150-g-. ‘; _. 5,000 .._ ._.. -. . - I -- --.- ?I-- 
May .’ o-05 2,500 
June , O-06 ,’ . 2,500 

_C 
c\ 

July ’ 0.06 2,000 
August-September D 0.06 3,000 
Total number planted 15,000 

\ 
I 
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6.9 Harvesting 
* 

I 

,. ’ Mar-vesting of the fish,begins at the end of May, and about eight harveits 
$ ;sre made until the middle of Noven-rber. The o’verwintered fin.gerlings 
I grow to a,,weight of 300-400 g, at which size they are harvested at about ’ 

“,four different times from the end of May to the middle of August. The 
new fry grow to a weighpof 20@-3.)Qg.~in, .~,g,~~.~...~~...S.eptember.,.~,~~en.. !I..,. 
they are harvested. T@‘new~fryplanted in July’do notPreach marketable. ! 
size by November a$ are put into the wintering ponds. .t I 

,( 

1. ‘ 

fl- 

d f. ” I Fig. 5 C&l f;sr harvesting the crop 
’ 5 b =T -r co ’ ;-’ i 

3. ,. 
,The highest total weight ‘of fish in the.pon?ls occurs in June, and, July, 

when it reaches 700-800’ kg/ha. This is perhaps the higheitcarrying 
capacity, at which point the fish population should be thinned out by 
frequent partial cropping” as mentioned above. -, 

I -- Gil I nets-are ued-for--harvestin-g the-m-ill&h (F-igj-)+Fhe-m&h size --. 
<of the net varies with the size of the fish to be harvested. The$eight 
of the net 1~ about l-6 m. In operation, a number of nets, each about 
30 m in length, are joined together atid towed across the Ength of the 
Pond- 0; \ ” /,. /_$,/ _,,., 
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Before .actually catching the fish; a net of large mesh size or a device 
consisting of a rope to which-a n-umber of bamboo pieces are strung is 
towed across the pond to scare the fish into emptying their stomachs. 
Sometimes a number of persons on moving bamboo r-a&s strike the 
water with-bamboo poles to accomplish the same purpose. The milk- 
fish with empty stomachs keep bet&r when they are trucked to the 

I, ,, ,muket; .‘:. ,.. ,.. ,,, .Y.. ,*. 
When the fish are harvested at the end of the rearing season in October 

or November, the ponds-are drained of water after netting, and any fish 
left over are picked up. +_( 

The fish are packed in bamboo baskets (Fi.g 6) loaded onto trucks and 
taken to the market. Crushed ice is spread on top of each basket to 
preserve freshness. c 

The ordinary size of fish harvested for food is from three to four fish + ’ 
per kilogramme. Those used as bait for longlining are harvested at the ’ 
size of 10 to 12 fish per kilogramme. As the milkfish’grow to over 10 

. . * A A ̂ . . d . . -/J..&g&~~~~+~~~mTe; r+@?&..f.@a.2,&.e.&+$&&s;L _ -- -mLL_I A - . c > ,-I. .,.. -. _ _.,A -,_*,& 
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‘,J 6.10 Feeding and fertilization 

‘. Beginning in May when the rainy season starts in south Taiwan and the 
salinity of the pond water becomes too low to support a good gr‘owth of 
benthic algae,,,the milkfish “in the ponds are given supplementa!y feed. 
Prior to this, little or no artificial feeds are given, because the benthic’) 
algae are quite abundant in the ponds and some of the organic fertilizers 
applied in March may still remain to serve as food. 

? _- --. _i__=.. I__-- _ TlYfeeds cornrn~~ry,-us~d--are~~~ bran, soybe-%n mealland peanur ~ 
meal. The quantities given are generally 30 kg of rice &an or 25 kg of ~ 

- soybean or peanut meal per hectare daily. 
Fertiliz.ers in, the form of. chicken and hog manure are__also gpplied 

daily during a clear day to maintain the gr,owth of the algal beds. No 
feeds or fertilizers should be given on cloudy or ,rainy days. Otherwise 7 

‘* excessive production of phytoplankton will result. 
3. 

6.11 hsts and predators 
1. I - 

, .. ! . I 
., ) 0 

-.: The-’ common pests-&a. mil-kfish pondare he Chir”onomid la~~~,~he ---i 
.polychaete worm Nareis and the salt-water snail Corithida, of which the O- .’ 
Chironomid larvae are the most important.8 It is estimated that during .’ 

I the early part of summer when these larvae attain the quantity-of 200 to i 
500 kg/ha, the benthic algae they.consume daily may amount to 30 to 60 

I * .-,.,,., .,., .,.,.,.,._..,., .,. /,.. /., . ., ,.< . . . ., ,.I. ,... ,.I. ,-., /_, . . ,..$.p, ,.., I.. 1.;, ., /: 
3.. ” 
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l 
1::;:‘,., kg/ha: They also consume other organic matters on the pond bottom and ‘. 
,<, thus lotier the fertility of the pond.” @I 

\.,The Chironomid larvae on the pond bottom may be eradicated by 
applying Accothion, Abate, Lebacid, Sumithion or some’ other ’ 
pestl”dide,1° without harming the milkfish (Fig 7). 

c/ 6: 12 Wintering 

i The milkfish being a semi-tropical fish is sensitive to low temperature. 
&j> / 
g 

According to Yamamura, l l it becomes sluggish when the water tempera- 
” ture’drops below 15 “C and dies at a temperature of about 12°C. A great 
/ deal: however, depends on the environment and-the condition of--the fish. 

It may die at a higher temp&rature if conditions are unfavourable’or if the 
< exposure to cold is prolonged. ’ - i 

As the temperature of pond water may drop to 5 or 6°C in the winter ._ in &u.thern‘+&&n, ihe miij&&A&&~id c&t s~;vi;&~&~“‘&&f ~&ess they 

.” 
- - 

are protected. It is customary to hold some of the milkfish over the 
winter, because (1). the late fry planted after June do not reach market- 
able’ size in October and (2) some fish’ should be made available for 
stocking the ponds early in the next rearing season as the ‘new fry’ will 

3’ not be available until April. 
_* 

The milkfish are placed in the wintering ponds in October or Novem- r 
ber and held until Maqch, when they coul,d be ‘planted-in the rearing 
ponds: There is usually b shallow*area adjacent to the Gvintering pond in 
which the milkfish can .graze and be fed (with rice bran) on warm days. 
On really cold days-,~-the milkfish do not eat. 

Intensive care is necessary to.reduce mortility in the Wintering ponds. . ‘- 
+ The causes of high mortality are (1) ,low temperature (below I l”C), 1 

(2) oxygen -deficiency and (3) accumulation of waste materials on the ~~ 
bot,tom‘ and consequent production of noxious substa.nces.6 

As winter is thedrought season in sou Taiwan, the ,w&er ifi’ihe 3 
wintering ponds tends to ga 

:. necessary, therefore, to add 
evaporation. It is often 

‘“proper salinity. 
ponds to maintain the 

l 

7. PROBLEMS L ” ,, 
I 

* The main problems in milkfish farming in Taiwan are: (1) the’ often 
inadequate supply of fry and (2) high mortality in the,wintering ponds. 

, 

As mentioned before, milkfish fry are obtained from the sea. They,are , . .’ m 
abundant in the Phi ,.,., ,., lippines and Indonesia, but often deficient in .Taiwan /’ -,-, ., ., , ., /, ., ( . ., -. ,. -. .. -. . . : . --,.. 4.. : /... . ,.- I, 

._I” _,/- 
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The problegn is aggravated by the recent practice of rearing milkfish as bait 
: . for longlining which requires heavy stocking at short intervals. To solve the 
+‘z=‘, problem, the Taiwan Fisheries Research Institute, with the assistance.of the 

Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR), has’ begun an exp&- 
mentto produce milkfish fry by induced spawning in its Tungkang Marine 

laboratory. Thus far difficulty has been encountered in obtaining ripe 
males and gravid females of good condition at the same time. Steps ‘are 
being taken to improve the facilities. 

Shortage of stocking.material is at times the result of high mortalityin 
the wintering ponds. When mortality ran as high as 60% in January and”‘.-~~ 
February of 1974, there was a serious shortage of overwintered fish for 
stocking the ponds in March. . ’ 

To prevent the temperature of the water in the w&ring ponds from 
dropping to a dangerous level, the Tainan l?js~h~~C_ulture StationexperL--. _.. _....- ~~- 
mented on covering the pond--with. a plast&sh~eet_tent withv~ntilation holes ~, 
and found that the water temperature in the covered pond could be 
maintained at 2°C higher than in the uncovered pond. However, this is not 
sufficient protection during a severe cold spell and the cost is high. The 
solution to this problemse,ems to be the use of underground water, which 
‘has a temperature of not less than ~20°C in the winter to.raise the tempera- 
ture in the wintering ponds. To encourage this ‘.practice, JCRR has sub- 
sidized the digging of a numberof deep wells in the Tainan area for the 
purpose of demonstration. The only drawback is that the water from some 
wells often has high iron content. 

/ I 
Recently (since 19 74), several devices have been tried to raise the ! 

temperature of-the water in wintering ponds. The most effective one consists -.: --- 
of a propane gas water heater to supply recirculated hot water to thepond 
by pipes. This has been found to be very convenient,‘and 
normally last for only a few days, itis not too &pens&. 

e,t lr e cold spell. ,, 
Plastic beads, the 

size of marbles, are used to cover the .watei- surface to reduce heat loss. ; 
# . 
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1. INTRODUCTCON .L 1 -- -7-r-z . _.._ _~---. -- -.-- u 0 

The culture of eel in Taiwan has a comparatively short history. Before the 
retro~cestion of Taiwan to the Republic-of China.expe.rimental re 
the Japanese eel. Augui(la japonica, was carried out, by so 
government fishculture stations: Until 195 2 there was no eel c 
commercial scale. This was due to the small demand for 
sequen’tly~, the lack of intereit on the part of fish farmers. Ar 
chief demand for eel was as live baits for .&ark longlining. 

In,, 195 2. an eel farm was established at Taoyuan by the g 
operated China Fisheries Corporation. The ‘@wan Fisherie 
Institute also started experimental eel farmirrbg at ,Lukang i 
attempts were followed by eel farming on a small commerci 
19 6 6, there were only about 60 ha of eel ponds in Taiwan ; in 19 

,of eel ponds iricreased to 80 ha. Since”,1 968, as a result of he 
from Japan for seed eels and .later for eels of table/size, the ee 
increased rapid1.y in number as well as in size. The ,total acr 
660 ha i.n December 19.7 1 and 1,05 8 ha in June 19 12. The v 
of’ eels to Japan in 19.71 ex.ceeded USJ’lO million and was 
USS29.5 million ‘in 1’972. ‘* 

, In spite of the continued heavy demand and the high”price 
Japan, the eel farming industry in Taiwan; is plagued, b 
problem - the inadequate supply o$seed eel, which will b 

!;a ,;hetail in the accounts that follow. !f’ o 
* ’ i\ s 

2. SPECIES CULTUJXiiD 9 -c 8’ 

The eel cultured inTaiwan consist mainly of tviro species,, theYapan&e eel,“’ ’ ‘II 
Aizguilib japonica (Fig 8) which ‘is a native of the Taiwan. &-ea;‘and the’.; y;’ 
European eel. A. angz(iZZa, whic,h is imported as&seed eel inrecent years. 

b ., 
I, D . . 1 ,J ‘, I7 ’ I ( :I ;;;: 
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Another exotic eel, A. mwmorata, known locally as ‘donkey eel’, has a high 
market valtie,\but an attenipt to c$ure it did not .&cceed. . 

I- -.- &mily Anguillidae has, 6ndy one gknps’, all eelS of this ;‘gmily 
belong to, the genus Anguilla. Some other bet&- known species are:” 

. - I 
iefenbacker (New Zealandy _ 
ustralis (New Zealan@) 

. I A. bicolor (Indonesia,, Phjlippines) 
I A. paczjicy (Indonesia, qhilippines) 

I A. rostrafa (U.S:A.) , 

The life histoqy of t&-L &zguih anfG&&fr.& isfarge&k~wti. They 
both grow from elvers and inature in rivers and migrate downstreani into 
the ocean to spawn in the, Shrgasso Shea, but $ery little is known of the life 
history of the A. japonica, p,qrti+la~ly its ?fiawning ground. ’ I 
%. 
i”POND AREA AND DISTkIBUTION ‘\ ,) , _, 

J&v , \ ii 

According to a survey made by I&o, Hu&ng an! Su,! the are,as of eel ponds 
in Taiwan in January 19 72 wer’e distributed as follows: 

T’ I .v . i 
’ Wqring _ Furs&-y 

i. ,- ” Ponds $ d on .s * ,$ Total 
Changhua County 2 l,?. 3,Q, ha ‘\- 2.12.36 ha 
Pingtung County ‘: 198. lj, \ha” lQ.00 208.&1~9 ha \ 
Ilan County . . 49.03, h 

a\ 
)‘, fj 8:‘. 15 iI 117.18 ha 

Yunlifl COunti 69.81 hi, q3:117 92.98 ha 
Chiayi County I ” 43.84 ha ’ 20.00 63.84 ha 
Taoyuan Coq$q?, ,?-:‘; , 44.22 ha 1 10*9 

$ 
5520 ha 

Hsinchu Co&$y , ‘16.09 ha 6.91. 23.00 ha” 
XXher Coutities /a * + 

. 
50.38@. ‘- . 9,os+, .’ $9.43 ha 

/ 
f 

Total 683.86 ha < 148,26: ‘\\\, 832.12 ha’ 

* Ponds used ‘f’br ,rearing the glass eel to stoiking size. So b, ‘k’eel-faimers 
speciglize in ,rearing the glass eefto various sizes tid selling tl@ \to othe& 

’ to grow to market size. ’ ’ ‘, J. \ \ 
n 

It is estimated that the total eel farming acreage had;reached$&OO ha by. 
the niiddle of 1903. Changhua, Pingtung, Yu+in*and.Ilan Co 

\ tique to be the main areas bf eel farming. In Ilan, irrigation wate 
nt[es &$ 
is usedrib 

most cases for provjding cunning water to the ponds; 
other areas underground water is u!ed. . 

” t 
18 . 
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TION AND WA!bER\SUPPLY. + 
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ti 
‘; 

c 

enty 
;, :; 

of fresh water and should be located rin areas of 
uantitatively and qualitatively. The water should 

be%free from pollution and have pH value between, 6.;5 and’\ 8.0. The 
Japanese eel can live both in tropical,and temperate environn?en$ but they 
generally cease to feed and grow at a temperature, belo$ I2-“C:. 

In Taiwan. most of the eel ponds use underground water/from dkep wells, 
but irrigation- water is also used in some parts of northeastern Taikan. 
Irrigation wateris -not desi~r&le-becauseit 
with pesticides. Underground water should. b $, aerated by sp!raying or 7 

a be polluted, p4rticularly 

agitation. 3 

‘Most eel ponds have perpendicular 
soil bottoms (Fig 9) although some are 
embankments. It\,is claimed that if the Grater 
well.fed. they will’not try to esctipe even in 
mud. 

Some eel ponds have concrete protruding . _ 
walls. These are now considered to ,,” 
rearing ponds. The seed eel, being 
distances up a perpendicular wall. 
rain. ‘* 

1, 

I 

Most-ponds are equipped with paddle wheels .driven by e ectric motors ~ 
(Fig 10). The whirling wheels with paddles, turn round’ and 
water surface to act as aerators. They are turned on usually 
the early,, morning when the dissolved oxygen is low. \ 
. After the practice of Japanese eel farmers, some’ceel ponds have the _ . 

porti:o.n equipped with agitators partitioned off into a ‘pool’, - 
ca ‘ccongregate 

P at, time of, low oxygen supply. “This is, 

mers install a-compressed air blower at the b 
b increae,the oxygen supply. Again; this is unto 
ds’are now constructed above-iground (with 
o facilitate drainage and save the cost of exca 
irrigation water have to be built below the 

irrigation canals. , 

An eel farm, requires a ‘large!&mbes of ponds, because 
sizes-have to be segregated to mainta’mmore 
size of a pond is 0.1 to 0.2 ha3 Large-size 
may also be found. Ponds for running 
generally smBl1. I k’ ’ 

:_ .’ rj 
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I Fig 8 Japanese eel Atlgztilla japonicn 
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Fig 9 Eel pocds in Lotung 
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Fig IO Paddle wheels driven by electric rnotgrs 
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5. SUPPLY OF SEED EEL 

The natural history of the Japanese eel is not fully known i spite of 
investigations made by Japanese scientists. It is generally believ d .that ,the 

t adult eel, after spending some years to grow and mature in resh water, / 
descend the rivers to the sea to spawn at some locality sout ‘of Taiwan.’ 
After hatching, the larval eek,: known as leptocephalus, follow the Kuroshio 9 
current and drift into estuarine waters, where they tire caught By that time, 

’ the leptocephalus have transformed to become arfransparent young eel of 
several ce”i7timetres in length known as glass eel. This long nd complicated 
life history explains why it is yet impossible to spawn the 
rear the larvae to glass eel size. 

* I 
/ 

el artific,:illy and 

The seed eel catching season in Taiwan is from October to March, with 
the peak in December and January.’ The glass eel of qnother local species, 
Angtrillcl ~narr?~oratn. are found in abundance along /he east coast, but no 
success has been obtained in rearing them in ponds: I/! is said that, in spite of 
feeding, they increase very little in‘~ ize. j 

The glass eel are caught with SC d p ‘nets push,ed by one person wading in 
--,shallow water. by drag nets towed by a, powered ry!ft, or by trap nets set in 

the estuaries.’ The glass eel come in with the tic@ usually at night. 
The glass eel caughf.are temporarily placed with water in plastic con- 

tainers to wait for buyers. The buyers, after collecting- sufficient quantities 
of glass eel, sell them either to the eel farmers or middlemen. 

\ No other commodity has experienc&dti rise in price within the span of a 
feti.years as fabulofls as the seed eel in Taiwan. Before the commercializa- 
tion of eel farming, the seedeel had no market and were caught as duck feed. 
Later, in, about 1966, the price for one kilogram’ of glass eel (A. japonica) 
was only NTJ60 (NT340 = USJ 1 ;OO). The current market price (March 
19 7 3 ) is,noti about NT 5 60@00, an increase of 1,OOq tiines in seven years.’ 

This phenomenal price increaseof the seed eel is due to two reasons, the 
’ shortage of supply0 and the heavy buying and high pr,ice paid by the 
* Japanese eel importers. 1 

6. TItAIkNG OF THE EL.V&$ J ,,I e-+-i 
:. 

,,= . 
f- * 

The glass eel of Anguillajapanjca are caught in estuarine waters all along 
the coast of -Taiwan. They’& transparent and about 5-6. cm in’length, and 
about 6,000 individuals make up each kilogramme. As they ascend the 
rivers. the elvet-s_ assume a dark colour and are difficult to catch. 

In the pond, tl~eelvers have to be trained to take artificial feeds.‘They are 
fed’with tubifex worms or minced meat oif oyster and clam. Minc,ed fish of 

22 “I 
./ I 

/’ 
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good quality n~n\;,Ualso be given. The feeds in a basket are lowered to the 
bottom of the pond at ljight. At first the elvers are reluctant to eat, and left- 
over feeds must be replaced with fresh feeds each night. This is kept up for 
about 20 days. when most of the elvers will come to feed. Gradually, the> F1 

e is changed to early hlorning, and the feed basket is raised to *, ‘) 
the surface. At the same time, minced trash fish or mixed eel feed 

is gradually added to the’ fqed. until finally the feed consists entirely of 
minced trash fish or commercial eel food. From then on, the elvers will grow 
rapidly. 

I 

Some eel farmers treat the tubifex witlj 0.2% ‘sulfamonomethoxine -$ -’ 
solution for one hour and wash them before giving to the elvers. ! 

7. FEEDS AND> FEEDING ----a 
\ r 

* The eels feed mainly on animal protein food. During the initial stage of eel p 
farming in Taiwan, silkworm pupae formed the mbin feed of the eel. .“I~ 
Because of the decline of the silk industry and the expansion of the eel 
farming area. the supply of pupae has, becime inadequate, ,and tra;h fish ’ ‘* 

’ (small fish of poor quality from trawlers) and scraps from fi,sQ proces*?ing 
plants have been used extensively as eel feeds. 

The trash fish or scraps,are minced with a meat grinder to fokn? a thick, ’ ’ 
paste (Fig 12). which is then placed in a wire basket and lowered to a point >I 
just below the surface of the eel pond. At a few eel prms, the trash fish or 
scraps-are cooked, before mincing. The merit .of this practice is yet to be 
determined. :I. 

Most eel farms are.e@ipped with a small feed pro&sing plant with 
pd*ered grinders, and large f$rms have cold storage facilities as well. “: 

Every. eel Fond is provided with a feeding platform fro4 which the feed ” 
basket is lowered. Feeding time is early in the n&rqing. The eels inthe pond, 
having learned when and where they can get food, will come ,quickly to th‘e 
‘wire basket, enter through the mesh, and 1iteralJy bury themselves in thk loaf 

2 

of.. say: fish paste, eating very voraciouSly. 
The Taiwin Fisheries Research Institute ,began expe;iments on the ’ 

formulation of au artificial feed fo#r eel in 1966. an 1968, it produced a 
mixed feed in powder form with the followirg formula:’ 

>’ 

i (I .c 
/ 1 

White fish meal 
Gamma starch 6.1: 
Defatted soybean powder ” 
Fish soluble. dried ‘ 

,’ ), 

I 

, 





Yeast powder 
Vitamins L j 
L-Lysine y 
b.L. Methiovine 
Binder 
Anti-oxidant 

‘I lo-Q, 
1 . 0" 4 

0.1 
O-l 
0.2 - " 
o-2 

Its .chem’ .l composition is as follows: 
i., 

ICX 

Crude profein 
Crude ash 
Carbohydrates 1 -. 
Crude fibre 
Water 

45.43 
14;66 
2 1.34’ .s 

The abo,ve artificial feed was compared with minced fish in a 9@day ) 
feeding experiment. At temperatures ranging from 9;6 to lS.q”C, the 
conversioti-fate of the artificial feed was found to be 2.45 as’ compardd to 
13.49 for tY?sh fish. The expeiiment .was performed on young eel of,about 
45 g in in$al w&ght.’ d 

In appltiation, the artificial feed in powder form is well mixed wiih 5% to 
10% of ,f&h live? oil and 10% of water to form a stiff paste, wh’ich is then’ 

-placed;‘in$ the feed basket. 4% ” I r, 
,The quantity of feed given per day-is 5% to 1 <Yqof the total weight of the 

eel in the pond in the case of minced trash fish and 1.0% to 3.‘5% iri the case t 
of artificial feed. The quantity is limited to what the eel cag’consume in 20 
minutes.” 

Because of its comparatively high cost, no e:l farmers in Taiwa‘n use the 
artificial feeds exclusively. ‘Usually th’ey keep artificial feeds in 5tock and ,. 
use them when the supply of trash fish is low and its cost high. .? 

% 
81 HARVESTING A&D MARKETING _. 

I 
From June to September, when some of the eels have reached marketable 
size, they are ),arvested daily oi once every few days at feediri’g time by a net 
placed below the feeding platform and taken to the local market: This will 
reduce the population in the pond as well as provide a Irevolving fund to the ,, 
eel farmer. ., 

In addition, the eel ponds,!,are drained at least once a year and all the ee+s - -. -~ 
taken out. This is for three purposes: /!’ 

1. To remove all the eels of marketable size’ for exp’&-t and ior local -,, 
/ 

25. ,‘I 
-1 
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consumption. Eels of the si,ze 5 to 8 per kiibgramme are preferred by the 
export market and th.ose ,of 3’ or 4 pei%logramme are preferred by the 3 
‘loyal market. -J .,’ 4 

?F.- 1.. *i -* ,- . ; 
21 ‘To clean and disinfect the pgnds and expo&&i%+ bottoms to the sun. %. 

A-- 3. To segregate the eels as to size and restock them iti different ponds.’ 
This is importaqt for uniform growth. t: 
After the eels are removed from the ponds, thosk to be sold or exported ~1 

are segregated by size and impounded in clean water for a few days tp empty 
their guts and condition them for tiansportation (Fig 13). , ’ 

-- 

Fig 13 Eels for market are kept in clean water for few days before tran.$o;tation 
,--i-i 

Eels are sold either in the domestic market or export market. In inland 
transportation- over short’distances; athe eels are first chilled in ice water to 

‘; put them in a state of suspended’&&ation and then put%,bamboo baskets 
over which ice water Cickl&. For export to Japan, the previ,ously chilled _ 

_ eels are put,&0 a plastic, bag with a small quantity of water and filled. with 
oxygen. Two G&bags are encased in a strong carton for shipme&by air. 

,J Elvers are shipped either, in oxygen-filled plastic bagS or, in shallow 
plaqtic boxi tiiZsome ?ce and’@ater,?I’hey aie,, also impounded in?%&, ,f 
wafer and chilled before sh 

.26’ l.. 
ipment. 
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9. THE SEED EEL’ DILEMMA .. 

The supply of seed eel for eel farming is. the most perp.lexing problem&& 
by the eel farmers of Taiwan today. The average yearly catch of glass eel. 
from the estuarine waters of.Taiwan is about -1-5 mt;Yw~~gh&‘ .A - -.--- 

, 
stocking the 300 ha of eel ponds in the past. With the rapid increase of eel 
ponds. a serious shortage,of seed eel has developed since 19:7 11 T.he price of 
locally produced seed eel has gone up tremendously, andthere is a rush to ,, ,, 
buy the less costly imported seed eels. In 1972, the price of each locally 
produced glass eel once went-up to NTS22.00 (US$O.58) as compared to 
:about NTS2- 00 for an imported glass eel. In 1973, the Government lifted 
the ban on importation of glass eels that are not of the spec,ies Anguilla 
japonica. and a large qyantity (estimated at 20 mt) has been imported since 
February.+ The price of each imported eel dropped @about NT#Q-70P,, .~ 
(t.JSSO.02). F acing such strong competition, the price of locally produced 
glass eel was f?rced down to. NT$l2.0& (U,S$O. 32) each 

Although the Japanese eel, the culture techniques of which hav,e long ’ 
been mastered by the local eel farmers, remains the favourite, the disparity 
in cost has influenced many eel farmers to buy the imported eel. They fig$e 

i 
’ 

- that even if the imported s&d eel suffer a high mortality of 80%, they would :/ 
still save money. 

.;.’ 
.- “\, ’ 

The short supply of seed eel is not a problem peculiar to Taiwan. Japan, 6 
the leading eel farming country’and the’largest eel consumer of the world, 
faces the same problem’: The fishculturists oftjapan are performing exten- * “7 
sive experiments to utilize the imported seed eel of various origin for .‘- ” 
stocking their ponds. 

Although ‘some elvers from AustraIia and New Zealand have been ’ 
imported into Japan for trial, the elvers of the European eel, A. anguilla, are -_ --j -5 
still looked upon as the,most promising and the ltirges_t~u~c~~~~~~~~~-~ 
Th? European eel has a very large distribution ins North Atlantic and 
Mediterranean. sextencling- from the coast of Denmark down to the north k 
coast of Africa.‘,,’ 0 & 

The imported glass eel, of the species~AnguiIZa~mzguiZZa, cannot tolerate a: ‘9 
high temperature and is liable to many diseases and parasitism. The writ.er 
hqs viisited’many eel farmers who kept imported seedeel in their ponds and 
found that, in spite of the different culfire methods used and intense care, 
such as, ( I) use’, of water of temperatures not’ex~ceeding 25”C, (2) the ‘A 
apbli$ation of pesticides, antibiotics and sulpha,?!&gs, (3) morefrequent 
feeding and (4) larger flow of running water, mostrof them s$ffered losses. 
&hers claimed success of varying”degr,ee, ie a survival rae)e of;?,? to :9b% up ‘, 
to the time of marketable size. 1 . I 

‘I ~ : 
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It is found that the techniques successfully used by the eel farmers vary in, 
- 

.’ 
1 one way or an0the.r. Among eel farmers who use identical technique, some “. :::p 

- i--m--su-cceeded and otl%rs-faile&One eelfarmer who cl-airrredsuccess in 197 l-,-. --- 
-.. failed utterly in 19 72. empl~y~~.g.4he.same-tec;hniques. This leads some eel 

\ 

\ 

farmers to believe that they are not dealing with eels of the sag& s,pecies or 
origin. I’ /--. --~ “*1J\ 

I 
The impor!ed seed eel *r-e-purchased from Japanese ,ezpbrters. The p 

‘~ buyers in Ta&&nhaven&#inite bn owledge of their origijn. Frock, Ital,y, ,. 
pain.$Uorocco, England. the P.hilippines, Indonesia and zabah have beep 

< ited:+as, the countries of their origm. M+-phologicall&it is well nigh 
. &impossible” to distinguish the seed eel of GA..,angu$la from that’ of A.. O,. ” 

jbponica. As a matter of fact, the A. anguilla is distinguishedfrom the ‘>: .“’ 
japonica by the.a.pplication of the pesticide Ciodrin, the Lppm solution of” 
which will kill the A. hlzguilla elverin 20 minutes leaving theA. japonica 

. unharmed. 
2 ,-, -,a, .i * 4 

It seems necessarf. therefore, for thTTaiwar%eel farmers toimport seed 
eels directly from the countriesof origin. A projectz.ould~als& b,e init&ated. -* 
to experiment on the rearing of eels of-di$+ent origins and 
is the more desirable. 

- ?;;-‘--- ..__.. determinewhic:hY, _ ̂ ’ : , _ -+I- 
_ f ,.---H i -_ 

For’ the purpose of minimizing disease.and paras,$e infestation of the -x’ 
imported seed eel, the-eel farmers of Taiwan dose their eels with-diffe6& b 
preparations of sulfa drugs, antibiotics, pesticides andgro,wth prom&%g -“’ 
subsffances. This practice of trial and-e-or-is ,not o&y. unecQ,npmical but _j-‘---- 
tiill undoubtedly impair thehealth of the eels.” In this respect, scieotific - 
investigation&%&l be instigated to look into the’cause &&aCh disea&+nd 

f pa$%ism and institute treatments and preventive measures. ei.-,A 
:: 

,.‘ -5 I ? -J” 
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. olycul@e of Chinese Carps in FreshyBter/ 
Ponds 
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I 
- 1. INTRODUCTION- n / 

‘: 
Polyculture of-carps is the backbone of fish culture in China. It began 
thousands of y’ears ago and has been improved with the passing of time. 

: bv I lam E’. Hoffmann was perhaps 3he first westerner to describe it in 
deta’il.’ It is particularly common in the delta region of the Pearl River&d 
the Yangtse River, yhere ‘natural supply of-the fry is !plentiful and the 
general conditions favourable. 

In Taiwan. the total acreage offreshwater fish p&s in 1972 was 10,275 I+ 
ha. most of which were used for the polyculture*of Chinese carps together 
with other suitable species, In order of importance, the species of Chinese . 

: carps planted are grass carp, Ctenopharyrzgodon idellus (Fig 14), silver 
carp. Hllpotlzalrnichth!ls moiitrix, bighead. Aristichthys nohilis, mud carp, 
Cirrhina molitorella, and snail carp. Mjlopharyngodon piceus. Other fishes. 

-’ often reared with the Chinese carps are mullet, common carp (Fig 15) 4 ~.~-..~..~ 
/Crucian carp. tilapia, etc. 

/’ / ‘Polyculture of Chinese carps is believed to be capable of achieving the : ~ 
highest productivity.in Ia given unit ar6a. because. first. these fish occupy ’ * 
different strata of water: the mud carp and the snail carp g-enerallybstay at 
the bottom, the silver carp and the bighead usually at the top; and the grass I 
carp roam ,a11 strata of the water. Secondly, they have different feeding 
habits: the grass carp feeds on grass and otherplant-materials, silver carp- -- - ‘--I 
on phytoplankton. bighead on zooplankton, mud carp on detritus on the , 
bottom. and snail carp (also known as black carp) on live food,,principally , 
molluscsand crustaceans on the bottom.‘. ti ’ ;& 

these Chin&e-carps are reared- in- the same pond, therefore,, there is 
a saving/in feeds as well as space. The ratio or number of each spediem& .I 
planted/in the pond varies with the condition of the pond and. management 
practice and will be discussed late?‘-. \ i 

a -; ‘\\i 29,. i 
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Fig. 14 Grass carp,,Ctenophalyngpcion idellus 
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2. SUPPLY OP FRY OR SEED .’ , ,, 
+ 

The five species of Chinese carps have their :origin in the- rivers of China, 
mainly the Yangtse River and the West River (also known as I$earl River):@ 
The spawning grounds of the mud carp, however, do not. extend to the ’ 
Yangtse--area, and arel&ited to the rivers of South.China. Fertilized eggs 
are &%iqd dgwn by the st.reams, hatch on the way. and are collected as fry.3 I 

I 

i 
t 

. 
(I 

: ,’ 
Y’ 

. . ._ . . * ‘- “- . . . . . 4 __...... ./. ,_,..,. .- .iy! I 
” Fig 15 Common carp Cy@ws carpio 
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-As thy Chinese carps -do not spawn~naturally. inconfinement, TaiwaL ~~ 
until 1964, had to depend on fish seeds impor,ted from Hong Kong, and to ,$ 

, I small degreefrom Japan, where the grass carp ancEGl~rY%rp, introaucea 
from China, had started to spawn in the Tone River. The number’ off& _ .~~ 
imported was from 30 to 40 million each‘.year. _..~~~~ _~~ ~_~~~ __.. -- 

In 1962, with the success in iuduced spawning. of the grass carp and 
silver carp by ‘the Tainan Fish Culture Station, the Taiwan Fisheries 
Research Institute began to produce fingerlings of Chinese carps, and this -. t 
was soon followed by a large number of small commercial hatcheries. So, ,J 
beginning from 1964, Taiwan was not only self-sufficient in the supply -;~+ ,~- 

’ ,of seeds of all the species of Chinese carps, but was ‘also able to export ) ” 
-. _ them to Southeast Asian countries as well as small quantitiesitolthe;United .~ (I 

States. 

,, _: 

3. PRODUCTION-OF-FRY- BY ZNDUCFD Sl?A~N~~:m. , . ~-__ -3 ; I 
The season for the production of the fry of the Chinese carps in Taiwan -y 

? 
’ 

begins in March and continues to July. The commercial producers have 
noiv completely mastered the technique of artificial propagation.’ 

. ,_ I I: . 
i 

The first and most importaht step in the artificial probagation of the i ” ” 
Chinese carps is the culture of spawners. From the stock of Chinese-carps in 
ordinary commercial ponds,, spawners are selected for bse in induced .2 c 
spawning (Fig 16). =1 

Grass carp ‘intended to serve as spatiners should be given plenty of feeds ” 
“such as tender grass, vegetables, aquatic plant, peanut meal, soybean meal 

,,,,-A 
,‘/ 

and rice bran. Over-feeding, however, will cause the fish to grow fat with-‘- -~~ ~-~ 
s <-adipose tissues accumulated on the gonads, thus hindering egg and sperm\\ * 

development. :, ‘y, 
For silver carp, bighead and mud carp,, peanut meal and soybean meal ,“‘~‘>~-- 

are good feeds, and the brood ponds should. be fertilized with inorganic 
fertilizers and barn manures. ,I- i 

,Under, the climatic conditions in Taiwan, the females of’ silver carp 
become fully mafure in two or three years (2 kg or more), bighead three-to -- .--~ i-e-- 
four years (5 kg or more), grass carp four to five years (3 kg or,rriore) and 
the mud carp three to four years ( 1 kg or more). The males mature one year 
earlier t.han the females 

‘. 4 
. . .i. _ b-t.., .I 

There is pract$ally no commercig production’of the fry-of-the snail %‘arfl 
but small numbers are produced by theTai-wan Fisheries Bureau’s hatchery 
on Coral Lake. Snail carp is not popular in Taiwan and the dem$nd. for its ’ , 
fry is therefore sm&ll,. .--- - & /,I _ . . ~,&. 

__ -- ,’ J” 
8 31 
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Fig 16 Selection of silver carp spawr&- 
eggs being stripped 
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8kF .,wners of ‘C hinese carps are held in small mud ponds of about 1,000 
square metres in area with a depth of about 1 m. Several holding ponds 
should be provided, so that the spawners in each pond could be netted and 

I used in rotation.‘This wi&minimize injury to the fish. In most cases, the * * 
spawners will die from shock and injury after stripping, but with tendercare 

/ the same spawner could be used repeatedly for many consecutive years. 
The next step is to ascertain the ripeness of the spawners. For the males 

L of all Chinese carps, a few drops of mi-lt by application of light pressure to 
the abdomen is indication of ripeness. Ripeness is also indicated by 
secondary sexual CharacIeristics. Serrated ridges, rough to the touch, occur 
on the inner surfaces of the pectoral fins of the males of the mature silver 
carp and bighead. Similar characteristics are also found in the mature males 
of the grass carp but less prominently. Gravid femals can be recognized by 
the soft distended belly caused by full growth of the ripe ,ovary, anda the ’ 
swollen anus, pink;sh in front. ‘$ Ib P 

Spawning is induced by the*injection of pituitary of cyprinids, generally , I .? 
the common carp, with Synahorin, Gonagen-forte or Puberogen as a 
booster. The dosage and procedure vary’ a ,.great deal. according to the. . ,,. 
condition.‘of the spawner and the experience of the operator. In case a 
spawner is fully mature and in good condition, a small dose would be 

5 

effective; otherwise a heavier dose would be’ needed. In principle, however, 
the-weight of the donor of the pituitary (or several donor fish) should be ._ 
equal to that of the recipient fish. The dosage qfsynahorin is generally 12 to 
14 rabbit units for each kilogramme of the spawner. The pituitary and. 
Synahorin’mixture is divided into two portions for injections at interval of 
six hours. 

Usually no injection of hormone is given to the male fish unless milting.is 
found inadequate, in which case an injection of similar dosage given to the 
female is administered at the time of the second injection. . . . . . . . . . 

--7_ 
Differing from.the other Chinese carps, the mud carp is given only one 

injection, and the males and females are placed together in one pond, where 
natural spawning and fertilization will take place after about eight hours. 

After the injections, when the female is ready to spawn, it is stripped by 
pressure on the abdomen (gig 16). The eggs, in an enamel pan; are fertilized 

:,. 

with sperm stripped from a ripe male by mixing ~gently with a feather 
(Fig 17). The f er I ized’eggs hatch in about 30 hours at a temperature of t-1’ 
2 l-24OC, and about 19 hours at 2%30°C. Lin’s hitching net (a conical 

@! 

net with water coming up from a vent at the bottom to keep the eggs roll- 
ing) developed by the late Mou-chun I,Gc (Fig I$) is use for hatching. 

The hatchlings are about 6 mm in 1er)gth (4.5:;mm for the mud carp), 
---h-ansparem-wit h large--yo?k sacsT TheyYae left ‘in the- hatzhing net -with Yp - 
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running -water for about two days”(Fi.g 19), after which they are transferred 
to a rearing trough of fine-mesh netting suspended in a pond and fed v&th. 
egg yolk,, soybean milk, skim milk powder., wheat flour, etc. After three,or 
four days, they are transferred to an earth pond, from which they will be 
sold to fish fry dealers. e i 

0 

,‘ 
i@ 

,I ’ 

./” 

Fig 18 Lin’s hatching net Fig 19 Hatchlings keptin-Inets for two days 
; i 
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, 
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c 4. REARING OF THE FRY,4 !\ 

i I, < 
;i 

Most carp fry dealers are located in the+Tainan and Changhua areas They i 
buy the hatchlings from the hatcheries and sell them to fish farmers or fish -s 
fry -exporters. They handle not only the Chinese carps,-but%& the fry of 1, 
many other species of freshwater pond fish, including snakel‘heads., walking 
catfish, Crucial carp, leather carp, Tilapia, etc. They generally have a-- ’ 

---_ \ ‘number of i-rurse~ ponds for holdingthe fry. 
Before stocking with fish fry, the nursery ponds are.dra$d;drieZ6nder 

/ the sun, fertilized, and rid of’undesirabie organisms (byTpplioation,of lime ’ ,, 
or tea-seed meal). After the ponds are refilled with water, rotifers, daphnia .’ 

-- and other natural foods \will develop in quantity to serve as feeds forithe~fry 
* in seven to ten days, depending on the weather. ‘_ 

The nursery ponds are stocked at the rate of--no&more than1300,600’per-~--- 
i;” r tenth of a hectare. But sometimes 500,OQO are planted in-one tenth 0f.a.‘:~ . . . . 

hectare’for purpose of stu-nting the fjsh. They,,grow to &+cm~in-lengthafter-- 
about ten days. when they should be stocked’inonds at the rate OT bO,nOO- ^.. .- _l_-l_ __--- 
8O.OOIQG tenth of a hectare. The stocking rate should be furthe{ reduced ,, 
34 - --- ? -- ..-~“- - 2 __ ..__ --- 6 \ 
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when the fish attain length of 4-5 cm.‘“The fry may be used as stocking , 
material when they are 5-l”O cm in length: 

About three days after the nursery ponds are stocked. the natural food 
should have been all consumed, and supp\ementacy feeds such as soybean * 
milk. egg yolk. milk powder and liver extract should be given. A week later.’ 
these feeds are replaced by ground peanut meal, soybean meal, wheat\flour 
or rice bran in the quantity of 4- 16% of the total weight of )the fry. 

The most serious pests in the nursery ponds are the predacious.diving 
beetle. H?.dnticus sp.. and tadpoles. The former may be eliminated by the 
application of 0.5 ppm Dipterex. 0.3 ppm Sumithion or 0.25ippm Lebay- 
cid. To reduce the number of tadpoles. the ponds may be-fenced to prevent 
the entry of frogs. and any frog spawns found in the’ponds should be + 
removed. 

i 

5. TRANSPORTATION OF THE $RY <. 

%Less injury occurs to the fry during tiansportation !&hen they are about 20 
days old or when they are over 30 dais old. Before they are shipped. the fry 

_ _.-‘- 

must first be conditioned* so as to reduce mortality during the journey. 
Conditioning is done by towing a fine-meshed seine across the pond and + 
holding the fry thus collected in the s:ine at high conceitration for about 1 
five minutes before releasing them. After an interval of about 24 hours, the . . .. 
fry are again collected and placed in a cage ‘net suspended In the pond (Fig 
20) for about six hours. For “transportation over long distance. the fry .’ 
should be further held in clear water for three hours or longer. No feeds are 
given during conditioning 
and also cause them to> e 

. Plastic (PVC ) bags are 
the fry. They are 40 cm x 

7 cm. 1.000 fry of 5 cm 0 
for a short haul of not more t 
ice is added?0 the water. \ ’ 

6. REARING ‘FOR MARKET -^ 

\Two types of culture are’pra carps fir filarkeb J 
!I( I) extensive culture or ‘rou 
!and’ (2) intensive cultur 
pepends on natural feeds pr 
only’ occasionally given. 

. affects the yield and mak 
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1,000 kg/ha), 
of sewage, in which case 

her (about, 2,000 .kg/ha). The-following proce- 
in ponds under intensive management and. has ” ,.,. 
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i 6.1 Selq&on of pond site 
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carps are locate,d in areas with the following , 

( 1) Free from/inundation; , ‘. I’ 
(2) Long exposure to’ sunshine;‘ ’ -’ 

2 

(3) Adequate suppl’yF of water - either surface or ‘uu;derground; * 
(4) SupplyF of good quality water (free from chemical pollution, low* 

,= iron coptent, .!alinity lower than 1x0, pH ‘7-S. 5); / ” I 
(5) Loamy soil with little seepage; G J 

-? (6) Close to transportation facilities. 
i P m 

%.a s- 
’ 6.2 The fish pond I 4‘ 

\ 
i *’ 

The ideal size of the pond is from 0.5 to 2-O hectares. ‘A pond srn&r~ 
than thi> will not provide the space required fir rapid growth, and the : 

” smaller body of water will be subject to a rapid change of temperature 
and .other water qualities. On the other hand, a large pond is more 
difficult to manage, eg in harvesting and pest control. It is pref’er$‘bly 
rectangular in shape. -., 

Sluice gates are placed both at the water inlet and outlet, which are at 
opposite sides of the pond. Both should be screened to ppevent: the 
entrance of undesirable oqganisms as well asthe escape of fish?. The pond 
bottom should be. flat with a gentle slope of about 0.5’s ‘to ‘effect 
complete drainage of water whenever required. A trench! should be 
provided near the outlet to collect the fish when the pond~is drained. It is 
desirible to maintain the depthkof water at 1.5-2.0, m. D 

-_ + II 
B. 3 S focking 
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Ponds which have been in use for years are drained -after the winter -T-a 
harvest, the debris ~n~-~ecompos~~ ociigan<c .mattzrs r~~~~~d-~-t:~~~dik~s.‘ ~.- 

repaired, and the bottom dried under the sun. To each hectare &pond, 
1,000 kg of lime ,is then added to eradicate pests and predat’ors. This, 
winter treatment of the,pond is impbrtant to maintaining,the fish yield. 

‘. .c I P 
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The ponds are stocked generally in March and April: As propagation 
of the Chinese carps does’ not begin until late March, the stocking 
materials held at the time are over-wintered fingerlings of 7 to’ 14 cm in . . 

‘_ length. -a 

.a Both stocking rate and stocking ratio, as well as the species to be 
planted vary a great deal according to locality, the fertility of the pond, 
the “supply df natural and supplementary feeds, and the manner of 

, operation. Generally speaking;silver carp, bighead, common carp, Cru- 
>cian carp and tilapia are suitable species for eutrophic ponds (ponds rich 
in nutritive matters), particularly when duck-cum-fish farming (Fig ‘2 1) 
or hog-cum-fish farming is practised, In oliigotrophic (poor in nutritive 
matters) ponds, especially, when grass and weeds grow in abundance, the 
grass carp should be the dominant species to be stocked. In ponds with 
an abundance of extraneous fish.tsmall number of predatory fish such as 
sea perch (Fig 22) and snak,ehead may be introduced. Because .of 
temperature difference, tilapia are generally not stocked in ponds of 
northern part of Taivan. On the other hand, the euryhaline milkfish are 
frequently stocked in the freshwater ponds of southb;rn Taiwah 

It is difficult to give a formula of stocking rate and stocking ratio of 
freshwater ponds in Taiwan. But it is possible,to give two examples as 
follows I’ 

0 

i 
0 

Table 3 Stocking rate Affrishwhter pond (per hectake) 
“, 

Species - , ’ Size 

Example A (Central Taiwan) 
Silver carp”” 7-12 cm 

“Bighead ’ 7-12 cm 
Grass carp 7-12 cm 
Mud carp 5 cm 
Mullet 5 cm 
Common carp ,2.5 cm 

No. of fry Time of stocking 

Example B [Southern Taiwan) 
Silver carp 10-13 cm 

* Bighead 10-13 cm 
Grass carp 12-15 cm 
Mud carp 7-10 cm 
Common carp 3-4 cm 
Crucian,~carp 3 cm 
Mullet 
Walking c&sh 

5 cm 
5 cm 

Snakehead; 10 cm I 

,’ 

- 800 ~ 
100, - 
50 

1,000 
2,000 
1,000 

11,000 
400 
200 

1,500 
2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

i 500 
500 

March-April 

February-April 
March 
March 
March , 
March 

February 
March 
May 
June 
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6.4 Feed.b and fertilizers- 

The traditional feeds such as rice bran, soy.bean and peanut meal are 
given to supplement the natural foods produced in the ponds., Feeding is ., 
once daily. The amount of feeds given is about 2% of the total weight of 
the fish. AsXhe optimum temperature for feed utilization is 20-28OC, 
more feedsshould be given within this temperature range. As the winter 
temperature drops below 15OC, feeding activity of the fish diminishes 
and comes to a stop at about 5°C. So, feeding ,sh&Fd be regulated 
according to temperature changes. As a rule, no feeds are given during 
the cold days in winter. . ,I* 

r t 

20 Cage net for qonditionin ‘Y Fig 2 1 .Duck-cum-fish ponds Y 
:>.r g 

The grass carp, are mainly plant eaters. Before they are-.oMe,nough top 
eat the tougher and larger aquatic or land plants,. the grass carp finger- 
lings are fed with duckweed, Lemna. Some farmers in the Tainan area 
grow duckweed and sell it to fish farmers. The older and larger grass 

/” 

should be fertilized to 
organic fertilizers 
soybean or peanut meal is 
promote the use of inorganic 
are only popularly used in centr&and 
Taoyuan and Hsinchu” Hsien, where the supply 
inadequate, inconveniemor ‘to&$&pensive.3 ,, 
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is the most common limit ing factor of the production of 
natural foods in fish ponds. Application of phosphorous has been found 
to increase the yield of fish tremendously in otherwise barren ponds, 
particularly where silver carp and bighead are the dominant species in 
the ponds. Application of staked time wilt a&o increase production in + 
acid ponds. 

Chinese fish farmers are experts in conditioning the water in fish 
ponds.’ They judge the quality of the water by its colour. Green water 

bBmeans abundance of phytoptankton, which.is food foi’the silver carp’as 
: well as for the zooplankton, &hich is food for the bighead. It also means ’ 

abundance of, dissolved oxygen produced by photosynthesis of the 
phytoptankton. W a 

Experiments on the effectiveness.‘of the addition of fly ash as 8 source 
of minor elements and of acetic acid as a source of carbon to the fish 
ponds have been carried out. but no significant results have been 
reported. The addition of Zeolite, a commercial preparation containing 
silica (SiO,), to the pond water to promote the growth of diatoms has 
been tried with some success., 

As mentionedthe depth of ‘water should be maintained at l-5 to 2-O 
‘m. At this depth or more, the lack of adequate light penetration will 
discourage the growth .of higher aquatic plants, and the apblication of 
phosphorous fertilizers at intervals of not ov,er five days will maintain the ’ 
plankton in good growth. 1. 

, 

Finally, it should be stated that tiK?n organic fertilizers are applied, 
they also serve as supplemental feed ei.ther in part or totally. ’ 

‘. c 

Fig 22 A few sea perch 
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6.5 Diseases and parasites 

The most prevalent disease in polycutture‘ of Chinese carps is the 
inflammation of the intestine of grass carp. 4The wall of the intestine 
becomes swollen and is marked with pink blotches. A larger quantity of 
thick milky fluid can be easily pressed out through the seriously inflamed 
anus. The fish die in a few days. In a study,6 it was found that the bacteria 
Aeromonas pzcrzctata &as associated with the disease and that Chtoram- 
phenicot is effective in inkibiting the growth of this pathogen. The 
common treatment. however. is to incorporate sutpha drugs,, ,(&uch ‘as 
Sutphaguanidine, 100 mg per kg of fish, or Chloramphenicol? 1-0 mg per 
kg of fish) in thee-feeds given to the fish. The drug is tni~cd- with ‘sweet 
potato or wheat flour paste which is applied to, the feed grass. As a 
prevention, this is applied once every one or two m,onths. 

Gi t t rot is also common with the grass carp. It is a!protozoan disease. 
Effective treatment is 8 ppm copper sulphate bath for 20 minut 

The most common -parasites of the Chinese carps and other 
fishes are the anchor ,w&-m, Lernaea sp. and the fish lice, Argzdus sp. 
Their favourite hpsts are the silver carp and bighead tihich have smaller 
scales they can penetrate 

-5 
asily. Their infestation weakens the ., fish, 

-making them susceptible to disease, and is often fata% 
The larvae of the Lernaea can be killed with 0.5. ppm,Dipterex, while 

O-5 ppm BHC is effective in treating Argulus infestation.’ I 
Fungus infection occurs usually in the winter and usu&ly disappears 

when warm weather sets in. The common treatment is‘O. l-6.2 ppm 
Malachite green or l-2 ppm Methylene blue. 

i 

6.6 Harvesting _ ’ 

I ’ 

In polyculture of Chinese carps, the time-honoured practice was to drain 
the ponds ai!> the beginning of winter (when the fish cease to grow} and 
harvest all the fish at once. This practice is .now no longer followed, 
especially with the inclusion of tilapia in the pond. The common practice 
now is to net the fish several times in a year so as to avoid over-crowding 
as ‘wet1 as to meet special market demands during c,ertain festivals. The 
tilapia (in southern Taiwan) are netted from time to time after the month 
of June. The silver carp that exceed 500 gm in weight are taken out to 

J meet the demand of the Moon Festival (in September). The other fish are 
not harvested until around December and January for sale during the 
New Year season. (The. Lunar New Year observed by the Chinese 
usually occurs in .January or February.) i Y 

I 
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the carps. the ponds in southern Taiwan are more productive than those 
in northern .Taiwan. Four to five tons .of fish per hectare are the usual 
production in Kaohsiung and’-Tainan, with a high df 10 tons/ha. 

. 
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V. ‘Culture of,the Grey Mullet 
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1. INTRODUCTION b 

1’ 

There ‘is virtually no monokulture of the grey mullet, lMzlg halus, i? ’ r 
Taiwan. They are nearly always reared in the same pond with ese carps 2 
and other freshwater fishes, and no special management practice is required 
aside from that for the polyculture of Chinese carps. As the art.ificial 
propagation of the grey mullet is more successful ‘in Taiwan than in other 
dress of the world, greater emphasis yill be placed in this chapter on the 
ar.tificial production of mullet fingerlings than on pond’ culture.’ ,- L 

Eleven species of mullet are found along the coasts of -Taiwan, but thee r_ 
grey mullet. M’zrgil cephalus, is the species commo%ly caught in the sea and 5 
reared in ponds (Fig 23). It ha’s a wide distribution, occurring in all tropical 

‘and subtropical waters around the world. In Taiwan waters, it is most 
abundant during January and February, when the mullet schools follow the ’ 
coast line of Taiwan moving from north to south in their spawning 

~‘migration. The mullet schools are most heavily co”ncentrated in the waters 
off Kaohsiubg and Pingtung. As these. fish are all mature, they are caught b 
mainly for the highly..priced roes of the females. - _( .‘, ,, , 
2. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION 

2: 1 ,Historical survey 

The experimental work on the artificial propagation of the mullet begun 
in 1964 has been carried out first in Sanwei of Kaohsiung County by a 
research team organized by the ‘Taiwan Fisheries Bureau and.I’ater in 
Tungkang by the Tungkang Marine Laboratory of the TaiwanFisheries 
Research Institute: These strategic locations enabled the research 
workers to obtain live !ripe mullet+ quite easily from the fishermen. 

In 1963 the Taiwan Fisheries Bureau organized a team-‘“of tiorkers ,’ 
from the Taiwan Fisheries Research Institute. National -Taiwan 

L, 
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Fig 23 ‘Grey mullet Mugil cephnlus 
t : 

Fig 24,Research workers select ealthy ripe pmllet caught by purse‘sein 
*+ 
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University and Taiwan Fisheries Bureau to carry out experiments on 
the artificial propagation of the mullet.’ The experiments were continued 
each winter during the mullet migration season except in 19 68 when no 
funds were made available for this work. During 1963 and 1964, the 
e;xperirnental work was mostly on the selection, transportation and 
$npoundment of the spawners and hormone treatm.ent. In 1965- 196 7, 
experiments in the rearing of the larvae were started. In 1969, two 
fingerlings were reared up to the 3 1st day; they niasured 1.0 and 1. 1 
cm, respectively. and were covered with scales. In 1970,43 1 fingerlings 
of size suitable for stocking were produced.The numbers of mullet 
fingerlings of stocking size produced in the following years tiere 197 1, 
7.786: 1972. 23,695; 1973, 21,688; 1974, 6,050; and 1975, 13,916, 
respectively. ’ 

e 
2.2 The spawners ‘- --d -- ____ ..__.- ----- 

_’ _ _--- - _. ~. .~~ A-=-pz---t---- ~~~ -- -- 

The spawners are obt~dfrom amongst the mullet that migrate each 
win,ter to the waters off the coast’of Pingtung County to spawn-.’ The 
research workers go out to sea on an outboard powered raft to select and 

” procure healthy ripe fish (Fig 24) from purse-seiners. The breeders so 
procured are placed in dark coloured plastic bags filled with sea water 
and oxygen and brought back to the stock tank of the Laboratory. Most 

I ’ of the mullet caught belong to the IV-year class, measuring 32-50 cm in 
body length and weighing 1.0-2-l kg each. 

The stock tank is an . indoor concrete I tank measuring :“ 
5 m x 7 m x 1.5 m (Fig 25). In- the tank, the males and females are 
separated by a nylon net. Fresh sea water is continuously introduced into 
the tank, and adequate aeration is provided. 

2.3 Induced spawning :: 

The materials injected to induce spawning are I( 1) pituitary gland 
obtained from mature mullet (either male or female) (Fig 26), which may 
be preserded in acetones at 5°C and (2) Synahorin, which is a mixture of 
chorionib’ gonadotrophin and mammalian. hypophyseal extract. 

The best result is obtained by giving the female fish the first injection 
within an hour after its introduction into the stock tank and the second 
injectionxwithin the next 24 hours (Fig 27). A third or a fourth injection 
is given if there is no response -after the second or third injection. 

successful ovulation. is often- obtained, by--.i,njecting According to Liao,’ 
2.5 to 6-O pituitary glands combined with 10 to 60 rabbit uni 



d 
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Fig 25 Indoor concrete tanks for holding spgwner;S and rearing larvae 
“C-j, ;L _ I’ ?. LO ;1 

?a ;’ i IJ .A \ _i , 

Fig 26 Removing pituitary glandifrom do’nor fish 
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Synahorin and 0 to 300 mg ofritamin E. Intramusc,ular..injection on the . .J ( -~ 
dorsal, part of the fish is commonly practised. 

For the male mullet, hornion’e treatment is only needed for fish>u_ght ->.~ -- _- - _ - 
toward the end of the spawningseason. The majority of the male mullet ,, “’ 
caught &i-e fully ripe @rid ready to yield milt without any hormone: .-“-“b 
treatment. -* . . 

? Fully ripe and healthy fish respond readily to hormone treatment. The ? 
@el-ly ofthp_~hprnmp.greatiextended. and the eggs come out* 

freely tl@6%ighthe genital pore when 1iEht pressure is applied to the,belly. 
sometimes even without pressing. To examine the condition of the eg’gs, i l 

one usually sucks some eggs from the genital pore with a:,pipette and 
examines ?hem under a microscope. If the eggs ‘are transparent. and 
completely round with one oil globule, they are ready to be fertilized. “. > 

0 

One female of 1.5 kg usually yields 1 to :l. 5 million eggs. ’ 
are coiiectew 

a plastic “basin (Fig 28). Another person strips the male and lets the milt 
‘fahonto the egg mass. A third person mixes the eggs an8 milt gently with 

j 
’ 

‘ --a feather (Fig 29). The fertilized eggs are washed in several changes of 1 
sea water to remove blood and other foreign matters. Thenthey are put 
intowater $r plastic tanks wit&aeration to hatch,. Either the ‘dry method’ 

I or ‘wet method’ Gf-artificial fertilization can 
-is that fertilizationcould be done any’timk P e,u.sed. The only difference k 

I 
ithin an hour using the ‘dry p 

method’, but it must be done within five rn: utes in,case the %?method’ 
- is used. i . .’ 

The fertilized egg is round, transpafent, non-adhesive, with. a large 
* ‘T, -yellowish oil globule measuring about 0: 38 .mm in-diameter. The egg is 57) + 

\ 0.9 3 to 0.95 mm in diameter. The fertilized eggs stay afloat near the 
surface of the -water. under slight aeration, but some may settle down e 

~ 

slowly in-still water. Dead eggs sink to-thebottom~- :-- 
,, 

~ ir 
P 

2.4 Hatchin% 
i 

ii 

__ 

- -1 

Plastic tanks of O-5 and 1~0 ton capacity z&d large indoor concrete tank& 
(5 AX ,7 m x 1 a5 m) are used for hdtchihg the fertilized eggs (Fig 30). 
The v&,ter temperature is maintained at 20-24”C, and the’w.@er quglityG 
is maintained by continuous change of water and continuous aeration. ) 
High disiolved oxygen content, minimum variation in water tempera- 
ture,‘clean‘l’ness and &ntle movement of the water areessential factors of 
success. A ter 1 h-30 ho&. .of incubatioh, the- eggs *--WillJh&~%ell- i 

black .~pigments. 9 . 

and embryonic development varies with the- . 
a ” 47 ,‘I‘, 
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Fig 27 Injecting pituiary and Synahorin into mull@ 

48 ’ 
Fig 28 Shipping female mullet 
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temperature sf,the water in which the eggs are incubated. The eggs will ’ 
hatch in 34-3 8, ho,urs_~~~e-73p.~rature of..2 3T2~5~~9-~hOU119-a-t---.---------- _~..__ - --- 
22.5--23.7”C. with salinit$ranging from 30.1 to 33.8x0. ,, 

‘7 a 
. 2.5 Rearing the larvae 

n 3 -. li ‘. v I 

This is the ‘most difficult part of the whole operation. The new1.y hatched 
-----t -larvae are very small. ranging from 2.5 to 3.5 mm in size (F$g’;3 1). Thev _ ~~-..__-- 

are transparent with complete fin fold sand dark chromatophores scat- 
.tered throughout the entire body. Their eyes are colourless, and the 
mouth and digestive tract are not well-developed. They show gweak ’ 
swimming activity with belly up and head down, sometifies withian up 
and down darting movement. Young larvae do not like strong light and 

, 

tend ~atein#aces ali-g h t-intensity&lderlarva~i-m-i n- ~~~ __i -- . 
schools. ; .- .._ .,_ .,_ .,_ .,, ,, , , 5ik. , , , 1 , 1 _ ~~ , j T ’ ,\” ‘-- >- 

Supply of suitable feeds is the most important problem in reGring,the * 
mullet larvae. Different kinds of feeds are used according to the &ogres-‘ 
sive development .of the larvae as shown below: 

Duw after 
hatching Kind of feed 
3rd to 13th Fertilized oyster eggs and trochophore larvae ’ 
5th to 18th Rotifers (mostly Brachionus .plicatilis collected :- 

,/ L from brackish-water fish ponds) 
10th to 40th Copepods (minute species or i&al stages col- ’ rl lected from ~br!a,&is,h-water. fish ponds) 
16th to 40th First Artemia dauplii and later ‘the adults 
29th I to 44th Cooked egg yolk; rice bran, wheat flour,;*etc. 

D i‘ .,L 

It Will be noticed that several kinds of .feeds are ‘-sometimes given ’ 
.“within the same period when one feed is to be replace@:@ another. _ 

, 
.----‘-:’ ~- 

Thus far the- mullet larvae are reared, in indoor tanks:’ After the 40th -:I.. ..” ‘.... -1 
day, they ‘will generally grow to finger!ings of 1,-S to 2-O cm in length’and 
may be moved to outdoor ponds (Fig 32). 

/ 
a 

3. SUPPLY 06 FIN’GERLINGS FROM NATURAL WATERS - , 
I 

Up to the present, practically .allthe mullet fingerlings used.forstocking the .’ ’ : .““” 
commercial fish ponds are caught fromxatural waters; although the Tung- 
kang Marine Laboratory has succeeded in the mass production of mullet 
fingerlings by induced spawning. The season for catching the mullet 
fingerlings is from October to March. Four kinds of fingerlings are ’ 
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Fig 29 Mixing sperm and eggs with feather to eil,sure fertilization _. -~ --- 

Fig 30 Hatching tank with aeration equipment 
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Fig 3 I Mullet larvae S-10 hours after hatching 
F 

Fig 3 2 Hatchery reafed mullet 1 .yeaFpld 
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dif‘ferentiated, although they evidently belong to the same species. Those 
,caught frc?nOctober to December ar.e locally called Ya Seng Tse, those in 
January are called Ta Chin Lin, those in February Yin Pc Tse, and. those 
in March Ching Tse Tse. The fish farmers prefer the Ta Chin&in, which t’, 

- they claim to be faster growing than the others-and give the best results.; * 
1, Two kinds of gear are used to catch the ‘mullet fingerlings, wh,ich, . . 
generally congregate in estuarine waters. A small floating’drag net is used in 
deeper water. and a small beach seine is used in shallow water. 

The fingerlings caught are kept in, fresh water for two weeks before they’ 
are stocked into the rearing pond. This will increase the survivil rate. Mu&%, 
fingerlings are not sensitive to change’of salinity but are vew sensitive to ““;: 
sudden changes of ~mper~re.~~~Ca~e-~uSt be tamto see that any 1 
change ‘of water is gradual. - -. * . 

4, POND CULTURE LT 
\ 

As stated earlier, nearly all mullet are polycultured with-Chinese carps, 
tilapia, etc. in freshwater pond 

\ 
According’to the Taiwan Fisheries Ye 

f 
_ 

Book,3 in 19 73 there were 98 5 ha of ponds in which mullet as the dominant * 
species is cultured with other-f&r; of which only 54 ha were,brackish water ‘\_ 
ponds. The reasons for this- are:. 

a. It is not desirable *to culture mullet together $-with milkfish, the only. 

,” 
*brackish-water fish cultured in Taiwan, as it competes with the milkfish 
for food and would destroy the algal beds. 
b. Most fish ,farmers believe that the mullet,grow better in fresh water,: i 
although the Tungkang Mari&.,Laboratory, ins -~a recent experiment, k . 
demonstrated that the growth of the mullet was better in sea water 8nd : 
brackish water than in fresh-water. ponds.4 ‘; . I . . i ““-\, . 
4.1 Stocking practice * ’ , * ‘I 

‘- ./ 
, 

/ i Mullet are stocked in’ polycultuqe ponds with grass carp, silver carp, b,ig- ; 1 
! head carp, common carp, tilapia, etc. The stocking practices vary’s g&at c 

4 .* deal, depending largely on the condition of the pond and the fish’ . ; t 
.a community in the..pond. . 

The mullet is a benthic feeder with a stomach*not. unlike the gizzard-oT\ ,I t: 
a chicken for grinding th&..d,etritus which the fish picks up from ‘the “,a 

so :in a fertile pond with a bottom rich’ in prganic n-iatter more IL 
$y be stocked. * 2 f. __--- -- f ,-more -Qf the: &q-~& *~~~fi&~~~*~ye7’ 

mullet s&nld be x-educed: This is especially the case if a large number of Q ‘, 
/ 
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common carp and mud carp, both benthic feeders, are placed-jnthe.pond. -- -‘, 
Generally, however, 1,000 to 2,000 per ha are-stoclkd into ponds of I 
polyculture, and 4,000-lO,DOO/ha for ponds of monoculture. 9: 

. 
4.2 Fee’ding and pond treatment ‘j’ 

I . 

~~- - Since the grey mullet-are reared in the same pond with carps and other 
fish.” no special feeds $Y& given to them and the ponds are treated in the 

“same way as any pdlydultur B ponds for Chinese carps. 1 , 
I b 
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V. Tilapia Culture’L~z. 
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4. INTRODUCTI‘QN OF TILAPIA INT’O TAIWAN 
I . 

,The Java tilapia, Tilaiia mossambica (Fig 33), was first, introduced into 
Taiwan from Indonesia-by the Japanese in 1944, when both Taiwan and 

Chi-hsin, two Taiwan&e- ‘! 
Tilapia mossambica ,- 

Following the introduction of TF mossam@ca, the Tilapia zihii .was ., .<- ; H*’ 
introduced South Africa .in 1963. On account of its small size,slow .~ 
‘growth and ressiveness toward other fish, it has never beco,me popular ,. ’ 
with fish farmers in Taiwan. @ , /’ _, 

In 1966, th,e Nile tilapia, Tilapia kotica, was introduced from?apan. It - . 
and itvhybrid with the T. mchsambica havein<few years become very ‘. 

J ’ popular in Taiwan beta se of-their rap.id growth, largesize and appealing 
appearance. 

T. aurea was introduced in 1974 from Israel.’ The main purpose of the ’ 
introduction was to ‘obtain ,all-male offsprings by crossing it with T. 
.mossam’biba. ‘. 
- Tilapia-ha&e&me-t+ - e-rnost-importan~ater~pond @s$iialwan in 
terms, of quantity of productton. In 1973, the total area of l$nds.in which d 
tilapia is the main crop reached 4,528 ha,’ and;%he ,annual flrdduction bf ! 
tilapia reached 10,923 nit.’ ‘j t 1’ 
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Fig 33 f&y tilapia Tilapia mossambica 
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2. HABIT OF TILAPIA * .’ . * \ 
” 2.1 Java tilapia, T. mossambic~’ 

This’is the most commonly known of the tilapias., It grows to a fairly 
large size in Africa, reaching a length of 360 mm. I&Taiwan, due to = 
over-crowding in the ponds and the short grovving .period, itrarely attains 
200 mm in length. * <::..“ ; 

T. mo&ambica is a secondary freshwater fish ,and can thrive in ,,’ 
br.ackish and salt waters. It is reared in the brackish water fish ponds of 
Tainan, where the salinity reaches 75%0 at times. Breeding also occurs 
in these ponds when salinity is below 30%,. A tropical fish, the minimum : 

I b temperature it tolerates:* is reported to be about 10°C. Prolonged 
1,* exposure to cold, however, even at temperatures above 14OC, will cause 

heavy mortality of the fish in ponds. * 
In Taiwan, the fish start to spawn when they rewh’the age. of four 

months. The number of eggs from each spawning increases-with the size 
and age *of the fish, vyying from 100 to over 1,000. ---_ 
I The sexes can be differentiated by the genitalia (3 orifices in the female 
and 2 orifices in the male). The males also have darker body colour and/; 
deep red fins and are larger than the females. * ?: V ” 

Before spawning, the pair of parent f&h make a saucer-shaped depres:. 
b I 
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sion (nest) on the pond bottom by digging with their mouths. The 
preparation of the nests, however, is not absolutely necessary for spawn- 
ing to take place. Java tilapia have been observed to spawn in a pond with 
a concrete bottom. 

In spawning, the female fish drops its eggs into the depression and is 
followed by the male, which: ejects the sperm to effect fertilization. The. -~ 
fertilized eggs are immediately picked up by the female in its capacious 
mouth. The eggs are non-bubyant and non-adhesive. They are yellowish, 
elliptical and about 2.5 mm in the long diameter. In the mouth of the 
female. they are rolled aroun P and are hatched in about 60 hrs at 28°C.“. 

The larvae just hatched are about 4 mm in total length. They are feeble’ 
and remain in the-protection of the mouth. In 3 to 5 days, the yolk sac is 
completely absorbed and the body length attains’8 mm. In another 2 or 3 
days, they swim oiit from.the mouth of the female fish. 

The number of spawnings by one fish in one year is observed to be 6 to 
a 1 1 ,in southern Taiwan. The interval between two spawnings is generally ’ 

22 days. The optimum temperature for spawning ranges from 20 to 
35°C. 

T. mossambica is not strictly herbivorous although its feeds are ’ . 
mainly of a vegetable nature. It feeds on plankton, algae, rice or wheat 
bran, soybean or peanut meal, chopped trash fish, etc. Live animal foods 
are accepted by the young’fish, but not by the adults. 

%.. R3 
c i 

2.2 T. zillii 
4 

. cc+ r’: 
This species has been popular with the fish farmers’of Taiwan 

since its introductio virtually no study has been made of its habits. 
According to Breder and Rosen3 the T. giillii is strictly herbivorous,feed- 

,, 
’ I 

ing on higher--plants7 and is- -aggress&‘towards other species. The - 
optimum w.ater,temp.erature is 22-24°C; and 26°C is the best tempera- 
ture for reproduction. 7 = i , 

% ’ 
E&reder and Rosen’ stated that T. zillii spawn in typical Cichlid fashion? 

on a’ clean stone or other smooth objects, and do not mou-&brood, , 
although the parents do guard the eggs and young. They produce more ;“” 
‘eggs, up to 5,900 from a single 1arg.e fish. This statement has not been ,,,,’ 
confirmed by the experience of the fish farmers in Taiwan, who believe,’ . .g . 
that th@&reedmg habit of T. zillii is similar to that of the T. mwsambica. ’ i? 7.r /- > , .;” 
2.3 Nile tilapia, T. nilotica 5 .,’ 

’ The breed.ing habit of the T. niZotica is d& same ,asthe T. m$ssambica. It 
ii 

’ 
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reiches 140 g in about 120 days d;ld starts to breed at the age of five . 
months. It is+omnivor.ous, b@,feeds hainly on phytoplankton and higher : 
plants. : . .* . ‘_, 3 I 

. 11 
&! ‘& 

2.4 T. aurea 
* .,. ‘2, , 

I?’ ? . - - . r:. .I! ., -$,J s ,j 4 
As this- species was introduced onl;.recently-,ifhas~~~‘~~~~~~~s~~i~ut~-~~- 
the fish farmers and no study of its ‘habitat has ,been made. L’ .- 

.- --...r- I e ’ _I’ ‘3 . . * _’ 
e .I _ ‘8 

- 3, FfOND CULTURE r 
‘, 

. I? b .D * 
iis’ 34 Paddy culture I ,1’ I ‘_ 

9 ,FA 
i 

Afier its introduction in 1946, the T. mossainbiia ipread widely in t 
1.. 

i 
i? e “- 

southern part sf Tat&an; but its extensive culture I aced several difficult .I. 1 ’ I_ / -. ~ .- J- 1 - ‘/ I 
! : ‘: a. Un++rabl.e climate - The fish is killedby the low. winter temper;3 5’ 

ture ni natural waters in most. parts of Taiwan. It:,,has a 
season and must be protect,ed in the cold winter ~-months. 
b. Over-population - Due to its higha-fecundity, the Java 

?3 overpopulate the pond; and fish of smati size ‘are produced. 
7. 
I 

c. Low acceptance - The small size as~well as the prndl edible 
‘4 the fish affects its acceptance; exce$t among the poor rural people. .~ 

In order to increase the supply of%nimal protein, especially for&e i 
I ., poor ‘people living in less accessible “rural, areas, the Govern&%& of 

.’ 
Taiwancarried out a programme in 19 5 1. to promote the paddy culture!.. ;i .T 
of tilapia and acquaint the farmers with the er,oper- method of paddy.. L:;. 

1.. -. ,. s. p,, :.:‘: culture developed by ) the Taiwan Fisheries ’ ese&h. &sti&e.’ The‘ “” 
. .1h F ‘. 

programme Was fairly successful at first. ‘Accordjng -‘to the”‘Tai+an I’ 
.j 

.- ‘Fisheries Bureau, the acreage stocked with tilapia i.n~I9.52...was-:3.,4’~8&a :r:‘, 
‘P . of .paddy fields and 1,906 ha of fish ponds. The average .yield iof fish’in ” ” ; 

I , paddy fields was 2 3 5 ‘kg/ha. ‘L, !., ,‘. ’ ’ ” ‘.. 1 .>a 
:, 8;” ., ’ 

1 
b.. I” 

> ‘In spite of the. initial success, the interest of the f$ncrs in paddy 
----cultureof tilapia 

IO on rice fields; 
consider the fish in the 
labour. XIowever,“many 
i& fast growth, high production 

L the fish have,become one of the favourite 
ponds in, southern Taiwan. 
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3.2 Utili&&n of sewage for tilabia culture4 d 

Otie of the interesting developme$ts is the utilization of sewage for tilapia ‘- ’ 
farming. There are now some 3O:hectares: of fish ponds sittiated alongside 
the drainage canal in Tainan depending on’the sewage-rich water of the 
canal to supply food for the. tivapia. The sewage consists mostly of city 
waste and”is.of a black &our. 

During thewinter, the tilapia are moved into wintering ponds (same as 
wintering ponds for milkfiSh). At this time, the ‘rearing ponds. ,H$.‘- .: 
thoroughly dried under the:,~sun. Then the sewage water is let itiu.. the 
ponds and allowed to evaporate. After the pond b.ottoms become dry-or._ 
parti-al’ly aried, se;vage water is again let in. This process is repeated 3 to 
4 times before the- pondstare again filled tiith water and stocked with. 
tilapia from the wintering p?nds in March,,Generally no supplemetitary 
feeds are given, but s&wage water is let in once ever) three days to make. 
up the loss of water due to evaporation and seepage. The fish feed on the 
planktons an@ benthic algae, which grow profusely as a result of fertiliza- 
tion by the sewage &.&ter, as .well as the detritus introduced with the 
sewage. Selective harvesting beginsabout 40’days after stocking and is 
continued at intervals of 16 to 15 days. The annual yie1.d per’hectare is 
6,50O*to 7,800 kg. . .a 

A*: 
S toiking 

ii 
34 3 
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The tilapia fingerlings ,rntiy either be produced by the fish f&mers 
t&ti$elves or procured from fish fry dealers. For monoculture or Gfh” 
fhrming o’f which the tilapia. is the~dominant species (as in the c&e of fish- 
cum-ducks’%t--fish-qum-hogs farming), the general practic*e is to plant 
20,000 “tiilapi&&g&lings of 2 to 3 cm in length in each hectare of pond’., :’ . 
In pol#&& width Chinese carps; the fish farmers generally stock each ’ 
h&tare oi‘ po&vith 350 to 600 kg of tilapia fingerling of.Jhe size of 25 
to 5O*p&- kg. h;lost fish farmers now stock their ponds with the hybrid of 
T. yossambica a$ T.: nilotiqa. 

\ ‘it 
I * 

3.4 Pond management, 

When tilapia are ptilyqultured with Chinese caips, no special manage- ,-:c 
mefit ?‘is required except multiple cropping or selective htivesting by 
netting to remove the fish that have. reached marketable size of 200 to 
300 g in weight. At this size’ the tilapia begin to propagate and tlie 
number should’be reduced to avoid overcrow@kg.,It is repqrted that the ‘. ‘. \ ‘X 59 
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tilapia rep;oduce rapidly when the de&h of water is-about 40 CT, but, 
the water exceeds 100 cm ‘in debth and there is no shallow areas in the 
pond, they do not usually make nests’ and reproduction seldom occurs. b 
Mono-sex culture of tilapia; although desirable for, controlling ~their, ’ 
population, has not been practiseg m Taiwan. ’ I 

’ l Beginning in about 19 72,..@lture of fish in combination with hog or 
duck farming’has gained popularity in Taiwan. Many farmers h%ve f&n&, 
rice farming to be unprofitable due to the low price ‘of rice ,and high 
labour cost. They- convert. their rice paddies into fish ponds and .@iild. 
pigsties or duck houses beside the ponds. The excretions of the hogs or 
ducks are introduced into, the ponds,, with or without fermentat.on, to 
serve as fertilizers and/;/or’ feeds. Since’ that time,’ more’ than 5,000 
hectares of paddy fields have, been’ convertejd into fish ponds. Some, 
reclaimed tidal land has also been used forfish~cum-hog culture. The fish . 
stocked in these ponds ?re generally tilapia, silver carp,‘big head, grass 
carp and common carp, with tilapia (mostly T. niZoti&) as the dominant - 
species. It is estimated that 50 to 7P hogs Gr 2,000 &i&s could supply 
sufficient .fertilizers and feeds for the fish in a one-hectare pond. ’ 

a 

3.5 Fiarvesting and marketing ’ 
B 5, 

‘Fishfarmers harvest the tilapia of marketable size for sale-many times in ’ 
a retiing season to avoid overcrowding and to obtain money to f%-r;ince 
their operationSo tila$a are harvested and marketed at nearly al? times .‘ 
of the year. The largest number are put on the market, however, just 
before the onset of winter, when the ponds are drained an&all the fish,are . ; 
removed. In some fish stalls in rural areas of Southern Taiwan; one can 
find only tilapia and mullet in the months of December and Jamiar’y.“~ ‘c.. 

TilapHa, are generally. sold fresh, but live fish bring >a better price. ’ 
I 

3.6 The tilapia hybrid 
)i : 

‘i 

In 1969,5 the Lukang Fish Culture Station reduced the hybrid of malei “i 
T. nilotica x female T. mo&sambica, which ‘as found to have an average;: - P 
daily growth rate of l-16 g as compared with the O-8 5 g of the hybrid of ‘1’ : 
male T. mossambica x female T. nilotica, 00 74 g of pure It!‘,n,iZoticynd ,. 
0’: 59 g of pure T. mbssamb,ica. They call this hybrid Fu-shou Yu‘ ._ 
@lessed fish) and use it extensively. In. 19 73, over 16 million fingerlings :“- ,(’ 
of this hybdid and their offspring< (the F. hybrids are fertile).+ vere 
produced b ’ the Stati.on and distributed to fish”farmers. This resulted l., 
in an imme i i$te increase in‘tilapia production. 1 

.,.., ./.‘- ,. -3 . ,’ 
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The hybrid Fu-shou Yu is now immensely popular with fish farmers, 
not only because of its fast. growth, but also because of-its larger size, 
,better colour appeal and consequently the much higher price it brings. / .’ 
However, the characteristics of faster growth and larger size are undoub- 1; 

/ 
tedly due to heterosis, and it is notpossible to tell what the later I;’ ’ 
generations will be like. Further experimentation is urgently needed, -j’ ” 

1 / 
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Cultumaf the Snakehead - . -+. 
* 

1. INTRODUCTIeN . . 

The snakehead commonly cultured in Taiwan (Fig 34), Channq maculata : ’ 
(Ophiocephnlus tadian& Jordan and Evermann);..bccurs in creeks and 
ponds throughout Taiwan, especially in still water of about 1 m in depth 
with abundant aquatic plants’.-<It possesses an accessory breathing organ 
similar’to, though not as highly developed as, that of the labyrinth fishes, 
and thus they are able to withstand very low dissolved oxygen concentra- _. 
tion as well as partial drying. . 8 /L 

Fig 34 Snakehead Channa maculuta- ‘- 
\ 

i ‘ 

It is strictly a carnivorous fish, feeding onearthworms, tadpoles, shrimp,’ 
fish and otheP3quatic animals. 

The snakehead in Taiwan matures in about two ygars.’ The spawning 
season is from the middle of\April to the middl&of$&@ember, when water 
temperatu-re ranges from 20 to 30°C. In,natural wateP, tfie male and female. 
fis,h make a slight depression on the bottom among the aquatic plants. Eggs 
are released at thebreak of dawn by the female while lying belly-up just 
above the depression.: They are’ immediately fertilized by the male, which 
ejects the sperms while lying in a similaraposition. The fertilized eggs, about 
2 mm in diameter, float among the aquatic plants until they hatch., I 1‘ . 2. 63 _ 
3’ “,’ I ‘\ ! 5 ,, - 



Fig 35’ Natural water where snakeheads spa& 
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Fig 36 Newly hatched snakehead fry 
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.The hatchlings measure 3; 8 to 4.3 mm and are of a brownish colo’ur. 

When they reach 9 to 10 mmin length, they start feeding on zooplankton 
and are able to fend-for themselves. Up to this stage, the parents stand guard 
beneath the nest against enemies such, as ‘snakes, ‘frogs and fish. i 

i 
* 

_--- _--- 
--;. S~AKEBEAD FARmrGl--------~---- 

Until recently, the snakehead, on account of its predatory ha it, was 

. B 

considered-a pest fish, and itspresence in a fish pond was.regarded s highly 
undesirable. Not only was it not cultured, but it was removed 

s 
henever 

found. But since it has -been found to have a high table quality an brings a 
good market price, fish farmers have become interested in its culture in 
recent years. Most fish farmers plant limited numbers in ~olycul re ponds, 
not only to reap some extra profits, from the salesof this fish, ut also to 
control the number of small wild fish as well as the fish (eg the ilapia) that 
tend to breed indiscriminately.. A smail number of farmers, e 
them under monoculture. “’ 

h, wever, put 
i I 
! i * 

I 
2.1 Supply of seed fish I : -, -- c ’ ,I) .j 

_, Sukply of seed fish is’either by collection from natural wate/-s’(Fig 35) or ’ 
by artificial propagation; To obtain them from natural waters, the fish 
farmers locate a nest of,fertilized eggs or hatchlings, gather them with a -’ 

,, small dip net and place them in a hatching basin or /nursery tank;’ 
respectively.. In the case of fertilized eggs, they could be placed in a large 
plastic basin with clean water. Aeration is not necessary, and any change 
of water should be gradual so as not” to disturb the eggs. A;t a temperature 
of about 26OC, the eggs.will hatch in about 36, hours, and at about 30°C, 
in 32 hours (Fig 3 6). I -. 

h 
9 About three days after hatching, the yolk sacsare absorbed and the ” 

hatchlings can be placed in the nursery pond. The management practice 
in the nursery pond is the same a? when dealing with hatchlings collected 

, from natural waters. The nursery pond should be prev!ously’treated so ’ 
’ that the water will contain plenty of natural food for the la&l fish. The 

,pond is first drained and the bottom exposed to the sun. Lime. ( 1 kg per 
3.3 m’) is applied to neutralize thesoil on the bottom land speed up the 
decomposition of th--organic,‘matters. Then fertilizers in the form of 
soybean meal, chicken ‘droppings, etc. are” applied”a’nd water let in. In 
about a week, there will be an ‘abundance of ~dap,hnia and other plankton 
organisms in the water to serve as food for the larval fish.hj I 

0 ‘rh, x. 



F Fig q Snakehead fry 12 days old . ._ 

Sometimes daphnia?*d rotifers are cultured in‘a separate pond’and 
scooped up to be used. The daphnia should be strained and only the small 
ones are fed to the lar#al fish. After about two weeks when the larvae 
assume an orange colour (Fig 3 7) chopped tubifex worms are fed, and in 
about 20 days unchopped tubifex worms are’used. This ration, some- 
times with the addition.of ch-opped trash fish, is continued for six to seven 
weeks. By this time, they will reach 4 to 6 cm in length, turn dark grey in 
colour and may be stocked in the rearing ponds. 
= For induced spawning, mature fish of about two years old are used.’ 
The female fish can be distinguished from the male by its lighter colour, 
soft and extended belly and the large pinkish gen-ital,pore (Fig. 38). 

Fig 38 Female s !I akehead spawn& ,. . ,*’ 
L 
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About- 10,000’ eggs can+, be obtained from a female of 1. kg, and over 
30,000 eggs from a fish of 3 kg. The selected fish are kept in abrood pond 
two or three m-onths in advance of the breeding season. They are ‘given 
live food such as small fish and tadpoles. When warm weather sets in, say ’ i 
in March, they are ready to receive hormone injection, which varies in 
amount according to the maturity of the fish. Generally, for a spawner of 
1 kg in weight, the pituitaries of one or several common carp of a total 
weight of 2 to 3 kg may be injected together with 20 ‘rabbit units of 
Synahorin: The dose is divided into two equal portions, whioh are given . 
at an interval of about 12 hours. The male fish receives in one injection 
only one-half of the dosage giveq to the..,female.3 No second injection’i’i 4 
necessary. c 

After the hypophyseal treatment? the practice in Taiwan is to place the 
injected fish into an ordinary fish pond for spawning and fertilization to 
take place. One male and one female fish are placed in a compartment of 
3-4 rn” formed by nylon nettings. Sometimes 5 or 6 pairs of fish are ’ 
placed together in a small pond., of 7 to 10 m2 without segregation into “. 
compartments. Depth of water is kept between 60 and 100 cm. The top - 
of theclcompartment or pond is covered usually with nylon, netting to 

’ prevent the fish from jumping out. Plastic tanks of O-5 to 1.0 ton 
capacity may also be used for this purpose. Spawning &-rd fertilization ’ 
usually take place the-next da; or so. The eggs that turn white are dead 
eggs and should be removed. The healthy eggs are of bright yellow 
colour, spherical, transparent, b,uoyant, non-adhesive, and about 2 mm 

I in diameter. Development ,of the eggs and hatchlingsis the same as when , 
fertilized eggs are collected from natural waters. 

2.2 Pond management 

The snakehead are usually planted in- polyculture ponds with-Chinese ’ .!I 
carps? Some fish farmers, however, put them inthe same pond wit,h - 
tilapia, -which serveas the forage fish.’ 

-. - . 
.,’ 

,’ . 
- 

l 2.2.1 Polyculture with ca’rps 
0 j 

” 
In case of polyculture <with Chinese &UPS, they are planted for the 
purpose of eradicating the extraneous or pest fish., Not mo;e than 500 
snakehead of over 10 cm in length should be planted in a o-t.ehectare 11 ‘( 
pond. They may be planted any time between March,afidSeptember, I, 
but only when the Chinese &rps in the-pond have exceeded 10 cm-in , :. 
length in order to avoid predation. It has been. observed. that a ‘~ 
snakehead could-easily devour a fish half its length. No special feeding ’ $:,, i 

!, 67 ; 1.~ ‘,j 
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stuffs are given: the snakehead forage on the wild fish and the youngg,$f 
the tilapia in the pond. . _’ ,I’ _I a.. 

r 
2.2.2 ‘Iu combination with tilupia 
In caseLof combination with tilapia. the ponds either hive ‘mud or ” - 
Concrete walls, but bamboo fencing or nylon screen of <about 1.. 5 m in 

Ij height should be erected on’the top of the walls to prey&t the fish from 
C.? . jumping out. xhe wateryhould be 1 to 1.5 Q-I in depth. Water hyacinth .’ 
’ B may ‘be planted on th?‘water surface to provide shade and a sense of 

‘.security. 
/ / L 

,’ 
The initial stdc~~n~ is 9O:OOO fingerlings of 10 tin in length per _ 

hectare. They’must be sorted as to size two dr three times a ye&- and ,--, 
re-pl’anted at a lower density to avoid cannibalism. The final stocking 
density is 15,000 tc~>4,000 fish per hecrare. When only one ,or two 

s, _’ 
I . I , / / tilapia confined to a section 

of the pond by nylon mesh size. through which the 
*. baby fish can swim out and be 

. . 

2.,2.3 Mo~2ocuItlcw 
* Monoculture of snakehead is not ddommon: because the cost of 

production is high. The fish have to be trainei to tak*e artificial feed, 
which is’ usuhlly a mixture of 8O%“rrGnced ‘t fish and 205%i- 

formulated eel feed or wheat flourtwhich is less de ble: To train the 
fish to eat this artificial feed, the feed is, first mixed with live daphnia. 
,Then ~gradually the daphnia are eliminated.----- ~~--- --- ~-- -- ~. _. _ . . . - - 

*. 

3. HARVESTING&AND MARKETIN 
-._t ’ . j 

‘G try 
-. 1 

~ If adeQuate natural feeds are available, growth of the fish is rapidin warm 
weather. The IO cm fingerlings planted will r”each 600 to 1,000 g in 9 0; 10 ?’ 
months, or over one kg in one year. Suryival may reach 90% if proper care-.- ‘-.- 
is tagen. >. 

The snakehead are harvested at the close of the rearing season by 
draining the pond and capturing them by hand.or with a dip net. They can, 
be easily takea to th’e market alive by holding them in-*et gunny sacks or ; 
any container with a small quantity of water. Only live fish are sold in the 
market. i . .) 6, r’ 
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1. GENERAL STATUS ” T , ,, , i-e ” : ,I j o., ,, ;.;I- .;’ ’ 
, I 

The walking catfishes, Clar?as fuscus and .C. betrachus, are considered a 
pest in the United States and some western countries due t@ the fact that 
they are predatory fish and that they are capable of ‘walking’.Ffom one pond 
to another, but it is a commercial food fish in.South Asian’countries:‘In . , .i 
Hong Kong and Taiwan, the Chinese believe that the wall&@ catfish, ’ 
steamed or prepared in soup. has tonic qdlity andit commands a high:price V o 

,:., 
., 

in restaurants. = / .4 . i 
The indigenous walking catfish in Taiwan is C.sfz~sc~s, also known as 1 

white-spotted freshwater,catfish (Fig 39). A&und 19 72, de C. betrachqs _’ 
was introduced’ from Thailand. The former is smaller in size, generall.y,: .’ i 
weighing 1,50-200 g and reachin,g a maximum.size of about 500 g. The” . 
latter is faster growing, reaching aweight of two kilograms in a year. The C. 
fuscus, however, is still, the favourite”among consumers and fish farmers.-Its ‘*.+. ‘, 
culture is described herewith. ,/ ,.5,. / * 
9 

,I “1’. 

.:. -J. - --..._. 

’ r 

-,, 

: -.,, ,; ill $1 (, Fig 39 Wabking caffi?h Clariirs fuscus c\ 
c* ‘, s _ .‘. ‘, :, :,c i ,, . . 

r v. _.‘_.a 
ye 

The C. f@cus is found in all streams, irrigat&o/r’ditches, and pondsI’It*,is a,‘:; ” :,!~~,‘~ 
,:‘slimy fish with strong sharp spines and, therjefore, difficult to 
i Because of its, relatively small size and the diff@uIty of dressing 
; .I ‘I > ” ; A-” I’ : ! I, 7’ 1 
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without suffering painful tiounds, its popularity is more or less limited to ’ 
restaurants and rural households. ‘3 ,. 

i, -. b Until abo,ut 1969, it ‘was not cultured in’ponds; but caught in the v&&l. 
\“- F y&h. increasing. industrial pollution and .widespread use of pesticides’by 

farmers, its natural supply has diminished. As a result of its high price, . 
_ culture. of the fish has gained impetus and is now‘ practised by many fish 

~~ --- Lfarmers in different parts of the Isl’and; - 
b * 

2. kR”I’IFICIAL PRC@A&i~N‘~> ’ i 
8, ‘!t i. 

Bec,aye of the increasing difficulty of obtaining the fingerlin$ s from the 
wild, the Taiwan Fisheries R.eseasch Institute attempted& t d artificial 
propagation of C. fzlsc~ in+ 1970 ‘and succeeded in obtainingja survival 
rate.of 80-90% ,on the ,40th day after hatching.’ 

‘” : 

To get the-best result, t”h.e spawners should be cultiv;ated in ponds of 3.5- 
3 50 m’.’ The walls of the pond should be of, concrete or brick land the * 1 r. bottom of mud. The depth of water should be Ii l- 5 m. To pfovihe hiding” 

: places for the fish and to facilitate catching ‘the fish, caves should be : 
*, ’ provided along the sides, 0. ’ pipes made of cement,. or plastic may be placed 

on t 
7 
e bottom. f Floating aquatic plants such.-& water hyacinth”, and 

duckweedshould be placed over one half oft the water surface to provide 
shade “and a sense of security to the fish. ’ ,’ , 

Fish of over l-5 years of age (over 150 g in Geight) should be placed in__- _ 
the spawners’ pond 3-4 months in advance. It is..best, to have the sexes i 
separated by ponds. The best stocking rate is 15- 17 fish per ml. 

The. feeds consist of minced trash fish, animal viscera&,; rice or wheat 
bran and soybean or peanut meal in the amount of 3-50/d& of the total 
we, ght of&h. The amount should be reduced in case-oft-sl- e-hanger in water- ~- i 
quality or ‘a lover water temperature. q, ’ *” .~ ‘,, z2 i 

/If the spawners are from a wild stock, they should receive.,immediate 

h? ‘rmone. treatment to avoid the ill effect of injury and reabsorption of the 
sperm andneggs during long holding. 

1 Maturity is generally reached in fish at l$ - 2 years of age. Th.e female 
&ill have soft extended belly and round, enlarged red genital (Fig 4b). The 
belly of the male fish is flat and the genital pore small and.oval in shape. :’ 

As in the c?ase of Chinese carps, *the pituitary of common ca.rp’,and 
Synahorin, Gonagen ‘or Pubergen are’ injected to induce spawning: ‘The 
dosage is ,pituitary from a carp of 2-3 times the body weight ofthe recipient 
catfish. For female catfish of’ 190 g.. or less in weight, 20 rabbit units of 

” Synahorib or 120, international units of Pubergen are injected with’ the ‘( 
pituitary: The mixture is ‘suspended in RinFer’s solution (O+ 7% NaCl, .., 

-._ . 
72 ii. ; ;\ 
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,, 0.03% KC 
portions to 
Injection is 

8 I, . 
# -, / (_ a_ 

. : \ 
:Q.O26% CaCl_and ,Q.O03% NaHCO,) and divided into two ’ ’ 
be injected’ into the female fish at an interval of 8- 10 hours. 
intramuscular below the pectoral fin. ‘” = ,1 

Large and older males need no injection, but the small and younger male I’ 
fish need to be injected ,with about one h$f the total dosage given to the ./ ,, 
female at the time when the second injection is given to the latter. 2’. 

After the hormone treatment, the male,and female fish are impourtded in .I- ’ 
large plastic tanks or small concrete ponds with adequate aeration. Ata ,’ 
temperature of 26-29OC, they will ‘be ready for stripping in 18-24 hours, -‘. 
depending on the difference in temperature and the degree of the maturity of ,, ] 
the fish. P 

To determine the ripeness of the eggs,, the belly of the female fish is gently 4 b 
pressed. The ripe eggs vi11 flow freely and are d&k red in colour. The green ” j 
eggs or the over-ripe eggs cannot be stripped easily an.d are of whitish 
colour. Stripping the female fish follows the same procedure as in the case of ” . 
the. Chinese carps. But the male fish. cannot be stripped and must be cut 

’ I op,en to ,obtain’the,sperms. The testes are symmetrically located on the two L: 
sides of the abdominal cavity. They are pinkish, elongated and serrated 

‘* along the margi ’ 1. They areremoved, cut into strips of about 3 mm in width 

A and mixed thoroughly with ‘the eggs to effect fertilization. The :fertilized 
eggs. 0.. 19 mm in diameter, are washed 5 or 6 times wi&:>water and put into ’ 
the hatching pond. 

’ 

Fig 40 Female walking catfish and gonags 
B i 

Fig 4 1 Walking catfish caught in plastic 
p‘ipe and emptied into container 

j’ ~1 

w _’ :. 

The hatching ponds are small: concrete. or brick pond&ith water of 
about 60 cm in depth. The fertilized,eggs are evenly spread o,n the surface of 11 ’ / 
nylon screens in trays.pf wooden &wire frame and submerged just’ below 
the surface of the water. The ferttlized’eggs are adhesive after absorbing i 
water and ,become attached to the I screen. ~... - 

At a water temperature of 27-29OC, the eggs hatch in about’30 hours. 
The hatchlings are about d.i.4.6 mm in length: with large yolk sacs of about 

i 
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1 0.18 mm in” width. TTJie~l,~e, 26 the scr:e$and ‘are inactive exceptmg the 
wiggling of the tails. After three’days, the ,y&k:sacs are absorbed. The’fr.y 
become mobile and start feeding, ?, .- li 

During’hatc’hing, adequate dissolved oxygen should be provided either 
by’ aerationor gradual change of iwater, without disturbing ‘the eggs &-‘A 
hatchlings. Sudden change of water temperature should be avoided. To 

* minifnize mo.uld infestation, O-2 ppm Malachite Green or l-2 ppm M$thy- j 
lene ‘Blue’ may be applied to the water. , u ’ : ;: y, I. ,(,/ 

I),,’ 
. : i j, 

- 
. ,,,_ RjEARINGOFTHEFRY. ‘1 ‘* ./ _.__’ “.:/ 1 .:. --, -.z<> 4’ : 

when the fry start feeding ‘on the fourth day, they a&fed daphnia-and 
li 

‘ 
rotifers. These zooplanktons must-~~~~~~~ie~~i~~~~~--~~~,~,a~~~~s~e~~-,----- X__.^ . . ..__ x^“. 

larger than 600 mic.tons shouid be filtered out. 
From the eighth day&-r1 they ,may be fed 

cl,am meat in addition to dachnia. beginning 
minced fish, animal blood and viscerals 
soybean meal or peanut meal,vetc. 
reache.d 2.5-4-O cm in length, ‘a size suitable for s 

. . -survival rate may be as high as ,X0%, bar&rgmishaps. ! 
_. If the fry are moved en they are capable C$ ingesting ’ _: 

i tubifex, better growth 1 ed. But they must 4 protected b 
from predators and d should be dram&$ and dried “1, 

1 under the Si.m before wate-is- .le+u- e-m -- ~~ --? _.. . .-:!& I 7 3 
Since daphnia form th& most ,!mportant feed of che lcatfish fry, they 

‘.J 

should be cultured in a separate pond. The earth pond is first drame.d and the. ; 
’ bottom dried under the sun. After application of lime (300 kg ter 0.1 ha): y-- 1 

I -- - .---.--.- -- ,* and fertilizers (barnyardmanure or morgamc fertilizers),; .&ate; -is 
__ _ ._~ --.. ~. ~--.- 

** .intr,oduced to a depth of 60 cm. Daphnia wilI develop in abundanceafter di 
’ about two weeks. They may then&be collected with a dip net and\fed+o the 

hatchlings: ,. P 7 I I\ 
! * 1 : i- I ’ . ‘, 

.;’ 4. REARING FOR MARKET 
j, 
1 * . . . 

4.1 Pond\ constructidn &nd stocking 
! i ., / 

),“I’ Since the walking catfish has the habit of boring its way ti\ou&h ,mud 
i, i 

banks, the walls should be of concrete or brick. If the banks-a&. &mud, 
they should be thick and strong. The ordinary siie of the pond varies 
from “FQ to 1,600 m’, with+ban@ ab’bpt 1 l 5 m in height. The wate&epth ’ 
is maintained.at 40-J 100 cm. A pumber *of caves a& provided ai@& the =I’ 
banks- or pipes (coFcyete”oi plastic) of about 13 cm in ,diametkr$&d;~ m ’ 

.( .‘l 
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long ntay IX bunk-to the bottom to provide hidjng places for the lish. As* 
t 

d 
.in the case of the spawners’ pond, about one half ofi{,the water surface 
should be cov~ercd vu,jth floating’ aquatic plants to provide shade. 

Monoculture of walking catfish is a’recent practice in Taiwan. Since 1 
the tish has high tolerance for oxygen deficiency, the stocking rate is j 
high. Generally lOO--200 fingerlings of 2*5-;1.5 cm in length (total 
weight l-- I.5 kg) may be stocked in an area of 3.3 m2. As the f;sh 
increase in size, they are redistributed into ponds at lower stocking rqtes. a 

.2 Feeding --- “.....-. . .._.__ _-_ * 
The walking catfish is an omnivor&Efis8?and may be fed eitheqanimal or 
v.egetable food.. One efficacious feed consists of a rr$xture of mmced fish. 
t;oybean mea.1 powder and cooked oatmeal formed into balls. Cracked 
snail may also be given. The feeds are put into a wire bask 

P 
and lowered 

into the water. Usually the fish are fed once a day..in the late afternoon. 
The ‘amount of feeds is from 3-596 of the total weight of the fish, 
v.arying with vveather. water condition and feeding intensity. 

4.3 Harvesting and marketing 
---- - 

Growth of the fish is most rapid in the period from the third month after 
hatching to one year old. after which growth slows down. Fingerlings of 
2. S--$5 cm reach a weight of about 120 g in one year. 

Fig 42 Walk’ lng catfish can be transported long.distances in plastic bags partially filled 
c ‘- * with oxygen 

d 
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The fish is marketable when it exceeds 120 g in weight, but the lirger 
the size the better the price it brings. A pond of 0.1 ha will produce about “, , 
2,160 kg of fish of 150 g in individual weight per year. The walking 

c catfish is sold live. To meet the marked demand from time to time,,/ 
selective harvesting is practised. The fish may-be caught by dipnets from 
the caves ,where they hide or by lifting up the pipes ,and empt,ying them 
into a net (Fig 4 1). Those of marketable size are. separated from the’ 
undersized fish, which are, returnedto the pond for further growth. ’ 

After capture, the fish are impounded in small cement,or brick ponds 
for one or two days to empty the guts and rid them of the muddy taste.. 
They are then taken to the local *market insmetal or plastic tubs. For ’ 
longer distances, they are transported in plastic bags partially filled with 
oxygen (Fig 42). In the market, they are kept alive in tanks with aeration. 

$a 
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:VIII. Cultur& of the Mud$kip~er ‘II ,)’ ~ j I 
r’ 0 .;:; f F ‘: 1_ 1 -i : &c‘ I : *, i” 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

priced fish locally. 
It is a small fish. The adults 

length,) weighing 30 to 40g. ’ No record of its Ijroduction in Taiwan is* ; 
available, It is certain, however, that only a small quantity is marketed. ” 
Although quite common in the sea food restau$ants of southern Taiwan, it is 
seldom served in the restaurants of Taipei. ’ 

,’ -, , 4 
The mud skipper is found on mud and sandy flats in thetidal zone,: . ,’ i. 

particularly on the-western and southern coasts of Taiwan. It builds a tunnel ,’ .:: 
.with t’ivo or more entrances; which serves’as shelter.as well as the spawnin.g 
chamber. At low tide, it leaves the tunnel and glides on the sandy or rocky ~’ .’ ’ 
surfaces to feed on the benthic algae ,:i,mostly diatoms. f3.i . ’ 

All supply of mud skippers used to come from catching them in their 
‘1 
‘I ;. 

natural habitat. Because of the difficulty Mcaptturing the fish and the high ,! 
price paid by the restaurants, as much as US 9 8 :gO per ~kilogram~,%nany fish 

/,_ 
,, : La., 

farmers have become interested in their culture. At the time of;-awriting, i, ‘. 
some k0 hectares are devoted to its culture in thiTainan and Yunlin areas. ! (. Li j 

T. POFD CULTURE- : 
‘, ’ 

2. I Sumlv of seed’ fish . I’ 
Y ., 

Kc-d ~~~ ,, ,’ 
‘,_ 

: 

!, 
% .>’ 

The season of reproduction of the mud skipper is from April to Septem- .*” 1;‘. 
ber. Most of the seed gsh- are captured in the’ months from June tom’ 
August. They c 

i 
n be found in a-on the mud or sandy shores. along 

the estuaries at-‘ebbtide; -They;,are generally 1.5 to. 3 iO”c’m in,‘length,and- 
T)CCII~ most Bbukdatitlv in &%& south of Yunlin ifi br&ish water~bf 1eSs “, i ” 
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-\ Fig 43 Mud skipper Boleophthalmus chinensis- 
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than BO 15 specific gravity._Tfe fry collectors, catch them from the 
puddl,es with small,dip nets and sell ‘them to the fish’ farm.ers. ’ , . 

2.2 The”fish pdnd 
$$ 

. b 
The ponds for mud skipper culture are generally small, qrying from 0.1 a 
to 1.0 hectare in size (l?ig 44). They are substantially the’ same as 
milkfish ponds, except that bambooor plastic fences should be erected 
on the. dykes to prevent the escape of’the fish and the entrance of 
predators. Since it is necessaryto drain the pond and sun the bottom,fhe ’ 
ele@on of the pond ,bottom must be above the mean water level. 
D&c&es of about two metres in width sloping toward the sluice gate-are, 
provided in the middle .of the pond’ and along the’“sides to facilitate 

, ti 

drainage and serve as shelter for the’young fish during ,hot sunny days.,- 
Thepond bottom should be of loam, because benthic algae grow better ’ L 

on loamy soil and the tunnels excavated in loamy soil do not collapse as _ 
easily as those <built in sand. ’ * 

The s ecific gravity of the water ‘is preferably kept at ‘T-0 10 to 11020. ’ 

% 
==a * 

2.3 Pre-st eking: treatment of the potid I 

Since the mud skipper feeds on benthic algae, it is necessary to obtain a 
good growth of the latter before the ponds are stocked. This is ‘accom~ 
plished by sunning the battom and the aflplication of fertilizjers, as is 
done to the milkfish ponds. There are however, some differences, in the’ ’ ‘,?” 
practice: ( 1) The algal pastures need not attain such thickness, so less 
fertilizer needsto be applied.*(2) No repeated introduction of sea water. ’ . ~ 
and evaporations are done, as they will increase the salinity of the water. >J 
For each hectare of newly excavated ponds, about 600 kg of barnyard”’ 
maqre and rice bran are-apphed-, -and--sea:--water of low salinity “is 
introduced to a depth,of 15 cm. The algal pasture will consist of di,atoms 
and blue-green algae. -A 

Snails and Chironomid larvae are conslumers of the benthic algae-and 
should be eradicated by the application of 0.3 npm Bayluscide., forthe 
former and 0.25 ppm Abate, 0.3:ppm Sumithion or O-25 ppm Lebaycid 
for the latter. . ’ / 

,a. <” 4 ‘( 
i d 

2.4, Stocking?he pond 

Mud skipper fingerlings are obtained from the professional collectors. .‘* 
The-stocking rate is generally 30,000 fingerlings ‘pef’uheetare, 

* ,\ 1 ‘, , i 
s 1 ‘r;;- , . * < 

, I 



Fig 45 Drained mud skipper pond showing tunnels 

Fig 46 Mud skippers marketable size 



maximum of 50,000. SinceGt is difficult to recapture them once they are 
planted in the pond, segregation as to size is r-rot done.“The mud skippfi 
not cannibalistic anyway. , 

2.5 Pond management 
a r ’ 

., 

Mafiagement of a mud skipper pond is a,modification of the practice in fi 
milkfish culture. Since both’species feed on benthic algae, the water must . 
be kept clear and shallow to allow good penetration of sunhght to the * 
bottom. At the initial stage, the water in the pond is maintained at about - 
15 cm in depth (about 30 cm in the ditches). The rm~d skippers are then 
still small in size and make on@ shallow tunnels, so the pond is not - 0 
treated. After about 45 days, when the fish exceed ,5 cm-in length, they 

* 

dig deeper tunnels in which they could hide, and the algal beds have 1 
become too decimated to support the grotih of the fish. At this point, the. 
pondis drained (except that some water should be left in the ditches) and 
dried under the sun for 3 to 6 days (F&-45), after which fertilizers in the ’ . 
form of nightsoil, rice bran, etc. are applied. Sea water of 1.0 10 to 1 eO20 ,, * 
specific gravity is then introduced, and a new layer of benthic algae will 
form. i 

During this treatment, the mud skippers will hide *in {heir tunnels’. d > 
Care must be taken so that no 1arge)amounts of nightsoil get into the 
tunnels and kill the fish. Mixing the fertilizers in the incoming sea water is : 

1 
: 

safer and will accomphsh the..,same iurpose. After this; the water depth 
I ;> 

may be reduced to 2’ to 7 cm. 
The growth of the thud skipper is best at temperature above 28°C. it d ‘B 

. 

ceases to grow at a temperature belay 14OC. - 
i l , c 

5% 
1 

2,6 -Prid&tors i 
‘7, 

: I n L “, ._, * # 
I ‘. . ..__ ; ‘.. , 

‘.. 
. 

The common predators are fish (tilapiab Elops sp., etc.), which‘shouldbe 
removed when the pond is drainedand screened out during the introduc- 

: -,-.‘-; 

tion’ of water, birds (which should be pightened off) and crabs (tiich “‘l.,, 
should be kept out with fences). ’ I ; 

“\;, 
.\ 1 I 1 

3. HARVESTING AND MARKET&+ d ‘: ’ ‘, ----,-a 1: 

The mud skipper takes one to two years tobrow to marketable size (Fig 46) 
depending onthe condition of the pond and the management; The smalles; 
marketable si’ze is 24 g, and the largest /nay reach 40 ‘g; Survival rate is 

, ::: 
’ i.4 

>bout 60%. 
‘7 
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Harvesting is done by coveri g the main entrance,bof the tunnel with’s 
bamboo trap (Fig 47). The job is done by a professional mud skipper ’ 
catcher. The myd’skippers may also be caught with a dip net placed at the ’ 
water inlet. When water is being introduced, the mud skippers gather just’ ‘:- 
above the net and may be caught ,.by lifti ~ g the net. 

1 Transactions are done between the fish F armersand the dealers-at the;‘ 
pond side. Mud skippers can be transported over long distance by simply 
holding them in a small amount of water at the proper. temperature. ” 

4. ARTIFICIAL PROPWGAdON3 
/ 

<> 
v 

J 
Experiments on the artificial propagation of the mud skipper were carried 
out by the Tungkang Marine Laboratory of the Taiwan Fisheries Research 
Institute in the summers of 1972 and 1973. The brood fish used were 10 to 
20 cm in length.‘They were 
pipes for them to’hide in. E 

d. in plastic tanks and provided with plastic 
h 

the nostrils of the fish. 
water was put into the”tank to;cover just i 

. 
The females were injected with”+ to 1 carp pituitary and 5 to 10 rabbit 

units oPSynahorin. A second injection was given on the third day. On the 
fourth day, they were ready for stripping,’ 0n”e female yielded over ‘10,000 

, eggs. The eggs were spherical and yellowish in colour, measuring 0.5-O. 6 . 
= mm ‘In diameter. They were demersal and adhesive. s = - _ 

Sperms were obtained by cutting open the males,- taking out. the testes 
and cutting them into small pieces, which were thenthoroughly mixed with 
the eggs. The fertilized eggs were washed several times with sea water of 
14.9-18~5~& salinity. 1 

The fertilized eggs hatched in 65 hr and 40 minutes at water temperature;: 
of about 28°C. The larvae at hatchin 
48). They all died on the fifth day wi 

ere about 2.8 mm in length (Ftig 
ny significant increase in length. ’ 

1 
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I-IS 1; Bambno trap for catching mud skippers 
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‘IX. Oyster Culture / 
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rl. INTRODUCTION . c ) ,.i, ‘1 
i I 

Fourteen species of oysters have been identified “in Taiwan: Crassostrea 
gigm, C: echinetn, Lopha cristagalli, Dendktrea fqlium, Ostrea tkrbinata, 
0. crenulfern, Saxos’trea dubia, S. vitrefactor, S. paulucciae, O.-denselaz, 
mellosa, Casostrea mordax, Pycnodonta chemnitzr’, P. /&Otis, and P. hyotis 
imbricata.’ The Japanese “oyster, Crassostrea gigas (Fig 49), however, is 
the main species cultured. T&e strain is found to be similar to.thatcultured ‘2 
in Kiushiu of southern Japan.,“’ ,i. . . . 

Culture of the oyster began.l‘n Taiwan probably some 2% years agoL 
According to the Fisheries Year Book2 pub!,j+ed by the Taiwan Fisheries” 
B,ureau, the area of oyster beds and production in 19 73 are shown ip . + *, 
Tab& 4. . . 

* , 
----,,*. i a- 

iTadli, 4. Area of oyster beds end production &““1.9?j 
11 

‘. A ‘3 - i .!a 
Area (hi) el% y Prodq$oq(mt) * 

Hsinchu Hsien 
:.:* - -7 ‘/ 447 

Taicbung Hsien - 33g L-__Im. /; 24052 
712 a‘ , ’ i 

Changhua Hsien _ 
Y unlin Hsien 

.$350 “: = 

Chiayi Hsien 
“$&JO :,, :;,, 

‘-4,276’ j 
‘* 

$j& .+., “I 
1 3;2j9 

3,215 5 
Tainan Hsien 3% ! 
Kaohsiung Hsien 

:g.f q 
‘480 ’ 

5 9.6. 
‘\ 71 

Pingtung Hsikn ’ q J,,,* ! 0 /^ _’ 

Penghu Hsien !,& !.qj, i 
7 ” 

i 

.g: 
32 0’ 

Tainan City ’ 
Kaohsiung City ’ . 

“74 . ; ’ .‘89 
::, 

6’ 
Taoyuan Hsien 

‘39i. - ,‘~ 
*4 6 

I 1 #j .,I, > 

Total .I 9;552 . ) ‘. 
.,14,3&j ~13 ’ .‘y’;; 

j ,* ,_ : < % 

f\;veighi of shucked oystgr 
m F I .x ,, ;/ * ,:j 
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. . * . 
Oyster was once the food’of the poor -people in Taiwfn. The price of,/ 

oyster meatfin 1963 was only NTS6*to,lO (US$_0*15-0.40)~er kg. In’ 
recent years, due to increasing demand fromieafood restaurants as well as,. 
common households’and the rise of labour cost, the retail price of oyster ,, 

A. (shucked) has risen to NT160 (US$l-SO) per kg. The income of the 
oyster growers has consequently been much increased. : 

Oyster culture contributes to the coastal; fisheries resources in anot$r 
sense. The shallow waters on and around the oyster beds are rich in food 
organisms (including the eggs and larvae of the oyster), They therefore- 
serve as nursery grounds for young fish and crustaceans. It 

As seen from Table 4, oyster farming in Taiwan is confined to the south _ 
and southwestern coasts where large stretches of sandy bottoms. are avail- 1 
able for the planting of bamboo sticks ,to serve as cultch. j ,’ 

: 

2. ENVIRONkEiTAL CONDITIONS 
” I 

‘9 -\c-x 

In some respects, the environment@ conditions of the coast of Taiwan are ; 
favourable for oyster farming. Eir&t;Fhe year-round high temperature of the ’ 
sea water ‘( 15-30°C) speeds up the;growth of the oyster and enables 1 i 
spats to be collected nearly all time of the year and in nearLy every part of 

$6 the coastal waters. Secondly, thereare abundant nutrients ifi the coastal ;:, 

1 
$ 

waters as a result of dischtiges%rom rivers and drainage canals on’the 
western coa&Thirdly, the &$&&of oyster on bamboo sticks is a, labour ’ _ ;*T ,:::” 
consuming practice, and Ta?i?tmnp to the present, can provide {he cheap .‘p, , 
labour required. 

These seeming advantages, however, have their drawbacks. The year- 
round high temperature enables the oyster to spawn at all times of the year 
along the western coast. This makes it impossible to control the number of * j 
spats on the cultch’to avoid overcrowdmg. There is alsono separation of the ’ . 
oyster beds into spat collection, grovriing and fattening grounds. Another T , 
disadvantage of the year-round spawning ‘is that the spawning activity i ’ 
.,dissipates a large part of the energy that .could 
growing,. The discharge of water from rivers and drainage 

‘- r problem of water pollution, which may be the cause ti 
oysters and clams in recent yearsCheap source of labour, mostly family ~. 

’ labour at. present, may snot be readily”av&lable in the near futurs with. the 
recent rapid development ‘of industry and the consequent exodus of young .> 
able-bodied people from the ‘rural areas. r ‘. 

On’top of these disadvantage,*the attacks of typhoons ancl?loods ofien + 1 
create havoc on the oyster beds by- $shing away the pysferiiaden bamboo ’ ‘> 
sticks and oyster racks. , .,h ” .” m ‘: 1’ I 1 t 4 i- 'i 
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I_ 
3. CULTURAL PRACTICE 

3.1 Collection of spgts 

Bamboo sticks se&e as cultch on which the oyster grow to marketable ’ 
size at most places in Taiwan. Only at a few places (Tainan and Chiayi) ’ 
where there are sheltered areas with a water depth over 1 metre is-off; 
bottom cultch used. \ 

Since there is no separation of spat collection grounds from the 
growth and fattening grounds in most oyster growing areas, &e oyster 
growers simply plant bamboo sticks on the shallow bottoms. On these 
sticks, the oyster spats are collected and t.he seeds ar:Bllowed to:grow to,, 
marketable size. :+) 

The sticks used are ofdifferent. bamboo species. For durability, they. > ; ;- 
should be from older bamboo trees, and they should be low in cost. Itjs 
now the practice in some-areas to treat the sticks with creosote to prolong _ . 
their service life. It is said that treated bamboo sticks may last five years 
or more, but untreated s&cks willlast for only one or two years. Damage’ 

i 
. 

is mostly from the G’hi’ptiorm, Teredo. Plastic sticks hav.e been tried, but .-~_ 
their cost is prohibitive (Fig 50). 

--. .~ -_- 

In most cases, the bamboo sticks are split from bamboo poles. Their .’ 
length varies from 30 to 95 cm and width from 1 to 5 cm according to the ,. 
depth of water at the locality. In the areas south of Y’unlin, the bamboo ’ 
sticks are split at the @‘upper end to hold one, ,or two oyster shells&as “I i 
collectors. . - i ‘ 

Because the peak of the oyster spawning season in Taiwan is in ’ ,! 
December, the bamboo sticks are generally planted during the period , 

* from October to February. Too late planting will catch less spats and ?’ 
also delay the growth of the oyster, while too early planting $11 collect ! 

Kaohsiung County 
b! seeds on shells are, 

*t I^,-.“_” . .._..._ I__, .,r”.-” ? ,t.\ 
D >,,;J? I a 

/ .e: +‘,a ,a’ :: - ? 
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In recent yea?s,, spats have been collected along the coast of Changhua 
and shipped to Penghu, where spat collection is difficult. These-spats,,are ’ 
collected on oyster shells strung on a plastic rope stretched-horizontilly 
between two bamboo sticks. About 150 shells are strung on a rope of 
three metres long and are spaced by 10,ops on’ the rope. 

. 

3.2 Culture on bamboo sticks 

-The bamboo stick method of oyster culture is the prevailing method in” ” - .- - _--.~ 
Ta,iwan. This is due to its simplicity and low investment as well as the 
fact that the western coast of Taiyan co ‘ists of gently sloping shallow 
sandy bottoms not suitable for the’ T roadcasting off rocks and. off- - 
bottom culture. Any area where the seawater has a specific g.ravity of 
1.005 to 1.025 (optimum’i -020) at an elevation of less than two metres - 
above low tide, and with an exposure time not exceeding the submerged’ _ 1 
time can be utilized for this method of oyster culture. ’ : 

The bamboo sticks are/planted in rows (Fig 5-l). The space between - ,~ 
rows~ is 40 to 80 cm and that between~stjcks is 2-Q to 3-Q-O-m, varying ‘with% ’ 
localities. At every 4 to 12 m, a passage of 50,to 100 cm in width is ,, ( 
provided to facilitate working on the beds..Pass-ages of 2 to 3 m’in width , ..y. 
are also provided at suitable places to,allow the entrance of bamboo rafts .$* 

for transportation of the cultch material and the,,harveseed oysters.:- _ ~~ 
After the bamboo sticks (with oyster spat.s).are,‘planted, the oyster 1 _’ 

growers have to make frequent inspections (sometime$daily) of the beds I ,/- 
and make whatever adjustments that are need&. The&arrayed or fallen Y+,‘Yl L 

r* h ; sticks’are put back into pla&: Some sticl?s may%eed to be raised to avoid * s 
being buried by sand and allow the oystersion the lober end to grow. /qis ( 
is especially needed after a‘typhoon or flood. The dysters that have’fallen 

a._ from the sticks are picked up to be; sold. Oyster drills (jadults and eggs) 0 %A\ ..14~ I I 
and other pests are also removed and eradicated when they are recog: 
nized. The Changhua County’ offers a reward for catching the.o#s$er 
drills and their eggs. a . ‘& 3 

After 7 to 8 months, the oysters. reach-alengthof 4%0 7 cmand ca$be 
marketed. Some harGesting of the bys&r takes place at ‘all times’of the 
year in Taiwan, -but heavy harvesting takesbplace in the period from July- i;’ 
to September~+u$ thenperiod”from November to February, when the a --rpi_ 
oysters are fatter. /’ 0 ‘, *-- /w 8 CJ I/.’ -.. 

- b’ Ha-rvesting is done either by breaking off the oysters”from-the-bamboo ’ ’ 
sticks with a steel pick andaF<cking up the fatlen o.ysters o’n ;he ground or 

Q,~~~~, 
4: 

by pulling up the entire &?cks,‘These areloaded on to bamboo rafts and ’ ’ 
i ‘* B ‘, a ,_ .y 3 I gg . ‘: ,I,,..: 

‘3. ‘_ :\ 4’ 
,% .“% -’ ’ 
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- Fig 5 1 Rows of bamboo sticks . 
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‘1 taken to%an open area in $he vti 
driven cart is used. ton transport 

age to be shucked. Sometimes a.wind- 
the oysters (Fig 52). , 

Shucking is done by women, usually members of the oyster grower’s 
family. The yield of meat varies according to the size and-condition ofthe Y’ 

,: 
__ 

T oyster. The lean oyster will yield only 7 to=9% of meat, but the Large fat 
oyster will yield as high as 20%. The average is lO-- 15%. Bloating with P ‘, 1 
fresh water to increase the weight of the oyster is universally practised% J “- 1 

’ The oyster meat is sold to lravelling buyers who come to the growers 0 
to collect the meat and sell it to fish dealers, peddlers or processors who W. Z J R 
produce dried oysters. 

The oyster shells are sold to be used for making quick lime.. ” z 
-Y 
‘. ,, ,i ‘_ ., 

$3 Off-b&n culture * 

‘_ . ,# ji‘ -x.., . .j -. ‘.. 1 L $3 1 . 
--_ -ii ‘, ‘..., 4.- , 

6 ‘,I,. 1 A’: *,i;h %. :, 
Off-bottom culture of oyster is comparatively new-in T&wan and is’* ,“+, i .9 
practised mainly in ,C hiayi, where nearly 80% of the oyster pr6duction is”:“:.; ,I,x:‘i 
from ,off-bottom culture, and in Penghu (Pescadores Islands), ~he&U;:, ji:‘.~ ‘- 
oy&r production is from off-bottom culture (Fig 53,). ’ . ::I ;;B -;& ” : 
. . Both’ raft culture and long line culture are practised- in Taiw&,&aft 
culture is more 
The rafts are mad 
They are usually 
bottom., Plastic st 
shells strung, 15 
are spaced by loop 
as spat collectors a 
some places, notabl 
and Chiayi are used 
oysters. The oyster 
see if there is any da 
market size, particul 
,,,l,Long line culture 

’ common in estuaries 
i 

about three metres lo 
’ about 150 oyster shells 

culture, a hole is r&de in eat 
T& shells are spacedbyioop 

serve both’f& spat col!ection 
raft culture method, the lon 

According to Lin,’ in .C 
: b,etween April and August.. 

” 
, 
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to January. IrPaperiod of nine months. t-he oyster grows to 6,-7.cm. a 
growth condition similar to that in Hiroshima. Japan. 

iAccording to experiments of long line culture in Suao Bay (Ilan) and 
Makung Harbour (Penghuyoyster seeds of 8 mm in l,e,ngth grow to 6.8 
cm* in four months.’ ,g, - 

;’ 
!.,J .d It n r t cu ure, the oyster farmers harvest their oysters by going out to ,” 

the oyjter beds in bamboorafts (-$ith or without engines& removing the 
. li~e~‘$$?ler! with oysters. and taking them back to shore. where they.are 

c~lled’i~nd shucked by women. The ,qyster meat is also ‘bloated by.,>. 
r 

3 .’ 7 - foaking it in fresh water; which will increase-tl+e -weight by 30%. 
,:/ In Taiwan all oysters are eaten in cook,ed yondition for the reason that I 

most oyster growing areas are,. heavily polluted-and that oysters have 
p’ spawns’, at most times of the year. ” 

I ic2“ 0 
. 4. MkB.“1,MORTALITIES , 

1 ‘I 

In recent years mass mortalities of oyiters and clams have occurred’along ‘x,, ’ 
the we?tern coast ,in the months of April and May. The loss has been 
variously estimated to be about 30% o-f the number planted. It, has been‘ 

‘,‘>, 
’ i 

reported in ChiapCounty that the mort&ty~didnot affectthe-I&d-u&on- 
of ,oysters.. The removal of- the dead oysters reduced the dens$y of the-- 
population on t’he,*beds and resulted in better growth: ’ A r : . 

The cause of th&’ mortality is a$ yet undetermined. qollution fr2m 
,; ?ndtistrial tiaste. high density of planting. change of salinity or temperature. 

I ?’ 

or disease have all been suspected,.: InCPestigation of the cause and study of l 

~c~ntr’bl measur+es are underway. <J /~‘~ 0. ~~.~---~ - 
. . ,I( .‘. .“ ,’ 
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ulture of Clam, lV&etrix Iris’oria * 

3 

J 

1. GEN&iXAL STATUS cz 

The Meretrix lusorin (Fig 5 5) is found along the western coast of Taiwan ” 
J.and in scattered spots along the northern coast wherever the sandy beaches’ 
slope gently toward the sea. It inhabits bottoms with a sand content of 50- 

‘90%, especially those of 60-80% sa e specific gravity of the sea water 
should be, 1 .@ lO- 1.024, Accordin T&an Fkheriesi Year Book,’ 1 
the total culture area amounted to 3,799 ha, with a production of 4,283 mt 
in 1972. Its culture is either for seed productionor for rearing-to market 
size. 

2. SEED PRODtiCTIbN 
$3 

I 

Clam culture in Taiwan began as earlyas 1925 in Kaohsiung,Harbour and 
gradually spread to other areas along the western coast.!,Its*expansion was 
formerly limited by the’supply of seed clams. Although clams are found 
practically along the entire western coast, seed clams ‘were captured only in 
a few localities. Up until ,about 19 7Q, the seeds were supplied mainly from 
the estuary of the Tansui River of Taipei Hsien and, in smaller quantities, I,ti,,.,,m.n,+,,, 
from Peimen of Tainan Hsien. There the seeds. were c,ollected with, rakes 1’ ’ 
operated from small crafts.- The size of the’ seeds varied ‘from 700- 

’ stocking size. The practice has spread. In the Chiayi area some 700 ha of 
milkfish ponds are now used for this purpose.“The fish farmer’s gather the 
tiny clams witka sieve from thesandy flats in tidal areas. These tiny clams --.f-_~.._-~ 
are about 0.5 mm, in length and white in colour (Fig 5 6). They are sold as a 1 
‘mixture of clams and san,d. One kilogramme of this mixture usually e-i7 
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contains about 30.0~~0 tiny clams. The higher the content of clams, the 
higher will be the price of the mixture. 

The tiny seed clams are sold to seed clam growers, who put them in ~ 
shallow (~30-50 cm in depth) brackish-water ponds’. If*the pond is of --- . * .-.*‘-T?- ~__ 7 
sufficient te.rtility. no application -of fertilizers IS necessary? Otherwise, 
fertilization is desirable.” The fertilizers appl,ied are ni tsoil, hog manure, 

oppings, rice bran, etc. The pond water should be clear and of 

1 colour at 1-O lO- 1 *Q 17 specific gravity. If his is not the case, , 
should be corrected either by change or ‘addition n of water. 

Generally about one half of the pond water is changed every ,three or four 
days. Fertilizers are applied during the change ofAwater.J 

Stocking rate varies,, considerably according to $$nagement practice and* I 
environment of the pdnd?but generally it ranges fr’om’!30 to 50 million per . 
hectare? They are either’scattered as evenly as possible’over the entire pond 
or concentrated to cover one half of the bottom. In the latter case, they are _~. ..__ 
sifted as to size (Fig 5 7 ).‘and re-stocked in different sections of the entire 
pond at a later stage. Bamboo sticks are planted-$ the ‘different sections to 

* 

serve& markers indicating the tiZme of stocking and size of the clams. 
D,uring the sifting. the miscellaneous species of snails that are,present are 

,,-’ i 

* removed.’ Qabs, carnivorous snails and predatory species of fish should be 
screened out at the water inlet, and plastic planks are set up along the walls , 
of the pond to prevent their entrance:Filamentous algae. such as Entero- 
morpha. and Chaetomorpha. are also pests ,when they grow profusely 
and affect the fertility”of the pond, y.ater. Their growth is difficult to control. _ _ 

The tiny clams planted in November may be- harvested the following’ ! 
May or June. when some reach a size of 8Op-- 1,000 per .kilogramme (Fig ’ 
5 8). and are sold to farmers who grow them for the market. The disparity in a 
size is usually great. Thy undersized. ones are left in the pond.for further 
growth. Usually SO-60°A of the tiny clams planted survive,,&nd are har- 
*vested. Nylon sieves of proper mesh size are used to harves.&he clams (Fig * 

_, 59 j. 
.#” ” 

i* (7 

3. GROWING FOR MARKET 
i, 

\, 
---\.,. ‘...- 

3; f Choice of: site , 8” %I , -. 
D 1 5 ’ I .: 

Clams’ are cultured for the market on sandy flats, tidal estuaries and the .: ,,,,, :,s ~111141,11.,. 
inlet and outlet canals of milkfish ‘%n&?%%g’ the western coast. In “; : ’ ’ 
recent years, they are also grown in’ponds formerly used for milkfish. .) - ,., 

When the clams are cultured on sandy flats, the choice of location ’ e( 
“should take into considerafion these points:- ’ _.. - < ‘Y?, : I \I I/ 
Z. x ..r L / 97 * 

.J’ 
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Fig Seed clams sifted to s?F.~- ,_ 3. . -.- 
4 

_~ ~_.. \ 

‘; ,, ,F,ig’ 58 Harvesting seed clams 
* 



n Elevation. Elevation ,with P-2 
tiLe is preferred. Too long an 

of exposure atI\each .low 
the clams of much of 

destruction by predatory sQgcies of fish, crustaceans “and ,molluscs, 
‘starfish. etc. 3’ \ 

~ 6. Nature of bottom. The bottom should have a sand conten%, of not less r ‘i, 
than 50%. preferably ‘60-850/o.. The clams burrow,, into soft’ sandy ’ 

” bottom, and better growth is obtained. On such 
assume more attractive colouratioiz-(pink) and 
c. Salhit>? @sea water. The sea Water should have a 

il 1.015~1.024. “7 d \ 
d. Other cdmiderations. Clam beds should be located on bottoms of 

’ little wave action. Bottoms with’frequent changes of contour and liable to I:-~L- 
pollution from industrial-discharge are not suit-able. ’ 1 ‘,, -” ’ 

.) 

3.2 Equipment * ’ ’ ,:. ~- 

Very little bhysical equipment is required-for clam c.ulture on’ tidal flats. ‘,:’ “y; 
The only installati3ns are bamboo sticks and synthetic fibre, nets sur- :’ _- _ 
rounding the beds to serve as barriers. Clams have a tendency to-escape ‘\, 
into deeper water with the current. They secrete a muc/laginous t$-ea,d. ’ ‘\ 
which-helps. th.em to float in the moving water. PBarriers are th&efore \ 

a&-we= 
Li 

erected to @event their-escape ‘\ atom;----:---, - _ 
Such bairiers -cons&t of an..outer fence to- prevent the intrusion of 

predatory fish and other animals and ad inner fence to prevent the escape, 
of the clams.*The outer fence consists of synthetic fibre nets of larger r’ 
mesh size (about 5 cm) supported by bamboo sticks reachingabove the * 
highs watermark (length of bamboo .sticks about 2 m). The-inner fence- ..:_.-...- 
consists of nets of smaller mesh size (abput 1.5 cm)’ with a heighmf 
about 0:. 7 m, and its lower edge should be, buried under the sand. ‘a L 

The. clam growers in central Ta&van simply plant bamboo, sticks 
around the *beds at a spacing of l-2 cm to prevent the escape of the’ 
clams. Some just’ plant bamboo sticks at spacing of 1-3 m to serve as 
markers with no ,provision to prevent escape of the clams. .’ .,:, 

i ‘; Other equipment includes a watchman’s shed built above the beds and 9 : .’ 
. a-bamboo raft for use in planting, harvesting and .other...~,~o.r~~~~~,..: : +G-. .-.. 1 ..,.” ____ “,, _,I”,. ,:.. I” //.!/ .l_,__. a. .E;~~- : ~~~-~; 5 

Y . 
3.3 Plaqting 7 

9 ; 61 ,, L: . I * / ( _ ..d @p3’ ( ., 

Stocking rate varies a great deal I in accordance with the pedsonai ^ ” I., 1. 7 
~.____.__ _ _----_-__-__ .-.. I. - - ---.A .-_-_ _.( ~~l;.-~~~~.~-~~--..._., / .-I:; 
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;,F’ig 59 Nylpn nets of proper mesh size harvest clam seeds 
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Fig 60 Han lams on an oyster bed 
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experience of the farmer as well as his financial status. Generally 2,000-e 
5,000 kg of clam seeds of size BOO/kg are planted *in a pond of one 
hectare. Fewer numbers are planted on sandy flats, iwhere as little as , 
100 kg/ha are sometimes planted. 

evening of a cloudy;.or,. rainy day,-and -should be completed just before 
high tide. This will enable the clams to burrow almost immediately into 
.the sand and so increase their chance of survival. The c’l’jms should be 
planted over the surf$ce as evenly as .possible: 5 

I 4 

3.4 Growth i p I’< 

Growth rate varieg’with the stocking rate and thek.nvironment ofthe tidal 
i flats or ponds. Generally, clam seeds’! of SOO/kg in size will reach e 
marketable size of 3 5/kg in 18 months. Best growth rate is obtained from 
July to September, and there is practically’,!no growth betweenNovember l . -7‘.--, 
and March when the water temperature is low. The following measure- 1 
ments o&weight of each individual clam are obtained from clam beds in 
T&ran having,2 stocking rate of 2O/sq”ft. 

--- ..---- --. 
July 28. 1972 (clams planted) _ 2.39 g 
September-$;, .: 5.06 g 
October 12 

* ‘3 9*‘19 g q - 
9.35 g . 
9.33 g . . 

.-=I ’ - - 11.66 & 
-~~ ----. 15*27’,g h 

.- 

May11 , . . . 
October 5 

$3 
. 

3.5 Management and care 

Ir * II ” 8 
I ’ b cT 

No fertilizers are applied on tidal flats, and very rarely are the clam ponds 
fertilized with chicken ‘droppings suspended in baskets on the surface, L- 
but the result is not satisfactory. ,On tidal flats, care should be exescised ,, ,. 

weatherv+Mow tide, the tidal flats shhuld be inspected, and predatory. ,, ; 
organisms (crabs, snails, etc.) remove$ 

Industrial pollution has been the cause of heavy mortality of clams on 
tidal flats in estuarine waters during th\ months from h;ra#.to June. _I 

./ 
+’ 

\ 

r . / a;:i,;& 
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Clams cultured in outlet canals of milkfish ponds often suffer heav.y 
mortality when’water of high salinity and eutrophication is let out from 
the milkfish ponds. 

The survival rate of clams varies a great deal,.as much as 30-75%, but 
5 00/o is considered satisfactory. The common gear used for harvesting the 
clams on tidal flats is the iron rake behind whichja bag of proper mesh 
size, to “collect theclams is attached (Fig 60). Spades are also used. In 
pond culture, the clams are collected by hand without draining the ponds: 

The clams harvested are put into gunny sacks or plastic bags and 
transported to the market. _” . 
: 
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*XI. Culture of Cockle, Anadgra granosa \ 
. , 

. 

a 
‘f 

1. GENERAIi STATUS 
/ 

i 
f 7 <_ , I ,( 

The cockle commonly cultured in Taiwan is locally known as blood cockle, ’ 
Anadara granosa. Its meat is red in cglour&and is a highly priced food 
served. in local rest~urants.(Fig..61),..Althoug-~_the prp&$@q qf,.c$~$fgs is . ‘-- 
very large in Malaysia, Thailand&and Vietnam, their production m Taiwan 
is not sufficient to meet the local demand. ’ 

The culture area is estimated ‘as around 200 hectares with an, annual 
producfion of about 120 to 180 metric tons. Most of the.production areas 
are in Chiayi County in southwestern partaaf the Island.;, The extent of 
culture is limited by the supply of seeds. 

Another species of, less commercial importance is the hairy cockle, , 
Anadara subcrenata. Its meat is brownish or purplish in colour and 
commands a lower price than the’blood clam. .I 
1 2 

Fig 6 1 Blood cd‘ckle Anadara granpsa 

,, -_ ..-- 
,.__ ‘ .- 
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In Taiwan, the cockle is found on ‘estuarine mud flats aloiig the western ‘1 
Island, particularly in the Chiayi and Tainan areas; It generally 

on shores where there is from: 1’5 to 30 cm of mud and-the 
4 ., .- -- ,- -.. ~. ‘. ’ 1, * ” %, 
9 r : 0 

I B,, ; ., 
( ‘L_ ,I ,. 

I I. . 
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gravity of the water’ is from l-008 to, I.0 14. ion with exposure of 5 or , 
6 hours’ duration at low tide is 

b 
, e 

3. C‘OLLECTION dF SEEDS . ’ .I 
f 
i hi 

The spawning season of the blood cockle in Taiwan is from January, to 
April. The season for collection of seeds is from March toSeptember{ They “r 
are collected from natural waters mostly off the coast of Chiayi County. :( 
Collection is by hand or smallmesh ramie nets and the seeds are placed in .::, 
baskets or tin cans. Hundreds of people, including ycromena?rd children, are 
engaged in this business during the collec.tion season. At the.beginnihg of 
the season, the- seeds collected are of the *size of 40,000 to 5O,OOO/kg, and 
they may reach the size of 800 to’ 4,00O/kg late in the season. J I 

I 4. COCKLE FARMING 
II 

9 
b . 

4.1 Sklection of site , 
il 

It is important that-the site must not be exposed for more ihan six hours 
at low tide. Too long exposure and consequen.t rise of temperatuI”e ~$1 
cause high mortality of the cockles. Places of continued heavy rain will ’ 
cause prolonged low salinity and should.be avoided. Muddy flats con- 
taining up to 90% silt seem most favourable,f$ rapid growth. ! 

i . 
P. P 

4.2 Installations 
, 

. 
The ‘cockles remain at one place nearly all the time. Therefore, installa- .x. _ 
tions to ‘prevent their.*escape are not necessary. However,, the W&d ’ 
cockle is an expensive item in Taiwan’, and installations to prevent theft 
are necessaly. These consist of bamboo sticks or’. bamboo splittings 
enclosing the culture area to show that they are private-. property. A$+ 
watchman’s shed on’ stilts is’ sometimes erected” on the water. 

..* , _, i!-!! + : 
413 Seed farming 1 

a; 1 j J ‘, * ‘. 

Some blood cockle farmers buy or’collect the tiny cockle seeds at the 
beginning of the collection season and grow them to sizesuitable, for 

” stoc Q$! ,--.-.tl-,.-.-, “_” ,y./.II -n”r?.u.m,.i __-.-- Jd,ggg&.il fo,-0.3 ha) 
and are enclom$on nX&gs 

-A--SW. 
suppoZGZ*b~Ek???l$?~ 

seeds initially stbcke&& 20,OO’O to 3O,OPO/kg insize. They are sown at 
Qensityf of 0s 2 to 1,. 5 kg per mud stripof 2 m,in wi~~~.I;13u~~~-the’Seeds. ‘:*. !. ;,. 
will reach a size of about 5,00O/kg and may be sold to farmers yb,q,$ow 
them rofllrsrke 

‘1 -..A , % I. ‘, . ..-- -“Lty”.? : ,-L,L.&&.+ 
‘l 

104 ’ !). 
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4.4 Growing for market ,, 

6 
Most of the cockle farms are located in Chiayi or Tainan County. The 
total area,is estimated as 200 hectares and is limitgd by the supply of 
seeds. Some growers collect their own seeds and plant them at a size of 
about 70,00O/kg in February. Some buy them from collectors in March 
it the size of 20,000.to 30, OOO/$,g. Others buy them from seed growers 

,;in July’. when they reach the size of 5,00O/kg. The preferred size is 
2,00O/kg. Some growers. sto&--clams andLorhairy cockles together with 
the blood cockles. 

As the cockle seeds -do not reach stocking’size until late; ‘in the 
collection season, the growers usually stock them in June and July. 
Those stocked at the size of*5,OOO/kg will reach the size of 500-600/kg 
in one ,,year, and the marketable size is about lOO-200ykg. * 

There is very little that needs to be done in the management of “the 
. cockle beds, except vigilance to prevent theft and possible actions in case 

of pest and environmental changes. If algae’develop profusely, covering 
the cockles, efforts should be made to remove it. When the beds become ‘o_ 
too hard ,due to prolonged use or when there is an increase in sand 
content of the bottom, growth of the”cockles would slow down. They 
should be redistributed over a- wider area, thus reducing~ th&stdcking, 

! density. ’ ,I$, 
The ‘more common’pests are w4ld ducks, crabs, puffers (globefish) and 

* sea snails. They should be driven away or fenced off. 
Environmental changes caused by heavy rain or severe heat -are 

difficult to control. Efforts should be made, however, to prevent damage 
: from industrial pollution. P 

4.5 IF&vesting “1 t c _- Y li 
Harvesting is by hand. The cockles of marketable size are ‘removed for” 

e while the undersized ones are left behind for further...growth. 
“$ rdinarily, the cockle seeds stocked at the size of 500- 1,00O/kgmay 
be harvested by selection after one year .of grolwth and harvested jn tot0 

a 
I\ 

rt 
4 

I 

size cpf 2,0OO/kg or larger may be-, 
” . ” r__i_il-.. -. ” ..‘, /~ _. __,, _ I y, : _L ,i-. .____:-,_, _ ̂ ,,:_r,, 1 .1 r 6 i 
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XII. Culture of the Freshw! ix Clan+ )‘,k , 
. 0 Co&&a flumi&a ‘i, i, * / ‘y- ~ 

\ 
D 1. IN7fRODUCTION ’ , \ 

L ’ 

i 

,,!. 

i 

introduced from’china, the freshwater clam, Corbicd sp. is/considered1 
more ‘or less as a rmisance in the ponds and streams of U.S.A. But in 
Taiwan and some othei Asian countries. it is eaten as a deli,&&&y as well 

b as f& its medicinal value for- treatment of liver disease. / 3 
J Three species are common in Tai,wan, C. jluminea, C. mbxima,and C. , 
formosana. The former is the species under cultivation in !/Taiwan. ‘Y 

’ The area used for culture of Corbicda has not been officially recorded. Y 
: since it is, a comparatively new industry..From aninvestig#tion supported 

by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction ‘in”197$,’ the total area j 
‘2 OF Corbiczlla culture (including ponds,*,reservoirs and drainage canals) is ! 

estimated as 1.700 to 2,000 ha, concentrated in theTaoyuan and Changh-ua ’ ,,, 
m 0 D areas. / 

Once very abundant in lakes and streams, a large quamity of Corbicda 
za was formerly used as duck feed. Since the fifties, ,with industria’l pollution 
a r? becoming increasingly serious, they gradually disappearfd. and the farmers , 

began to Gear them, first in water reservoirs and drainage canal~s and then in ’ 
? pohds, toPmeet the local demand. . / 
JV /*; i _.-- I 

2. BJOLOGY AND HABITAT. 
! *. L I b t s.: 

\i i ;- 
. The c% )‘umine,g Miller (Fig 62) belongs to the fan&y Corbiculidae: Its ‘l:,:’ + 

sexes :>ar.e separate, and fertilization is, external: The’,eg.gs develop into - ’ 1 *t,- _ ., 
veligers. After the p’lankton stage, they. develop 

* bottom to lead a, sedentary life. They burrow into 
their siphons up to the water for ,respiration and i 
! In$ature, they occur on bottoms of sandy loam _7 ..- <Z“ .‘; .’ * ‘- . 
. 

.: ” 
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‘. a , 
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-. 
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Fig 6 2 Freshwater clam Corbicztla Jlumfhea 
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Fig 63 Drainige canal where corbiqla 
/ are farmed 
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Fig 64 Corbicula of market?Ae size’ 
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present, and are found in abundance in the estu aJ 
* 

ine areas where the * ’ 
water is slightly brackish. They ‘may reach., the size of 4.‘3 x 3.8 cm.-, --.-----““-’ 

The shell is triangular in shape. The colour of the outer surface of-the- * 
shell is greenish yellow in the young, but changeswith the bottom condition 
as they..wo& older, brown on sandy bottom and black on loamy bottom. 

/; P 
3. CULTURE PRACTKE -0 ~. - ,’ - 1’ , 

_.____ _...-. 
B 

The Corbicula is farmed either in water reservoirs, drainage canals (Fig 
63) or freshwater ponds. These water areas must be free from pollution 
and must not be over-eutrophic. In freshwater ponds, ‘flowing water or 
aeration should be provided to supply sufficient oxyge 
some of these ponds, baffle dykes are. erected to divert the in 
current to different parts of the ponds. Sandy bottom 
depth of water is kept at about 1 metre. ’ 

The stocking rate is generally 1,000 “to 2,000 kg pe 
azcording to the size of the seed clams and the fertility 
Corbicula often reproduce in the cultural areas. 

v 
in the second year, I 

less clam seeds are required for planting, espectilly when a number of 
under-sized clams are left in the cultural areas.‘* 

The seed clams are 800 to 4,OOO/kg in size. They are purchased from 
. seed collectors or other Corh$uZa farmers, generally in the Changhua L ’ 
and Taoyuan areas. The,y’are packed in gunny sacks or straw bags and. 
transported by trucks. Care should be taken to let them remain wet-and 
not piled too high to reduce mortality on the way.? / ’ 

Before stocking, the ponds are drained and the Ubottom drie&/under the ’ 
sun for two to three weeks,2 after which the ponds are filled again with U 
,rwater. The farmers then pile the CorbicuZagseeds onto bamboo rafhs and 
scatter them uniformly ‘into the ponds. ” 

,’ 
D “‘. 

‘No fertilizers are applied when the Corbiculh are c&ured,in reserv.pirs,’ ̂ 
n& 

and dgainage canals, where. they depend on -natural foods. @But in ppnds, L * ‘: 
soybean meal! wheat and/or rice bran; chicken droppifrgs qnd inorganic ‘@‘. ‘, 
fertiiizers (N; P, IS) are often applied. ‘ , 1 CJ 

.’ The growth rate’of: the Cohbicula varies ac,cording to the season q&k ’ “.-I..- 
ment andamount offoo.ds available. Generally, planted at asize’o ftl Jlgm 1 
in weight, they reach O-45 gm after 1~ 5 months, 0: 9d gm after 3 mopths,) I.,. 

__ 2-.25.-g-m after $.to 4.. 5 months, 4~O‘-gr;l-after-5.~~~~m~~~~~-~d~-4-gr 
‘m~y~be-harvested .(Fig .$4).. ,‘, “;LTr:TY; 
tisedto harvest the CorbicuZa: !hky ‘-. :: , : 

.gJ wire sieve, and the;, und&ized ones ,ai’e. ,-‘,F ” ’ 
drainage canals) for furcther’ groeh. .’ (0 4 0 J.‘\.’ I / 18 1 3 .bq ,,‘; 1.09 .h / 0, 

‘. .r’ ): 
L,/,. 

: ,‘i 

,1 .’ 
‘, 

!^ 
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The common carp is the/most important predator. So, when fin fish are 
cultured in Corbicda ponds, as is often done, the common carp must be 
-excluded. The fishes-commonly cultured with the Corbicula are the big 
head, silver carp and grass carp,. __ _. / 

One common disease of the Corbicuh is blackening of the shell, pee&g . . 
off of outer covering of the umbo and finally perforation of the’ shell and 
death. The cause of this disease has r-rot yet been determined. Possibly it 4s 

, due-to malnutrition. 1 ; 
‘,/ 5 

‘\ _ 
5. MARKETING B ! 

The Corbicufa are usually sold to dealers who come to size up the ponds, ” 
make’ trial ,harvest,exatine the catch and buy the crop of the entire pond. 
They are the; packed in gunny sacks and transported by trucks to the 
cities. ,for sale. During the journey? they are kept moist and pr0tecte.d 
from the sun by a canvas coverjng.> 10 p 2 ’ ‘; ” ’ ’ ’ ” - ., / 
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XIII.- Slifimp Culture \- .-- , ; k* 
- 

, 
I.’ INTRODUCTION - - _.. -- - -_ .- ~- 

It is not known when shrimp culture .began in Taiwan. For cenJyries, fish 
’ farmers in Taiwan have captured juvenile grass shrimps and sand 

from the coastal waters and stocked them.in milkfish ponds, where 
h given no special care and harvested as’an ext.ra crop. It is 

years, however, that shrimps have been monocultured by some fa 
Two species of shrimps of commercial- importanse are%ultured in 

Taiwan, viz. the grass shrimp, Penaeus ,monqdon, and themd -s*pT-L-:. 
~ 

‘! 
&fetapqnaeus ~o,I;z~~~~~\-- .____.__...___..--...-.. ” 

--I ..d ------ 

The grass shrimp,‘P. monodon, and the sand-shrimp, M. rnonocerosi&e 

_. > ’ 

the spec’ies commonly stocked in milkfish and Gracilaria ponds. According 
i r i.. 
.’ 

I to the Taiwan Fisheries Bureau, the production of grass shrimp from pQnds, , 
was 140,000 kg and sand shrimp 223,000 kg in 1974.’ The production;,, 

-f& 

was limited by the availability of shrimp seeds...With the production ‘of 
shri’mp seeds by a number of shrimp hatcheries, the production ,of pond- :I: 

i 
, 

reared shrimp is expected to increase rapidly in the future... ? ,; .., 

L 

- ’ .i,’ I C‘,’ :“;: : rl .F..~.‘- _. ., -.... .I_________I___, .~“‘...‘.‘.-~~~..‘“~~~~~“““““““~~ .______..______ -.I”.“*--^--. ..____..__._ ___I t “..“l.--““““r ..--. .L ____ . . . . . . . . . . _,__, ..““..-*..h,~~ i 

4. GRASS PHRIMP (Fig 65) ! * 
/ 2 __ 

’ 
L 

- ---.- - -/ 

2.1 Genedpl Fharacteristics , i ‘.’ 
/’ 

0 

I 

, 
1 

f L, 3 ‘!. 
-&so known ., as -sugpo in the Philippines, this is the most important 

;. 
I I 

specieg lof shrimp under culture in T,aiwan and its~hhm-ho~ds much---..., “, 
promise of futuiedevelopment. It is a large shrimp; reaching a maximum : 1J 
individual weight of abo.ut 25Og, butthose reared. in pond&1 sel.dom..:...h . . . . =._(.. . ..- ,-A+ 
exceed 12@:\i ‘.’ ” 

, - ,>’ 

r It is a. tropical species, becoming sluggidh, when the temperature ::I’ 
drops below l$“C and succumbing to te,rnperatur,e below ?4?‘&~2--It- is .~\. -, :: 

reared,,?herefore, generally in the’ southern part of Taiwan ,wlieie the 
, ,: 
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\~ 2.2 !$upply of ‘seeds ; ’ “- - .‘* ‘ + . . : .< i “; ^i q ,. t 0 ” 

‘. 2.2..1 Nct~~bal supp&.-““.’ ~ J .’ 
/ 

Before. the arMici$ propagation’~of-shrimps” was, accomplished, all ~ \ 
grass shrim?p’ seeds were’ ,caught in ‘estuarine wqers of low, salinity. S 
{Siuce the juv~ni,les$ike~ .to hide among weeds and grass (hence the L* 

. name. grass shrir%I$ in shallow water; they are taken by theuse of A 
Ifures,.whi’ch consist of bundles @‘grass or twigs set near the shore. The 
js,hrim-p seeds that gather in the Tlures are’ collected with d-i,p%ets. + t1 (. ;. ‘1 1 

r rp 4 I 

* 
shrimp seeds of Psnacus f 
four,other species of less ;, ~~ -. ,,. 

hatcheries fir-o- v 

_’ : ab@ut % million shr-im$‘juwe$Q~’ .; e .i ii p ..: I) ’ ,? 
_’ ‘$ i. J 1 A,shr~n~Ij;hatdher~~~hould be looat& on the:seaside where clean sea, ’ 

. . &>“ water of; 25?,4 x0 ? &jwelj as&$h water (for’ dilution)&-available. x’ @A : . f 1 
G ,\,.* The essential equipment.’ c,onsis& ofT first a series of ei,her circular::; $,, 

1’s plastic tanks-of 6: 5 to.ll.- O- ton,capa@ty. and/or cof;lcrete far& of “3q,to I,; ;, . -> L I !:70 ton &pacity’ .(F.i’g -66j..fi e num,.ber an&size of these m&s depend .* 
7 : G,n‘-the scale .,of the’ o$xation~ These tan,ks are used for. spawning; ’ . 

c, .- hing an’cl;K?aring..t~t’:~~vae. ‘., j . . 
J urnping e,quipment.should be provided to take in sea water. The ,, :’ 

intake should b.e platted as fa?dut and as de&$ as gra”cti~cal and ai’$ 
e -5 ’ ‘, ’ point about 30sim above the sea ;bo@om.’ The :sea’ “ate! shouldgo; B 1” 

through. a ~and..laye~-:~r~~~~-.-?~~~~~~uyg be f&erecJ before, ,rt is used. ‘1 : 9.. c .; Aeration equifiment ‘is &so e&sent@lrAir blowersTare used forlarge _ r- ;” a 
,L;;: scale hatcheries, aI;Ep air, bompresso,rs ,a&uskd by small hattiheries. ‘I i 4 _ 

B’ -S ‘, Two sets ‘are. usually. provided for alternate’~.use.~ Either an ele&&c ” ,,!i ‘~ 
krfgine ‘,must be provided to’ be used in case of ,J &$ :’ 
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1 * Spawn&-s are 0 ‘mp i&h-ermen.-‘~Until rtXF&tlyj- :- ~~ -‘:..._ 

no mature,grass s d in pondsIt was in May. 19 75 I 
. that the .Tungkang Marine$@.qatory succeeded in rear-ing two Pi\\,,,, 
.,m.onbd& to maturity. Eggs were released and hatched, and 2,500 ’ I, * 

% larvae:were reared to juveniles. This was accom$ished without resort- 
-7 -t -_A C-L ‘“ing JO removal of the eyestalks (I. C. Liao’private communicat-ion). ’ 

“\ j\ 
‘\ 

The reproduction seasons of theagrass shrimp are .Prom,March to April ,,-i 
+ and from August to ‘November. The degree’of matur$y of the spawner * X ,, ‘v ‘:.. 

is betei’mi’ned by observing the size of the oblong, dark brown ovaries 
visible through the d&sal&,pait ofcthe shell. The bigger the o&i& the’, 

, 
* 

. I more mature is the s&w&r (Fig 67). a j ,-. ’ ‘.I , ‘J 4 
v r’-f On?. or two spawn& are placed in the circular plastic tanks, and =’ i 

more may be placed-in the larger concrete tanks. At the beginning ofI ~’ * 
, the spawning season, the spawners generally release their eggs in 
. about four days, but at the height ofthe season, they may spawn on the 

II same night or the next day. \ \ ‘ ’ 1~ 
Newly released eggs float on the water surface. They are’of roun- ’ f. I 

’ *’ Fish shape ‘with a diameter’of O-25+0.27 mm. Each spawner releases ’ 
-about 300,000 eggs. They hatch in about 13 hours at temperatuges of 

; 
9 

4 7-29°C and become” the, nauplius -larvae-The eggs and nauplius 
‘,” larvae may be counted by the naked eye in a beakerful of water. If their 

; 

number re.aches,, 1 ?O per Pitre, the spawner or-spawners should be 
removed and allowed to continue. spawning in ,-an&her iank. L’ 

’ .P The nauplius larvae measure 0.28-O. 33 mm just after hatching. ’ 4 
They do-not feed. After about 50 hours at temperatures of 27-29OC, c*8’ ” 
they develop into the zoea larvae.,,At.this stage, they begin to feed and G. ‘?A 

, 
I 

/ , / .I. 
B are“‘gi,yen small plankton’s such as ‘Skeletolzema costatum and Nips- , ;, ’ 

> chia closteriuti,u marine yeast, fertilized eggs and trochophorqlarvae ,T : 
a ,’ of oysters, etc. Skeletonema is the most common feed of zoea larvae. It j 
c may be cultured in d-5 ton tanks. To each ton of sea water are added 
,, ,3 100 g of KNO,, 10 ‘g of Na*HpO,, 1 g of IS,SiO, (or Na$X$) and 

5 g of FeCl,. Sea water,,containing ‘$k&Ze?onema 4s then introduced. 
t 

3 ; 
4, 

. /r I Under constant aeration and with sufficient li@sht, a brownculture %f . .‘_ 

” A”. &$tonema is obtained in 2 or!3 days.The zoea are very sensitive to 
. ‘\ light and should be glaced away fromthe light s.oyrce..or dark coloured 

A :,,% 
1. ‘, + . 

,I d plastiq tanks may be used: ” ( I. 

c 
The zoea stige lasts from i$ree to 

transform intothe mysis larvae (Fig 6,8 
the ,‘young shrimps, but swim in a vertical 

‘-‘They&d on$he nauplii of.Artem:a and ot 
copepods and rot&Z of similar siz?. Artemi 

u i( d n 
I’ ‘\ ,n > L ‘i L> r, -< \ 1 9, .I 1) 
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hatched in sea water of SO-X, ~$lmity4n about ~20 hours at%%ipera~~ ~- 
_I’ ture of about 28°C upder cons&t aeration. Rotifers and copepods 

, \ \ are gathered from the water supply canals of, milkfish ponds with,” 
plankton nets. ti .) .I /’ && Ij ‘. .: I’ - ? 

\ After 3 or 4 days, the mysis larvae are tran~sformed into post larvae, 
measuring about 5’mm in length (Fig 69). Up to the 5& day th,ey feed 
,on Artemia or zooplankton supplemented with egg custard (one egg--._- 
and 3ig.of milk powder).5JAfter the 5th day the? may be fedminced 
meat OF bivalves, trashfish or s,hrimps.or egg custard.’ From’ the 5th 

* day-on they become benthic, clhnging to the bottom or to>theLwalls of 
the tanks. On the 28th or- 29th day, they- attai-n.a.>le,ngth -of about~-- 
20 mm and”%re suitable for stocking. ‘j ~ .I? 8; 

., I -_ 
,2.2.3 Salle and transportat@? of shfimpgeeds , ” “’ 
\ 

‘. ’ - 
i .?s 0 

\The juveniles or young shrimps are soyd by’the hatcheries dire&y to-‘ I 
the I shrimp farmers. “In transport&ion,%hey are held in plastic bags, 
bhich are filled with sea water and inflated with. oxygen. Since the 
grass shrimp-,l,ike to stay on the bot!m, containers should preferably . 

’ have large bottom a.rea~.~’ The-temperature of the water in the con- 
tamer is maintained‘at 15 O to 18Y by keeping a smgll bag of tie in the 
yater,. * . i / 

/ -’ > . 
2 . 

P 
ce most of ‘the grass shrimp seeds are caught in the months from 

and those from the ‘hatcheries are produced .; 
July to October, it $s too late in the easo,n-to-plant the late ‘. 
iles in poods and get a crop befor 8 winter sets”in. They are; 

therefore place,d in wintering ponds and reared until ,Ma.rch, or April, -- 
.‘a can be planted inponds. 

st of the shrimp &interiag ponds a&n Tun@a.ng, Kaohsiung 
In Pingtung, the winter is mild, and wintering ponds are j 

simply; deeper ponds with n.o &her protection facilities,, Stocking is 
I -dense &md less feeds are given so as to stunt the shfimps.’ Feeds 

consist&g of cracked @ails, small shrimps, trash fish, /soybean and 

; 
peanut meal, etc. are given duzing warm days (tempera@@-:aetivi?.+ 

1 18OC). %ater is;changed weekly. The survival rate” is genera&y~,~OY& f. 
b In j,KaohsIung and Taman, the mill&h Wintering ponds,us&lly $erve 

, 
the,: purpose, and’ oftentim~~-~~~-.~h~mp -~e~l~~e~~-~~~~h~~.~i~~.-:; 

,,i 0 ,e4 tQ$milkfish.+ The Tainan, Fishpulture: Station of Taiivan,@s~erie’s ‘, -.$ 
&:, $9 1)’ .>’ 4 I,. 8, .,, _’ r ‘/. 3 116, 

IQ. .q 
0 

7 I 3 .’ 5 .i -: ‘, 1” ‘, ,.. ‘. 0 ” .;.. ., 
’ ., 2: ,I., j’: 

0 ii * 9 I ’ ,: j (. , I :, :, ,, ‘-‘:: y . . /.,;.:,- :-:,:,I>$ ! j .:,J,,-:,:;:;::) 



,c i 
Research Institute ebperimented on ‘the over-wintering o 
shrimps and found t survival rate was 28.8 to 
ordinary milkfish and 6’8% in a 
specially designed 

1 ’ 

i 4 8 / 
2.4 Pondeculture * ’ ’ + \ v ’ i 

’ 
2.4. I /IT, association with 

I 
If grass shrimp seeds are at low cost, probably most 1, *. ’ 
milkfish farmers in Taiwan wo (r_ ;.-1;; .--c.- eir ponds with some grass 
shrimp:The cost of grass caught from natural water : 
is about USSO. to 0.05 each, but the cost of-those produced b*y 
shrimp katcheriesis only about USJO. at the time of writing. So, , .’ 
more mrlkfish farmers are buying shrimp j:@eniles to stock their : 

-ponds and in larger numbers in recent years. In fact, most of the ” 
grass shrimps,,servep in restaurants come from ponds and not from thea 
sea (Fig 7&l ). 

,“i* 
\ tb \ , 

In association with milkfish, the numb& of shrimps planted varies I : 
from 5,000 to 8.000 per hectare. They ,are planted as early aS .:-. : 
February in”‘th,e Tungkang area.‘In Tainan they(are’,,planted in’early’ )I ‘? I,. 
April. They grow, to about 40 g each in three months, so at .l,east two’ I 
crops could be ‘harvested per year. The kurvival rate is usually above ’ ’ ’ 

: \: 
i’i 

80%. No special feeds are given to the shrimps,! which live, off the ’ : ” *\ 
natural food produce’d in the miltish ponds. 9 .’ , ,.I + ’ ‘,\ ‘\ ! .,. 

The most difficult problem in pond culture of shrimp is the control ? ‘I 
,, of predators. The chief’,predators are Elops saurus, gobies, tilapia, 

. :*,, 
4 

jelly fish and the small shrimp CarilQna denticulata~ (Fig 70). The last 
three are most destructive because ,they multiply fast and their eggs 

.2 and larvae easily gain entrance through the screen at the.water inlet. 
Predacious fishes can be :killed by the application of saponin (in the 
form of tea seed meal) in concentrations ranging from 2-5 to 1 
lo..0 ppm without injury to&he’ shrimps,’ but the Worthless small ’ 
shrimp C. denticulata remains a serious problem both as a predator ) @,- 
and a competitor for food. O,n$ way to minimize such damages is to ~ 
keep the young grass shr,imps in the nursery pond, where C. denticu- ‘- 1 ? 

: lata rarely occur, until thw reach 5 to 6; g in tieight.~before they are- -~-,~~~~~=+--~ 
planted in the3rear$g pond. Y 

,..i-+” 
Another pest is the hlamentous green algae and, aquatic’ plants . 

growing abundantly in the milkfish pon& the waters of tihich;are D 
usually less than one meke in depth. Theirabundant growth interferes ‘L 

B .’ 1 
c ** 
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Fig 7 1 Grass shrimps cropped from milkfish ‘pond 
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‘L with the movement of the shrimps, and, when they die off, th.ey pollute 
t-he bottom of the pond. One remedy is ,to promote the growth of 

c phytoplankton by minimizing the change ofwater in the pond so as to 
setard the growth of the filamentbus green ‘algae and other aquatic 
plants. I VA CA , _. .~-~- ~I.---- “ ! I, 67 .@ 

i- ‘i ‘, . ‘v. 
2.4.2 Moizomltu~e 

.’ 4 . . . .I 
Monocuhure of shrimp is uncommon $-r ‘Taiwan. ‘Some monocultu% ! 
farms af-e found in the Pingtung area. To avoid as much temperature . 
and salinity changesoas possible, water in mpnoculture ponds is at _ 
least&ne metre in’depth. The stocking rate’is 30,000.to 50,000 per 

> he&u-e, and two crops.per year are possible. The shr~mp’reaches 3,5 g 
in 6 months, and survival rate is about 50%. \! I* ,; ’ ’ * 

p. 

,,“The following is a brief account of an experiment onmonoculture 
4f grass shrimp carried out by the Tainan Fish Culture Station ,in .‘ili 
‘1974: :, 1’8 3. 

( I), The experimental pond - A O-5 ha pond, constructed on the 
tidal land of the Tsengwen area was used. The bottom was sandy, and 
the Galls. 1.8. m in height, were of concrete. Aeration was provided 
by a blower which delivered air to a,. &: 5” plastic pipe on t.he bottom 

p 

-. 

-,. _ 

of the pond. From this main pipe, .air*tias delive$ed to a number of I” , 
plastic pipes which were connected with them&n pipe at intervals o& ! 
4 m. In these 1’: pipes were many sm!ll vents through which bubbles 1 
of air .escaped to the water surface. A sluice gate was pi?ovided with 
a screen of fine’ mesh,. L * 

(2) Pre-stocking treatment - The pon$ was drained and dried 
under the sun. To the water: puddles that remained teasseed meal and 
potassium, cyanide were applied to eradicate the pests and predators. 
After three days, clean sea water was let in to *a depth of 50 cm. 

(3) Stocking - On June 17,. 1974, 30,000 post larvae of 30 da.ys a 
after transformation (PjO) were ,planted. They averaged 1.6 cm in” ’ 
length and O-019 g in weight. f 

(4,) Feeding’- In the first 10 days, crushed hornshells, Cqrithidea 
- ff&@ata, ,w were -@&fy-py-f&d. &mhis;-t- c&im~&-f&++,g&++ 

elusively with a specially prepared pellet feed produced by $hi:Presi-, . * 
dent’ Enterprises Corporation. The, pellets,, had a mol.sture,~con$ent of 
75%, They were give? daily in late afternqon. The amounts+&{ feeds .,, _ 
given were as’follows: / 

: I / I, ‘ 119 . : * * J \- -L_ _ --’ - _-.-,: _z._--.._. c -- .--- ) I 1: 5 ? 
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L‘., 
1st tb 10th da\, 

Kitsd of feed Amo~lr;2t give11 
Crushed hornshells 

1 I th to 30th day 
1 10% of total iye@ht of shrimp 

Pellet shrimp feed. 
3 1st to 60th day 

37% of tota);$&ght of shrimp’ ‘-.,! 
. . 

6 1st to 90th day 
\ ‘15-2 1% of total weigh\ of shr&p 

., 10*12% . . 
9 1st to 120th day .1 6.52% . . 

.After ’ 120th day 
e.. 
7 , 9, 5.0% 3, ) 

c P 

The pellet shrimp feeds used were made essentially with fish meal, ,-’ 
shrimp meal. and plant materials, with the addition of amino acids and ’ * 

*;i vitamins. Iis crude pro)tein content was -46.56%. r 
I)’ b (5) Pond mauagement~ f Depth of water in the pond was main- 

tained at about 1 m. Water colour was closely watched to maintaina _ 
good growth of phytoplankton and control the growth of filamentoils 
green algae by timely change of water. Salinity of water was main- 
tained at from 23.60 to 34.43%,. Water temperature ranged.from 

‘: I 

18” to$4”C. , 
(6) Harveshg - The shrimps were harvestedon November 17th 

after five months’ rearing. The-total havest$85 kg. Total number 
of shrimp was 19,439, and survival rate was estimated as 700/d.-The 
average individual weight was ,20 g, an’d average length was 14.5 cm. 

It issignificfnt that, during harvesting, ‘about 90 kg of Cqridiqa 
shrimps were harvested together with fhe grass shrimps. This amount 
was 23.3% of the quantity of grass shrimps harvested and, posed a . 

i 

serious problem. . 1 

3: SAND SHRIMP .,’ 
/i 

*. 

The sand shrimp, M. mkoceros (Fig 72) ale generally cultured in milkfish 
ponds. It is monocultured only in recent years. It is smaller than the grass 
shrimp; the marketable size is ‘5 to 10 g. ‘.\., 

I / .>, c ‘\\I 4 ;7 
3.1 Supply of seeds \ ‘\ \\ \ 

. \ . 
Although mass production of s hatcheries is now‘ 
possible, yet the supply is still fro 

.- adequate to meet the requirement 
throughout the island.“’ - ‘. -,,i.- ‘? . . 
3.2; management 

Pre-stocking treatment of the po 

120 : 
. 
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\ Fig 73 Sand shrimp; Fropped from rr$kfish~‘pond‘ ’ 121 



shrimp, Sandy bottom ispreferred since the sand shrimp have;the habit il 6 
2 .., 

of burrowing in sand. a 
When cultured with ilkfish, the stocking rateis.~60L000to--l-~~ ----- 

per hectare and no feeds are given. In monoculture ponds, the 
stocking rate is over 2OOiOOO per hectare,‘but may be raised to’300,OOQ ’ ‘i 
per hectare if (the depth of water is over l-5 metres and aeration: : 
equipment is providsd. Ip monoculture, animal protein feeds such as’ ’ ___ 
cJam meat, trash fish and ground small shrimp should be given;jfeeds of -. 
plant origin such as pe I 
shrimix. Other manage ~ 

ut and soybean meal are also accepte,d by the 
5 nt practices are the same asin culture of grass 

shrimp. . 5 
3 Suitable water salinity is i5 to 20 x0 7 but it is 

0 even when salinity id as low as l’ci x0. , 
( il .’ b m 

3.3 Harvehng and n-brketing I: * 

The sand shrimps reach marketable size of about 15 g in about 50 days4 ip ‘, 
and may then be harvested, (Fig 75). They are generally caught b+ ih,! ‘. 
placing a net at the sluice gate-!when water is being discharged to take ,/ 

n advantage of the habit of the shrimp to swim with the current. They are ,Y .‘l; 2 p 
marketed as medium sized shrimps. As in the case of grass shrimps; they :‘$c 
are iced and shippe’d to the cities by trucks. 

,I _ :’ ‘*2 -3 1 ,r,: 
‘i - > 
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X,IV.% Crab Cdture - 3 ’ . .,. . . *. , 1 ;..: ” , i . .e 4. ’ 
.,d % _~__~- 
1. INTkODUCTIbN 

1. . a 
P . . h/ t . ’ 

The crab commonly cultured in Taiwan is the serrated crab, Scylla serrata J ’ 
(Fig 74). It is extensively used as food in -Southeast Asia, where it is an z Ei 
expensive item of food, relished especially for its ripe gonad. 1, ;&? 

c , 

* G 1tFm ’ ‘, 
1 .-, 

Fig 14 Serrated crab Sqlla$evaRY~ * .: : ,A 
WC’ 4 

\& a* 

According to the Taiwan FisheriesBureau,’ the pro,duct$n%of S;;S&c 
,i,n 19 73 reached 782 mt, including those captur@in coast!8 ..W$ers a 
those cultured in donds. There are no data of the areaof ponds ,in.T 
serrata are cultured as well as their production from ponds. They”are 6 
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extensive!y stocked in milkfish and GracilLz~&zgon’ds in southern Taiwan, 
particularly in Fingtung C”&&$ty.?n ‘~~an,C%unt~, they are reared in rice 
paddiestogether+wdrn$ and-fish after-the first riceZ?@ is harvested. 

Monoculture of crabs is practised in southern pad of Taiwan. The main 
purpose is to rear the females;to matur’ity, with, fuily ripe, gonad, so as to’get 
a better price. 1 
’ Three variet.ies. probably of the same-species, are recognized by the fish 
faE-ners,’ viz: ‘., .,,, 

( 1) Sand qab. Largest n-r size; of wild disposi$on; inhabits flowing water 
of higher salinny (20-30x,), - : 

(2)’ Red*legg,ed crab. Smaller in size; shell hard; of wild disposni 
(3) Mkt 1 e crab. Medium size; tame and less- active; tolerates wjder r 
I of salinity. 

/ j 

i.The White crab is the variety commonly cultured, 
Hatching of the eggs of S. s&rata and rearing- the larvae to adUs. have, r, . _ 

not been successful in Taiwan. According t@Ong Kah Sin of the Malaysian 
l?.. 
1, 

Department of Fisherjes,” mating of ‘S. ,s&rata occurs as early as the firs) e;. 
year of life after the female undergoes, the pre@ulatory moult. A male ) 
approaching &female in premoulting condition climbs over her, cl’asps her ” c 
with his chelipeds and;the anterior pair of walking legs, and carries her ’ 
around. They may remain so paired for 3to 4 days until the female moults. ’ 
The male then turns the female over for copulation, which usually lasts 7 to 

_, I’ 

2. POND CULTURE 

rktonic z,oeae. After passing through @veraLzoea 
ups stage; which takes about a monthL, the 
..j~~enile -crabs- -.-- _-- .x------ -- 

I 0 
: . 1 

* 

lar-vae ‘- 
I’ ,, 

I 
I 

i 

2. i Monocult& 
i 

21”l. i The crab pond I( *I/1’, .: 
: / I i ; 

i , -:Q’ ,*,I 
.The pond for mo.noculture.of crabs should prefer ” 
estuarine” areas where the tidal difference i 

bably be located in the I 

water.. The salinity should;.t;b\e fr 
s great to facilitaiqchange of 5 ‘, ,‘p. 

sandy bottoms are preferred. 
-oni 15 to, 30”/“,. For ‘cleanliness, ; ‘,‘; :, 
J i’ .. , ,. \. ., . .‘_ 
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hours. , ’ 
Sperms are retained by 
- many weeks or even 
Jvide sperms. for two or 
the female’s pleopods, 
The larvae hatch as plar 
iges and a single megalc 
%a-morphose- to -benthic 

. ’ 
.1; 

the female, and fertilization may not .take place 
months after mating.‘-A single copulation may 
more spawnings. The ,ferti-lized eggs are attached 
where, they hatch in a few weeks:i- 
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3 ‘I’he site ot‘ the pond is’ usually small, About 330 11’. One good i 
:~rl-angcmcnt impel &vi& ;~“lxg,e square pond into 
ponds with ;I c~~ncrt’t~ t;tnk of about I . 5 metres squar in the centrPe to 
st‘r\:t’ x ;1 wxtcr inlet tank fog- all the four ponds. 
the crabs \~itl.congre~ate in this tank ?nd can be caught there (Fig 75). . Y / 

Fig 7.5 Big square pond divided’into four small ponds; cb&ete water inlet tank at centre 
s ,; ;. l__ 

Usually. the walls of the pond. abo’ut 1 n!etr&high. are either malde ” 
of bricks or concrete with,protr$ing lips t& prev& escap& (Fig’76): ’ 
Just inside the wall 2 layer of,brick%should. b? laid”;in the, b&tc?m to 

.r: form ;I slopin g surface on which feeds tian ‘be glaced;;:ln,\,ponds with ,, 
mud M,~I[,I~s:’ bamboo screens’,are placed obliquely tow&d the.<,inside of ., 

, c+ ‘j\ ‘k I the pond to pre\‘ent escap$. 
* : 

4 ?‘I .Z SlcrXi~~,:r c/nd poud mcr~lugeruGnf /I I i. ” l = , .‘. I -. .b 
crabs in Taiwan,,is, to rear the females 

that have just had to the stage of full’gonad development., 
,\ 

to twp months. Sb cncrease in weight is 
.,,! “\ ;,,.~~~ 

A 
not the pri,nl,ary Since only a limit$d number of pbst- ,. : ’ 

. co.pulation fema1e.s ,ca& be ob!ained ‘at one ;lme, a number of small, ‘i c / 1 
D 

’ )’ 

B 
P \: * 

** 

2 

I J 



ponds should be,provided to hold the different batches of crabs which ’ 
are collected at intervals. : - 

The seed crabs may be planted any time between April and Septem- 
ber. The stocking ‘rate is generally three crabs per rn2,~ varying ?in ,, k 
accord&-ice tiiith the water exchange capacity>of the’pond. The siz%of 
the, crabs stocked varies from 7 to 12 cm” in carapace tiidth. ~ 
’ -The- feeds usually given’are snails. trash fish, fish viscerals, and, 
almost any. kind of animal food. Soft-shelled snails 
.water species) are preferred. If hardshelled snails are giv.en 
should be cracked first. ‘According to the experience of tht 

,~,~$q,mers, snails are the‘ most important feed for the m 
:. vrabs and should be given in plenty. The cjuantityof feeds giver 

is about 5%, of ,fhe ‘total weight’ ‘of the crabs (about .-3,5....k 
.I J$@O crabs). Feeds ar ailv. in ‘the later afternoon 

--: !-.&&&fibs usmlly feed 
‘$ -??gbs are found to be a 

since 
ke fgeds should 6 given ‘if the 

earthing for food. 1 
* - .I,. 

2.1.3 Harvesting and %&&tjn~ 
,.~.L’: 

L _ -. 

The crabs are captured by hand with-the help of a smalldip net or with.. 
)a large dip net *baited with trash fish. Sometl “TheS,:.pi&ic o?) ceme$ 

* pipes .are qlaced on the bottom and lifted up frog time to .‘ti 
empty the crabs that hide the+rein. Catching them>6 the’w,ate 

X tank as mentioned above seems to W&the most efficient ‘met1 
harvesting. Survival rate is 7d to 90%.‘ 

I T” -, i ‘“.# < - 
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The, crabs are generally captured l;i” be sSold 20 to 50 days af&r , 
stocking. Ex’perienced crab farmers are able to tell whether the,) 
ovaries are full by examining the crabs against light ar 
lightly pressing the shells to ‘feel if$-re’y are .firm (Fig 77) 

F, , During~transportatiqn, each i$drvidual live crab is bound wii 
K heavy straw rope wetted with water to facili.tate handling a! 

z keep it moist (Fig 78). 
The cra&are sold by‘number according to their sloe: a,nd not by.. ; .’ _- w-eight. .F ,‘, , ” * 1: ..;:; ~ ., ‘.=& ‘.: I L 1 

rd also by,. 
1 -., 

th a c. ... 
5 well.as to 7.. ’ n 

.2.2 l$lyculture in fishponds i 

. cG 1; 
Crabs are also stocked-in brackish-water ponds in which shrimp, m 
fish and/or Graci[ar*ia are cultured. Generally, the ponds dre regular fish” 
ponds of ‘Oh5 to 2.0 ha in size, but bamboo or plastic, fences.should be j 
erected on the inud -dykeslWto prevent escap~e.~:~omefimes ponds with ,~.. 
conclete dykes are used. I ; 

“‘d The baby’ crabs planted are.e$her, e of 1.5 to.3.0 cm’ofcarapace 
width orlarger ones of less than 60 g in weightYThey are .harvested and x 
sold &en they attain a carapace wi’dth of 12 cm or 220 

Thenumber“plar?ted varies a-gr’&aj deal, but it 
l.O,,QQO ,per hectare. The purpose of th.e.culture is 
both -males and .ternales are planted. 

The feed.s:given are similar to those for 
quantities must be given to prevent can 

The cr&s generally reach marketable size it 
---may be~captured for sale.Jhe &r~ 

where. the small-.baby era 
stocked. Most .‘of’t’he 
ripe ovaries. 
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-+ MNe ,crabs that’have had mafiy copulations have very little meat and 
bring a ver-y low price. This is offen the qse after September. To avoid 
this. farmers usually harveg the? crabs before that time. 
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XV. Frog Cult&e 
,* , 

’ I’“- 
’ 1. I, 3, 2, -_ s 

.3 i * 
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1. INTRODUCTION ’ _ . a 
I 

Frogs are l luxury food in Taiwan and many other areas, although they are 
not eaten in some countries, for instance in India. where frozen frogyegs ’ .. 

“-form tin important item of export. I I . i. _ L 5s .y--- - 
The frog commonly -eaten in Taiwan is the native green frog. Rana.---‘- -r~ 

tigrina var. pantherina Fitzinger (‘ig 79). They are small in size and are 
not cultured. li 

The species now under cultivation is the American, bullfrog, Rana- .- 4 .; 
-z.atesbiana, ’ which was first introduced ‘into, Taiwan by. the Japan- + 
ese in 1924,and again by the Taiwan Fisheries Research Institute in 195 1. 
The first introduction was not successful. The few farmers who reared them 
soon became discouraged and discontinued the venture. So the frogs 
‘:disappeared. The-tadcoles and young frogs introduced from Japan l’n 19 5 1 

““were first reared by‘ the fish .culture- stations of the Taiwkn Fisheries . 
Research Institute. They were propagated and distributed to’,people who 
wer.e$-iterested in frog fa.rmi:ng: . 

Because frog farming required very little3capitkl investment’)and only a 
‘small piece of land, many rural people as well as city dwell ’ s 

4 
became 

interested in it either as an occupation or avocation. However, nearly all 
these frog farmers at that time depended on... the .-sales of__breeders_.rz_t.an. _ 
exorbitant price as their source of income. Bullfrogs were not.sold as food : ‘, ..:. __.. 
because of the high cost of production and consumer preference for the c \I’. -‘“-.*;a 
native green frogs. So the number of frog’ farms gradually decreas,ed until -1 
recently. ..‘” .\ 

There are at the time of writing some 200, frog farms on the islang, most ‘~: _ s, 
of wh,ich are cottBge industries. Some larger farms have begun to sell their’ 
frogs $0 restaurants.’ This is possible by the..use of cheaper feeds and , , ,i 

” improbed culture techniques “as ‘described in the following. \! / I t b % \ :;. i :.y * i ::, 129 iv. ” /i 
, 

& I ; :, ‘/ :_ :a. 
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2. CULTURAL PdACT$E “ , 

*& 1 ‘t::... 
r. 9 

\ I_ r-1 
12.1 Size- and c6nstructios-of~~RdSl I 

<,> 1. 

--., P *. Ip ,w- . -1 

The- size of&he farms ‘varies a great, deal according to the scale of. i , 
operation. *Z&me make tie ‘of only ,50 to 60. square metres beside their 

-. houses, while the larger frog farms ,are 5,OQp to 6,000 s$uare,metres..in 
size. k.. + - 

The ponds usually provided consist of a. siawning pond, a hatching, 
d. L( pofd-, a tadpole pond, a pond for young frogs ‘and a pond for growers? 

I). (1~arge.r frogs). . - Ij > 
a..SpptiTtiing pond. The spawning pond is usually 1Q to 15 square metres 
in”siie. It should be prepared to approximate natural environment with 

kJ3-y trees and grass planted on the land area to provide shade and shelter. The 
bottom of the water area should vary in depth, but .at least o&,-third of the 
water area, which usually comprises one-third ‘&the pond’area; should ’ ‘- 
have a depth of 10 cm to serve as the spawning area. : I 

. b. Hatching pond. 
T 

he hatching ponds are concrete po?rds built ifi a 
series to accommodate different batches of spawns. The tiater’should 

-^ *have ‘a depth of about 40 cm,. and a water inlet and outlet should be 
1 ‘1 .7 provided to each pond. ..> . * 

c. Tadpolepond. ,Several’potids w$th mud bottom and a w-ater depth 0f.30.. 
to 40 cm should be provided for rearing-the tadpoles. Tostabilize water 

:’ ‘-temperature and ,secure b’etter growth, the tadpole ponds shpuld be of a 
. \’ larger size. 8.. ~ : 

-n_, ‘d.’ Pond for Young fig&. %ung frogs are frogs thatare,. less than two ’ “’ 
/P-- 

1 
my months old after transforination. Sev&al ponds should.be provided to 

segregate them according to size. These ponds should have,a &ter depth i.. 1 
af 15 to 3.5 cm; i&d at least one-fo3rth ofthe area,.should be land whic.his * - 
slightly higher than-the .wa&r. - *24;t! ..:.,p- , .I. _ 

T’ e. Pond for growers. The ponds f&- the larger’fi-ogs tie similar to those 
” /’ for young frogs, but the depth of water should bekept at 30 to 40 cmJn 

- -/-.- some frog -farms, land area-s 
feed platforms are used--in 

~s,not-afevided’~~~~h~se’ponds;-andfloa~~~~~-~~ 

young and larger frogs wi 
g,:~Z~rs+nce their pFds for -; ,f 
s, both, on the. top ‘%nd sides, to ’ ‘1 

‘prevent escape, but some stilluse wooden boards or wire screen.. 1 ,’ “.“-(.. i.” ,,__. .’ ‘:, 
-‘----.-.~- _.,_ -,..;-, \ 9’ 1 ‘( 

I. ^-.e-.vw_., 
2.2 Sel~ct~b~-.o.fbreeders “i-- ~- ~e:j<~~~ c ,_ 

-----v--... . ” -+Y-~~ ‘, . ,A_/1 
_ . -.__ - -.- -\ ’ .‘I:: : ,; ;:, .” ,,‘,.I:’ ‘,, ,..;.: 1,: 

\ IS .. , 

tSorne frog farmers start their- stoc.ks with.. tad&&s ~iyoung-frogs,‘buiii.:‘:“~~‘, 
. ,is mare feasible to start with one or more.:p$rs’ ,of.bre@$s a,s,i~@ding~ ! ,: 

i30 
‘(,,’ . ;,\.;. ” 

5, 1: a_. 
.-> ,),‘,,,_) i ,;c 

I :-.> : ._ 
” ‘S ” : ,’ ,,; *.’ ‘.:; ,, 

? i: 0 “\ ; i, +,. :, ~.:‘::b: ‘I ! ;, ‘a*, ;, / ,, -‘,,Ch. 
\ ” 

y.. ‘:‘:: _’ ,:1 ,’ ,,.;; . 
5:; ‘;, ” ,\ c ., (0.. 

,,,,_ .,,,_.. a,. ,..I I- -..1-*- ,I ” ,.... .__l”,T”---, ‘;,,,-, I, ‘, n , ‘: / ‘),. -1 “.: ;-, I ,.,, I ,.A, #;dh ,“‘,-‘ :I> (/ ,: A ,‘&,“, 
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eve&all~y. in the farms. The.‘bullfrog starts to breed at the’ 

- age of about two years, It used t’o be the belief that an adult frog, 6&ld 
%, 

’ 
onl%embrace a mate of his Qwn choice,’ and frog farms sold only what 
they cl+im& to be mated pairs. But this has been proved untrue. A 
mature frs$I&ill mat@ with anyb_competent frog of the opposite sex if 
given the$roper -n’vironment. +I! 

-‘,. *” r 1.8 ; /,, ’ ““9 .h $ . i 
A male-bullfrog can be distinguished from,the female by the sizeofifs. ‘* 

eardrums’which are twil;e the size of its eyes; in the female, the eardrums 0 
are only slightly larger than the eyes. The male has a bright yellow throat, ‘- 
but the. throat of the female is smudgy white, ‘mottled with brotin.3 ” 

Thehale .bullfrog croaks during the breeding. season@hic.h is :frw 
early March to late August in Taiwan. The sound it makes is similar to 
the bellowing ,of a bull, hence its name. 

7 1 

2.3 Mating and spawning / ; * . : Q L a ‘7& I 
‘..x. .’ , It is customary to select large strong,‘breeders an”d ‘pl,ace 

spawning pond in the proportiojr of one male to three or four , 
wait “for ‘a mating to take place. During this time they must not be , 
disturbed. 

During mating, the male frog embraces the female in the water from J 
beh.ind with its forelegs pressing the -belly of the female. Th.ism.ay last one 

. or two -days.-Fggs a& laid early in the morning andare’ fertilized in the ’ 
’ virater, The eggs are surrounded by a jelly-like-su~~~~~.hdiing,them u 8.I ’ 
together to..form a floating mass on the surf?ce of the water. u -- P 

2.4’Hakjhg 
/ a L I 

$3 ._ 4’ 
. . 

9 . 
The average number of eggs laid by one fernaleis 9+000.0ld$ frogs&y L 
lay as many as 12,000 eggs, but the. fe&izatipti and.hatchiiii rates are , 

I 
..d-$ -3 

. 
.-.--- 

d D 

_ 

,.,. .’ 

* . 

.- 
--- Y 

. an egg mass is observed, it is carefully scooped up. in a pan with water and 
w gent+inthe hatch-ing pond.” The&g mass-must-n&&-inverted------~ 

while being moved. .i: .’ . . ‘~ . .->- - 
7 The time required for the eggs ttP h&&a&es with the .water temper@-: ‘T 
ture. At 24,’ to. 27,OC; they*ha!ch in about 72 hours: It is desjrable to ha$e, . 
running water in the hatching pond. I>. ” _I ’ . . ._(., .- -.-.. - .-- .I c --.- -- * 4,: 1 .-~-_~. .-. _., ..,._ “I_ ..,__ . . + ;. ,. .r. ,‘. .--- : _ : . . . 
2.5 The tadpole stage * ’ , * .;*: ,6;. :, * .I -_,,, 
d *’ ;).I, ;,, 

SAfter they hatch, the tadpoles absorb th&nit&ts stored.. mtheirbodies ’ ,; i, r ,. &i: a? -” ‘1 ” ‘::z . . * 131:.:” ̂ : ! ,’ I 4) Y 1 +.<. S’ fl 
. 9 3 i.l,: . ;. .>I. ‘< /. ,. ,r..‘ i 

.,;: ‘. r_ 2’ ‘, ‘9 *,“‘a ,,<” .,‘_, ,,...‘.I , II . . /’ ‘f,. ‘I: p< ,r ), : >‘: / : ,” .‘ 3% , h: - .D ‘4 ip ’ ,: :,c ! I. *; 0, ,. :1: ‘h: :,.;,,!’ . pQ.. I, ..;;,:.;+g :;J,‘j ,.‘.I ‘$5 
*’ . . :. ) .‘/,I ’ ” .“i,y * & +“,. ::,‘,~, . - ,‘:‘.::\v “’ . ; 3. ‘ ; f _,I’ “xt”&e :, ,,c: . 4 ,“&) ) .:,‘~: -\,” -, :: ;, ” !& 

K 

low. Usually 1,000 tadpoles can be obtainedfrom,each spawning. When 
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6 and do, not start tq feed uniil the 7th or.8th day, when they n&y beyed 
4 boiled egg yolk. ,About 20 daysafter hatching, the tadpoles may bl 

-removed .to the tadpole p&-ds. _ 
‘0 ri8 mqnagemept of the ‘tad&es is an i 

c&i&++ theilarger the tadpoles-at’ the ti 
ill ‘be the-f&&. d ‘” : .‘-- -, 

, The usuai practice is to stock 1,000 tadpoles in one square metre. As 
.= ay be stocked if vnning water is provided. Several 

d be provided so that the tadpoles may be-segregated 
o obtain more uniform growth. 

i The tadp’oles are fed’ fish, soluble and peanut meal 
* after which they may befed~ sweet potato flour, rice bran 

1 and other low-cost fee&. The feeds are placed in a @an, 
surface to facilitate observation. The tadpoles are fed t 
the morning an8 once in the afternoon. The tadpole 
They consume both\ animal a&vegetable matter.’ 

2.6 Transformation _ j 
- , 

I l” 
I 

_I 
&cm ‘_ , I 

L ,The tim~e it takes for the tadpoles to lose!(absorb) their tails, grow limbs. c 

/ and transform into young frogs varies a great deal according to tempera-. 
: 

ture, quality of the feeds and the inherent characteristics of the tadpoles> 
; even among tadpoles from the same batch of eggs. Generally, thj 

0 the temperature. and amount of fee&, the shorter time it takes for “’ il 
+a -0 4 transformation to take place. In central-part of Taiwan, the tadpoles fron 

,, ; ‘tjg + 
eggs hatched in March transform in about three months, those from egg/ 
hatched, in May to July transform in about two, and a half months, ant 
th.os.eifrom eg.gs hatched after August d-o not transform until after / 

b ’ -” -To obtain larger tadpoles, trar~formationmay-bc 
” +Y ing the water temperature (to below “16”C)..This is mor 

same time* sun light is reduced by .keeping the 
--.-L-1__ +i --gc~vep i’ ..I-J&.&r-f~~&~g ~-&+&~qi-Jr~& _ ____ _ _ 

high mortality. ‘: d -- -- q w 
2.7 The young frogs 6 

, 
I. 

e 

Aft&- transformation, the frogs are moved tothe .p< 
i , ,,Feeds are not given until all the tad@ 

mation. They are thensegregatfd astc 
feeding may begin. When subsequent 

*e efl 
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significantly differeyt! i.n size, they must be again segregated. This .is. ’ 
r I important to voi cannibalism. * -. 

\ 
9 ‘3 4;: .! 

il .’ ’ Over one-fo 
1 -_ paved _j with, b 

t,l$of the&aond area must be land. / When thjs area is ’ i 
ricks ;;dr ‘cem$tY, long exposure of &surface+ to the sun i 

i should be a~@de$“t&$k;ent &&heating: When it is earth surfaced, it ’ :/ ,/ 
,should be*$ouhded to.t a hard surface to minimize accumulation- o&dirt ?.! &., 

.the young frogs. They ace produced by blacing fish viscerals and trash’ 
fish-on a wire screen on top-of a woodenbox. Flies.are attracted and lay 
eggs ,onto the putrid fish. The eggs develop into maggots, which drop ,; 
through the wire screen into the’box. More food should be given when the,. 
temperature is between 20” and 26”C,&nd the amount of food should be’.‘: .i 
reduced at higher or lower temperature. The average amount dsls .;.;_ _ 
10% of the total weight of the frogs,.given twice a day. At first. edis 
scattered on the land surface to make it available to all the frogs. L ter, it -‘,, 

,on shallow trays, whichl/are put at the margin of the lan (Fig t * 
e half of the tray-, containing earthworms, maggots, etc. is on.!. : . 

hile ,$he other half containing small fish, shrimp, etc. is p&fly 
ed in water. The,purposeiiof this is to accustom the frogs to-a fixed 

feeding place. ,’ w 
After one to two months, the young frogs are trained to take non- : 

moving dead food.’ Th& requires. a -great d&l of l&our and--patience... .__.._-_ 
Small quantities of dead fish, snails, anima4 viscerals, etc. are first’added ‘, 
and mixed with-the live feeds and given to the frogs. The.quanti~~-“anon--,-:--‘,: :^‘Y’* 
moving food ?s gradually increased until it compl&ely replaces the live , 

* moving food. 

,a.~-+ food particles. z d “:y -ii 5 
Generally, lOO- 120 young frogs may be stocked in one square metre , 1 i”-: II 

of pond, but if they are as large as 6-7 cm in length, the number shouldbe -’ I.. -.;/ .~ 
reduced to @3-80. . : -A:-, 2: 

1 
At the initial stage, the young frggs are fed earthwor-ms, maggots of ; 

flies, smail fish, small shrimps and other ianimal foods that are live and 
moving. The maggots have been proved 40 be a cheap source of feed tir 

‘,,,, 
7 

- 
--in-tw$w '-- ,.- ..-A ..__.-.- n- 

several floating feedi -....-c.- ---T--. . .._ ---- _. .-s----- on the water-surface.- As4he-fro.g s -- - 1 - _____ -.-. .- __ I” Jpmp onto the tray, the tray ~s,~~~~~~~~~~~e~d~~~~~~~ - 
alive. The frogs will then feed on it. , ’ 

’ 2 . I 
2.8 The grow&s 

.: 
51 ‘. li , L ,, 

Whei the frogs are over two months o.ld,.the.y a;e.,..mov,~d.;into...tbe.. ..x~.,Nx:I ,.., th 
growers’ ponds. For frogs of 12 cm in length, the stocking rate is 50 per ‘! 

,, .‘_* ” II- \ / .- 1 ? ( .., :” ‘; : 
” ,& :, 1 ,:‘-‘>$ 

1.. .( 1. ,,;,, ‘. I. ‘“> ,.J>c. ;” 
/ 
,,,r”,*,p 

e? ” / , .;l~,~~~~~~~;,‘-. !~~, i ,, .-, ;I : :+,,I, 
i < ,, ,;+,, 2:. . / .J:,,,!., .& ..; ..-. a,. !:-. >..:s 
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’ square metre; for those ov&‘; 5 cm, the number i-s reduced to TO-30. The *’ 0 3 
cultural practices arethe same as those for the latter stage of young frogs. 
Meat of the giant African snails. sis one of the cheapest feeds-for adult:_ 
frogs. The frog farmers buy the snails from the children who gather them 

--/and the meat is extracted. Being an agricultural pest, the eradication of 
this snail is encouraged-by the Government;; ‘. 

3 
In semi-tropical Taiwan, the bullfrogs virtually do not hi.bernate. In 

cold winter. days, they become inactive and cease feeding, but become 
,’ / _/I active again whenever the temperature rises. So they grow at nearly all 

,times of the year. They usually grow to 300 g in seven months after the 
transformation. ‘~ ? ‘rp” 

2.9 ‘knemies 
9 

LY . . 2 

During the tadpole stage, the mainenemies are aquatic insects such as, 
dragonfly larvae and diving beetles. Carnivorous fish such as snakehead 
and catfish also attack and eat the tadpoles. $0 the ponds should be 

,I 

drained and pesticides applied before stocking, 
Birds, snakes and rodents are the chief enemies o~the young frogs:--’ :m. 

Adequate fen&g and, screening will keep them out. a* : 
.’ ‘3 

3. MARKETING AND TRANSPORTATION 
*’ ? C 

Taiwan hasnot yet developed an export trade of bullfrogs. All the cultured 
frogs are sold by the farmers directly to restaurants. The common market 
size is 150-220 gm which the. frogs reach in 8 to 10 months. At this 
size. they bring the best price. ., 1 I 

For short distance tqansportation, they are simply held in gunny sacks or o. 
any cloth bags, but for long distance shipping .they are held in wooden i I 
boxes. They are kept cool and wet during ~t&$ourn~y. L ” --i-m- L-.-- 

I 
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Although farming of the soft-shell turtle, .rrbnyx sinew& Wie@x&~(l%g i ...-....-) 
8 l), had its beginning when Taiwan was under Japanese occupation, the ’ ,, ; 
scale of operation at that time was very small. People lvere not interested in 1 
turtle farming, because the-animal takes a, long time, two’years or more; to ., ,;;: 

s reach marketable size. The first <turtle farm of huger size was starteg -in ! ” 
Taichung,in 192.6. The farm had only four s.mall ponds, totalling 15 5 sq,‘m. : 

Attracted by the high pricepaid byrestaurants for the soft-she!1 turtle in ,,,’ a 
r“ ‘redent years, about US.$6/kg at its highest;-- more- and -more people ‘have V ’ 

taken to turtle farming, and the scale j f ‘operation has become, larger. :’ 
According to theqitiah Fisheries ook, the .total acreage in turtle” ’ I. 

I culture ‘was 104 ha with a production mt in 19 72. _ ‘J. ’ .l.; P -\ t * 

1. GENERAL ,..,. I-I _,-~ . 

The soft-shell turtle actually has a 
>, ‘edged ‘and lacks *horny scales. 

female by the following characteristics: 
1. The tail. Of the female is shorter than 

- outside the carapace. *\,, 
2. Th,e carapace of the femal is less oval than that of the,rna&:-- 

’ 3. The body of the rfernde- is thicker than’that ofyc . ‘--:!y, e 
4. The distance bet%%en the two hind legs is-greater than that of the 

//.+- -- --.--- ----~--.-- ~.~-.---- -.-.-.d 
male. her) ‘. 

5. Mature~ales‘~~~i~~~~~h-an the females, often twice in$ze. : -‘,, : , . . ,;- 
I, ’ ‘..<L~ ._ -- I ‘? 

_--- - (i ,. 
---It-inh&its freshwater and may be found in ,a11 thestrFaiii~~laXes and \ ‘\:I ‘:; 

V-md-e---e-ponds where the bottoms are muddy. Respiratipn, ‘.s :y lungs. It loves. to\, _, j’$ 
climb water edges or aboard any floating object to. ge :‘:the warmth of the ,_ ,‘E ‘t 
sun. / r 

* d I, 
iit is extremely timid, - disappearing ~~~ t~~~-.watei--at--~~~ 1 appr~ach;of-. ..: ..----.:~~ 

,, ;g ‘. 
i . . .’ . . ‘>‘f? 3 ,. _ 137 “’ y;,::i 

--, \. 
’ :)’ :;, ; ‘- ‘,,?( “’ :‘,; ,T$ --*,--a . .,. 

- 5 ‘( ‘j ‘, :: ~ _, ...:; . ..L : . - .‘.-, -..-.;, -, (.’ ̂ ‘:-“. .‘,( ,~~,~~~~~;;:~,~~~~ii~~~~~ 
._ I + -‘: \I ..,..’ ‘,(, + 

_-. -~-_ 
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Fig 82 Turtle ponds 
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_1 

; f-..; 
,. 

hu,hans 6; -other sanim&, But 
1 , -‘; 

h&d -that Omes cl&e to-it. 
t-is -also.-+g$iqui-and cannibalisti@&tingthe 

c -; C’ :, _ I I/ _ -4T-s’d . ‘.’ i 
/It is active and feeds well during thej wa.&...we~ather. When the water ! ‘#J i 

tempera’ture”drops below 12OC, it bugieb-itself in the mud to hibernate. :: 
1 : 

j :.,’ 
: -, :“ 

,’ ‘: : d ,’ 
,I”’ / ‘,’ ak ,.. , 

‘2. POkD CO&TRUCTJ~~ AtiD ---- -- 
i 

--- 
/ /Ponds are of mud bo 

/ walls are provided virith protr 

J 
’ escaping.- The l@ extends 

Th.e ponds should be-located in an o 
,I The,‘water should be from a warm 

is not suitable. Still water 
8” not only gives the turtle 

synthesis also adds oxy 
formed by decomposition. X 

Since the-turtles are cannibalistic; 
‘that they may “be segregated by size 
m’ in size with a water d 
cm. The deep portion o 
where the turtles car-r h 
portion should pre 
have a tendency to 
locations should extend 
could be added to each 
toward the water out{ 

Besides the pond fo 
have ponds for spawners. These;are 
should be’located in the quieter: part 
larger farmsa small brick or Good 
lean-to, is constru&ed at one come 
eggs~-(Fig 83). -’ 9 ;‘ ,I,! ; 

The smaller farms generally :have no special pond for /he s 
a small tiouse or a 

, at one corner of the 
.Jt is necessary t 

cannibalism by the lar 
of the farmer or caret 

’ are paved ,.&h sand, 

” 

!J 
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3. CU’iTURAti PR,ACTIqES 
‘j 

‘_ i. ! i 

“3 . ; 7‘. >J j,*,! 
! / ‘ ‘>: I . i : :I* 

3.1 R&ring ip nursery ;pond 
,I ’ I\ ‘\ ;! j ‘.: 

4 1: !% 1 $J L _ _ _ :; . 1 j>, ,.\; 

-The farmers start operation by buying young turtles from .othe&tlk 
farmers or dealers. The young on seed turt1e.s 
start feeding almost immediately. In, t& nursery 
t&ifex worms and crushed shrimp. Two feWings are 
The amount of feed given da&y is, approximately equal - 
the total weight of the turtles. Later, minced fish and 
the daily amount of 20% of thetotal weight 
Mixed feed‘for eel is,,also generally used in the 
total weight. ’ : ,’ 

i Z Mortality is generally high in the nursery ponds, espec’lally in,.the: /. .Y/ 
secondhand- thirdm’months after hatching. This is due to accumulation. of.; ,: ir: 
unused feed and detritus on the bottom and’donsequently ,deF!ompbsition : 1, 

/ : 
.: I, 

with the production of methane, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, etc.‘~Re7;‘~/ ,‘:;r:m 
gulation~ feeding. and. timelpc=hange ofwater==.grene~~y-to-r~~~~~~~~ 
loss: 

;-. ‘ ; , ii* , ‘. z 
To maintain a higher temperatuaor growth, some n,ursery:ponds are ’ ! .,: I\: 

‘covered by transparent plastic’ sheets stretched on a wooden frame. The ,! 
sheet should be removed if the watertemperature exceeds 32°C. : ,’ ,I 

The turtles in the nursery pond willreach 200 g in weightin a y4ar,&nd’. ,:F; 
may be moved to the rearing or groivers’ pond. o , ,:’ cc i’ ;,.:i 

‘i i j ( -;- 
/ 

. ,’ 
-, . -.I 

,I 

1 _’ 

, 
; 

\ 

3.2 Rearing ear market. ’ 
. 
; ._. 

-“. s 
.i 

I,: 
In the growers’ pond, the turtles are segre$$ed byi, size and put “into ‘-,,,:,;: 
different ponds to minimize cannibalism. ,They.are fed mainly trash-fish; 1. :‘=‘“; 
which is often mixed with corn or soybean meal. Lo+grade formulated. ‘::!l! 
eel feed is also used in the daily amount, of’5% of thetotal weight of the :$ 
turtles. Feeding is. once to thrice daily ;&cording ‘to observation of ‘the :+ :,~,!i 

,r ‘I appetite of the turtles and the water temperature. Fatty, fish may, beused “#j 
as feed in the winter months, but lean fish should be used in the summerl‘ ‘!,$ 
Salted fi# should never be given,. as this is often ‘the @use o;f hi$,@& ‘;.J 

: \’ :J ‘+’ , 1 TL ‘, 1. I _ ::;,: : :‘l:.+ 
,:The feeds, are placed either on a \;;ooden tray or aJ&bcio basket qn$ “..:-$J 

$’ 
’ _ low$&,Jbelow the level of the water, th * ), ., ,jx “!a:j;y;;iTf 

In soG&ey Taiwan, the turtles feed &g&t yew rqund, ,jy$ i,~“ce~~~~~~,,~;~~~~~ 
” and northe;rn Tai an 

%. 
they, cease ,to feed from, .December: -?$-&&$u? 

‘, .~- ‘- :.-... -- - _.------.-.-.. +.--.- _.__ :,j ,, ,. ,,a, ,** 
c 140” ! -.\ ‘_ A,. ‘j * 

N_ * ,’ ~. ” : ’ ,, 
, 

‘-..___ ,‘! ,_ ;’ , ( 
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--.:._ 

‘a’ 
u 
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when the temperature is below 15°C. Fqeding is best when 
’ 2 temperature is between 20’ and 26°C. \\, j 

/,’ ‘.i,, The rate of growtl?depends a great deal &t,‘the;climate. In central an\ 
tiprthern Taiwan, the turtles will rkach the rr&+rket size ofiabout 600 g in\ 
twxq and a ,half to three- years, but. in souther’h Taiwan, where they feed \ ’ . 

-alm&. the year round, this size ‘is reached in orieTand a ha@ to two years. \ ‘\ 
I _* ‘; 7 ‘In the Chiaochi hot-spring area, with the use df >&othermal water, it is L\, 

T,,; * 
f reposte’d that they reach’ 600 gein one y.ear. 

, 
-> ~ : 

For turtles of one to three years in age, tile fGSd~~&i.&ra~e is B-8 \ 
\ 

I i using trash fish and 2 using &mixed feed (for ,eel). Froti the foui-th . 
o :x- year on,?he feed conversion rate is lower and growth slower. This may b’e , 

* ..:.I due to the fact that the mature turtle spends a great deal of energy for 
? = xcproduction. 

,’ *‘ 
. 

/ ++%E_stp\cking raie Varies- with the age of the ‘turtles as shown in the 
i *-following tab& . - . “B ‘ II. 
I’ > 

Age * * 
1 

-cl I .- ?Vumber,per. -01 ha ’ ‘_ 
0” I -year 1 &jL&$Q1) 

2-YeK7--m _ 5 6()04&)() y---%. 
w 

J-year --'--- .. ' -- ----.i i 

1 
4-year an@ ‘over 3 ‘d ’ 

-30% 45q ‘..+. 
9s.-380.. 1 -\ 

i 
@ i.-,._. i 

/ i-%, ----.._ 

4 Some.,farmers put a small number &f walking ‘c&&, Clarhfus~us, in ‘:1, *??;Y. 
the turtle ponds to take care of theFeed not c&sumed by the turiles. 1’ : 

When the turtles reach market siie, they are captured by nets diagged ‘-” 
acress the .bottom’or by, hand;:When the ponds are drained of water, the. .I 
farmers wade into the ponds a&l grab.the turtles from’the rear. C@e must L; : 
be taken .to avoid being bitten by the turtle. If bitten, placing the turtle ‘V 
back in@ the water’ will cause’ it to -release itsL hold.’ 

I 
il’ i ‘~ 

I 
4. SPAWNING * 

‘..\ 

. q--Q ,- .’ 

~ The spawners are either retie-d ih’special spawners,’ ponds or in tee rearing p 
c, 

ponds in which the three-year-olds a& ,ke@. In sotie farms, a smali b&k or. i’ * 
. wooden hvuse, usually 10120 m2 .i&rea and, 100 cm hig,h, is .@iltAt is ,’ 
provided with’la small window-&d i door. This is for spawping a&l incuba- 

“tion pf the eggs.. The floor !of this house ,has a gentle slope and is CoyFred 
with’clean sand to a:,depth;of about 15 cm. One oti two pieces-of woqd&iSS’, ,* 
planks are placed at the+@all door (or hole) of th& house sloping d’[th the \ 

\ ” end.,int~ the water to sepve as’ a ladder for the turfles to climb in to lay their 
egg’s iv ‘Ihe sand. In smallerifa’rms, an elongated slbping plati’orm with s.@a 

. ‘, 
II 

‘on ihe‘ bottom is flrovided bt one corner of the p&for .the tbtiles t$.!ay “’ i’, 
_ I c, -, ..I 4 I . , ., -~-~----------.-. __ 

, 
1” 

d,,.-.--’ ------_.-. __-..- ---- 
II _ __.. --y II ,i; /: ..‘,, \ ,,_.. .’ 7 , ‘> , i,: ,I,,, ,r y ‘. ‘0 (: ;.;jg;; 
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their eggs on. At the lowest part,ofthe floor of..thesmall house or platf&‘G,‘. ” 
\a small basin containing water is .placed level with the topmost $&n&y 

“.-“‘x;~.L~~ 
~----- .,. 

flbor. Tk$$$$ung turtles will instinctively diopcintd the basin $J&.they I 
hatch (J$$S:5 ). 

:.I 
. L 

The’ sp$$$ers should be at least three years old.’ 
. : 

souther&$&van start spawnifig at twd years. of 
number, ieegular in size’(usually smaller) 

:I 

youngturtles. It is b-est, therefore, to’ use. as 
nine yfars old. One or two males to 
apphpriate. ‘-I 

., 

The turtle makes a hoIe in @and 
turtle farmer removes the eggs and 
been fertilized. The eggs are 
grayish brown in colour, Unfertilized 
few days. The good eggs are arranged 
about’2 cm apartand covered with about 5 
‘usually marked with numbers and dates. 
slightly moist. At average temperature 
days. Hatching rate is higher in an ,; 

platform, often exceeding 80%: 
~ _ .-“. /_ - 

5. PRI?DATORS, AND DISEASES/ ., , .I’ 1.. 
/ \\ ;I ,i 

The most important predator is thesnake, which devo;$rs the turtle eggs and ~ 

y”$g.h. h t /I “i L IL’. it i 
e ig es mortality occurs w-hen the-young turtles are thick months 

. 

’ ’ .j J ,.j #..*.:I ,j 
:, .:,, 

mould, This is the result’ of high\,density * . :. _ :: :; 
from biting among the turtles themselves.‘\, 

infection treated +ith 100 ppm fdrmdin ‘, 
i ‘<.L, 1.:: 

‘* 
l ; ‘;;‘L$ ‘. , ” ‘\ ,:.,,.,: 

disease is what is-known a&swelling .” “6: ,< ‘: 
ied ,spots on the plast$on and: I’ I\ : :>:;i 

of the neck, carapace and- 
often causes mass mortality; .~ o 

‘.’ \‘Ll ,:$ 

,,antibiotics and wlpba .y -” 
!’ .‘$j 
‘: -: :,$i) 

2.. ‘a:;; .’ \ -;--‘,.-,-:-~‘.. .._.._ i~~::i( ‘:Zb~4 
‘\ ‘( -I’ ;-*. ,;i .“$ 

/ : .. ‘* I 
‘j ,’ * i ,;;: :,,? -- ‘,~I!: 

/ ’ *I ,’ ,.. ..--, ,..J ti ,~--‘--i-- ,I’ 
x ,’ “’ ;, ,;,. ,i ..,) 

/ . . . _“.. .-; / /I f ’ > (: ,’ ’ / 1 t/f, i , ’ / \ / ’ 
!\‘I / 
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XVII:. t)ultu& of Gr&&ria->. .:, 
I 

k- -. -.,- ..,,.’ 0. * 
” A:: ,-.. t- :I - 

1. ItiTRODUCTIOiril 
I (9 . . 
I / , ‘- !’ \ I 

Four species of Gracilaria of economic impbrtance are recognized in 
Taiwan: G. gigas (or G. chorda), .C. co~~fervojdes, G. lichq!loides and G. 
compressa. 0.f these ‘the G. confe<voides is the species mo’$t commonly ’ 
cultured in ponds. * G. gigas is also cultured i,n some areas-! ’ - -9 

@rh-cilaria and Gelidium are the most important raw materials for, the ‘II “:- 
,’ ‘manufacture of agar: Culture of Gri?cilar-ip (F&87) started in 1962, when . i. 

;‘dkmonstration in the Hsinta Lagoon (KaohJiung) was started by the Chilou.,. 
, 
‘i.,, 

‘, Fishermen’s Assoc&ion. Later in t/hat year, an experiment on the culture of 
, Gracilaria by attaching them to ropes was carried out in Tainan with the -’ 

assistance of the Joint Commissi ;n on Rural Reconstruction. .Sinc$then 
the culture of Gracilaria’ in ponds, or~merly used for milkfish has ‘gradually I 

I 

Fained popularity. According to the Taiwan Fisheries Year Book, the total, 
/culture area in 1973 was only 112jha, but the area in* 1974 was estimated as ,. ,,,., 

. 400 ha. Pingtung County alone accounted for I”10 ha, with a production of 
,,, ,... 

1,000 mt of dried seaweed. - ! 2 i ,‘ 
1 

3 
. il 

2. REPRODU.CTION 
_’ 

i, 

i -. a 
* : 1. ? 

Grqcilaria is.;a genus of red’algaewith about 100 species; and is widely- ; --;, i 
* 

‘I,, distribute@ .over most parts of-the world. It has a cylindrical or ‘&ttened 
/ ‘thallus, which is usually bushy and attached to the substratum by a small I 
? d\scoid base., The thallus is dichotomously, irregularly or proliferously _ . : 

branched.. ’ ; I ’ 
Gametophytks of Gracilaria ari heterothallic.‘The -male- thal1.i jroduce ‘. 

sper’matangia. The eggs produced b,y the female ga’metophyte are,fertilized 
” and develop into carposporophytes, which produce carpospores:The car- /’ 

pospores develop into, tetrasporophytes. Tetraspores are produced from . I 
i tetrasporophytes and germinate into male and female gametophytes. ‘c ‘* “‘; 

\ , ‘, .’ ,,,, ,, ., ,, (I ,,, .>I 
c . . i45’ ,, ,,‘; II 9 _ -:,z, ,“‘, r* I ,, ,I . , (’ “4 \ ? /.’ I ,” ..1., :.,: .;” _ , . <?,)“‘ J ,‘. / iA. I I :;,;;;< 
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3. CULTURE--IN PONDS 

.-In nature. Gracilaria grzw best in \;ater of comparatively low salinity 
and low wave action. Inlets~&d,shallow sea with a salinity of 8 to 25x0 
(specific gravity 1~005-1~020) ‘& for their growth. The best , 
growth is obtained‘ at 25°C. In the po%d, they ,, 
begin/to die when the gravity 1.024)?, i 

west of the Gracilaria ponds in Taiwan are located in southern part of 
land si@, 

+ q. z&j, - -- ~~~~ 
le up the 

the @and where high temperature prevails. In the selection of p 
thE/following should be taken into consideration: 
a. ,/The area should not be exposed 10 gtrong wind, which will pi 
q?acilaria on one side or one corfner of the pond. 
b. Freshwater should be availablk to dilute the water when 
becomes PO high due to evaporation. 

salinity. 
-, 

i c. There should be sufficient tidal difference tq facilitate change of water. 
I / d. The bottom should be of sandy loam?. 4 

” e. The water should h&e a pH value of 6 to 9, preferably 8~2~8.7. I 
Most of the ponds now in use are those formerly, used for milkfish. 

They are small in size (about one hectare) and rectangular in shape, with X 
the long axis perpendicular to the direction of the tii;nd. Preferably a 
windbreak should be erected”on the windward .side. i 

E , ,. 
3.2 Planting stock ’ , - ‘- . :I 4 j 

, c 

Due to its% adaptability to a wide range of envir”bnmenta1 conditions, its 
high cropping rate and high jelly strength of the dried product, the.G ‘- 
confervoides is ‘the most extensively cultured species\ in. T&G& 1 

The cuttings or torn sections of the Gracilaria art usually used as. 
planting stock. The Gracilaria farmers buy the, planting stocks from 
other farmers. Each plant is either torn apart at the’base by.hand or cut.. 
into pieces, which are planted uniformly on- the bottom of the. pond. 

It is important to plant only healthy stock. The .healthy plants’ are 
those which (1) feel elastic on touch, (2) possess man$ shoots or stems 
with tips of reddish brown colour,(3) have heavy or Ithikk stems, (4)feel 
brittle on being bitten, (5) have straight stemswith sttaiiht ends, and (6),,,:, ~ 
are free f$om adhesion of detritus and other foreign materials. ‘.. 

The planting stocks are transported by trucks early in the day or in ’ 
the cool of the evening. They are frequently sprinkled with sea water on 
the way and covered: with’wet straw or gauze to, mini,n&e, ,evap.oration. ~ 

i (,, 
14 
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Perforated pipes of plastic or bamboo’ar&nses.ted into the bottom’ 
*._,_,^,*,.^,. ..,, ,.,~,po,rt.io,n..for..aes~t.i~o.~~.~t.ots~preve~t~~ove~~-he~~l~~~~,~pon arrival at the de&ma- *‘. 1 I 

tion. th,e planting stocks are immediately put into the poyd. . . 
\ 

- 3.3 Pond management T 
. . .: I ‘. 

From 3,000 to 5,QOO kg of the fragmented ,plants are planted in a pond of 
k, ‘* one hectare in tie. Too low a stocking rate will result in profuse growth ’ 

: .:;’ 

of phytoplankton. Planting time is usually in April. The plan&g stqcks “, 
are’placed uniformly on the bottom. They are, usually fixed on bamboo a _. I- 
sticks planted on the bottom or covered with old--fis-h netstoprevent the~rn -~-- my ~-- -;’ 
from drifting to one side or one corner of the pond. - 1 

The.depth of pond water is generally 20 to 30 cm in the months from ‘3 .- * :: 
April to June. W?ith the increase of temperature after June,$it is increased 
to 60 to 80 cm. One change of water in two or three days is the general 
practice. -The frequent change of water is necessary to maintain, the 0 ‘, 
prlzpe_r_salinity as well as to provide the nutrients for the growth of the 
Gracilaria. During the dry season some water should be introduced 
every day to avoid undue increase of salinity due to evaporation. During 
rainy days. the pond water should not be changed, sometimes for as long .’ 
as a week, but if the salinity of the pond water drops too low, introduction .“. .’ 
of water ‘of high salinity would be necessary. 

To accelerate the growth of the Gracilaria, fertilization of the pond 
: 

water is’ nekessary. ,Either organic or inorganic~fertilizer’ is used: T~I some i 
‘i areas three kilogrammes of urea, are applied weekly ‘to. a on&hectare 
4 . pond; while in some farms, 120,to 180 kg of fermented manure. from 

_ pigsties are.applied to each hectare of the pond every two or three days at 
the$??@ when water is being introduced. 

% ,,“,’ 
.I 

Since GraMaria do not tolerate temperatures below 8OC, t&e depth of 
the pond water should be increased! when winter sets in,’ or they may be 

:’ 

moved intoL wintering ponds, .which are deeper and ,protected with 
‘: 

. i::‘. 
windbreaks,. .)’ *, ‘6 R * ~ i ,.p, ,“, ,i- y 

The main pests of the Gracil’kiria. 3r.e the filamentous algae, which * -’ ” :“: : 
- ?levelop profusely,‘especially in‘ the winter months. They envel6p the : (a’ 

Gfacilaria, depriving them of nutrients and,light, as well asmaking them ! ! “‘3:. 
difficult to clean when being harvested. Such algae are mainly Acantfzo? 
phora,” Bangia, Hormisia, Entermorpha and Chaetomprpha. The last 

-.-;>, ,_ ,,. .-P+!; 
,’ q 11 

~- two cause the most harm and are most-dif@ult .to.-do~~~ol;“,-~h~‘~ctsmmori- :.‘. - I-’ 
practice for control of the algae is to lower the water level and decrease 

-Y? ‘; 

1 
. 

the turnover of the pond water for 7 to’ 10 days. At the$me &$:&ore,, ,,:,,’ I ,_I.,.,.,.I. l,s’,’ i 
L Gracilaria plants’of ‘l’ai’ger’size and more vigorous g<owth’are infrd‘duced. ,r, ’ ‘( 

3 +P f I i ’ / ” 1 ’ “,: ‘1 i i’47 
‘I 

: , I‘<, 
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to absorb the nutrients 
algae. About 500 to 1,000 
may also be introduced at the early stage 
(Enteromorpha and Chaetonforpha). They “i&I1 
after the green algae are gone. When this happens. efforts should be mad’e 
to remove them by netting them at the water inlet where they congregate. 
Hcanth6phorci look a great deal like Gracilaria and are removed by hand 
at harvest. 

%I r , 
Many Gracilaria farms stock their ponds with grass shrimps, Penaeus 

monodon, or crabs, Scylla serrata, to, obtain additional income. 3 
,I’ 

3.4 Harvesting,‘drying and pa&&& 

i 

The GracJ’Jarin are harvested once every ten: days from’!Fune to Decem- 
ber’. Harvestinas by hand or by the use of scoop nets. They are uprooted 
and washed ,in the pond water to remove the mud, detritus, sa&l and 
snails that adhere to them. After being thus cleaned, the ‘GracikKZZ6~ ~- m 

’ spread uniformly on barnboG screens or plastic sheets (usually.placed on‘ 
the sides of the ponds) to /be dried under the sun. Sometimes they are 
spread. ok concrete surface to dry. The drying ratio is about 1:7. 

_ j Generally, 10,000 to. 12,060 ,kg lof dried Gracilaria are produced from 
,, one hmtare elf pond annually. ’ 

According to standards set up b.y the. Bureau. of Standards in Taiwan,, ’ , ,( ,, 
dried Gracilar~h for export should contain not more than I’% of mud and 

‘u sand, not more than 1% of mouusc shells and not more than 18% of 
other weeds. In other words, ‘-.___ 

‘4 Moisture must notl’exceed c 0%: , -f” 
deign materials should’not exceed 20%. ., 

’ ’ b ,. , ; 
* The dried GraciZaria are packed in gunny sacks in quantity of loo-kg 

each, either for export to Japan or. sold to local agar plar$s. 
& * I II 1 
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Fig 87 Experikntal adture of Gracilaria, orl plastic ropes p 
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111. Other C&d&d Speci 
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.+ In addition to the cultured spkcies de.$ribed. in the, previous‘chapters, the 
foll,owing species are’ being cultured bu,+t -have&?~tt~omrrsq,rci;rl - 
importance: ,.I 

1. RAINBQW TROUT c 
h 

1 The rainbow tr’out,<Salmo gai 
c Japan in 195 7. Three thousand fertili’zed eggs &ere brought inhatched and. : 

liberated into a reservoir, where they probably ierished. In 1959 and 1960, ,’ 
200,000 eyed eggs were introduced eachyear. They perished ddae’to lack of _: 1 
facilities and typhoon damage respectively. In .I 96 1,50,000 eyed eggs were _I 
imported and were hatched and reared to adults .in .:a 
hatchery at Ma-Lun located- high on the upper stream 

The Ma-Lun Trout Hatchery has been in .operakon Since that tin-i&(-Fig ._ _” --____- 
i 89). Each year “it produces 20,QOO to 30,000 fingerlings. In 1974, the ’ - 

Hatchery sold 3,450 trout witha total weight of 1;623’kg, and 10,000 I 
fingerlings were liberated “into the. Wanta Reservoir.--i-:l. Y 9 The feeds for the fingerlings consist of animal viscera 

_ Aixture of animal protein food (55%) and.. plant protein 
In addition to the Ma-Lull 

t Fisheries Research Institute, a private/trout hatchery located at Kinshan ” ‘ 
(near Taipe,i) is,now producing<,5 to~??nt=of trout each year, most ,of which 

’ ar,e sold to tourist hotels. / 
* 1 

Due to the difficulty of finding siteswith adequate supply of cold water, > 
“,there is very little possibility ofi expanding trout farming in Tai,wan. - 0 ,. i 

+ It may be+ mentioned in, this connection,, that 
. 

f land-locked,.salmon, ). .) ‘%” 
J Onc’ljr-/~~~khzts ma&m (Brevoort) is ind$enous in the mountain streams of ’ ‘;f 
i’ -n Taiwan. Due to indiscriminate fish.ing by the aborigines, it has now practi- 

cally- disappeared. , ‘8 , a i * : CJ I’\ ,, ‘7 I:,, ’ I *.’ 151 .‘,: 
‘/ ” -’ 0 . >r;’ .’ ~ ” . 
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2. AYU ,* ., .:- 

I !. w “,, i *fq ., 

Ayu, Plecoglossus altivelis (Fig 90), is a sm,elt-like fish’. It is the only 1 

’ anadromous fish known in Taiwan and used to enter the streams of Taipei, .././.L.,./,/./.!, ,, Taoyuan and Miabiid-,’ b&‘ i:i- ‘;;6;;1”practi~~ilj;~‘exti~~~ ‘w-d~2- .to, .tRtTsEA,o ,~,~,c12u;j~~~~T 

dyriamite and, f&e lack of~~o~+$.ion~--~~~ ~~ ~~. -- ’ - :..-- z I ._ % -~ ~~ ~~~ _ 
The ayu is a highly &e&&d t~~l~~~l~~~dj;;‘especlallyJ~pan: ~T:$i$& I +. TZ? 

are two ayu farms in northern Taiwan~hey~irnport fingerlings fromJap= __~_ -e- 
--and reaF~em_infr_esh~~ter_ponds. They are sold fo local Jap_anese”. 

restaurants at a size of about 20 cm- 
The culture technique is similar to that of trout culture. Differing from 

trout. they tolerate higher temperature and lower dissolved bxygen;content. --~~ 
Efforts t,o rear the hatchlings (Fig 9 1) to stocking size have not been 

. successful,‘although the ayu cou1.d be spawned in Taiwan, 0 

f=- I . . - . +,, 
T’ 

~~- y 2- 
3. CATFISHES 

_..... .- ..- 
Besides the native walking. catfish, CZari&s &LWUS,- thrke other species of , 
catfish are kno&n to have been reared.iti ponds in Taiyan Thev are ( 1 )-the-- Y--Y .- ., 
Japanese comrn& ‘catfish, ParasfhrtiS cisoth, (Z)i’Thai, &tis,hj ~P~M&s~u.s.:..:.. .,:. ...-L..!.L 
sutchi, and (3) the walking catish from Thailand, Clark betrachus. In- ’ 

n: some fish farmers have import&fi?i@r~ings of-the channel catfish,- ; -: 1~ 
Ictalurus punctatus, and rear them on trial. ” . . 1 _ 

4 :, 
3.1 The j. asotus (Fig 92) is a large freshwater catfish’ found in the, 
western part of Taiwan, 
molluscs, frogs and 

Fingerlings are &chased from fish fry dealers. ,Ab&t 500 g ‘of. 
‘fingerlings in yeight are planted .m .5 m’ ofwater &ea:,$eds, consist- i 

.,.. * ing of minced, ,tr.as.h. ,fi.sh .m,ked,. 6 .i.t. 

i 

for.mulated.. eel fee,&:,are ,,,, place&in ..,. &O.. I...:...:::. :: : 
wire basket and loweredbjtist bene th,the water surf’&, The quantity of. _ 7”’ ” ” 

t .------feeds given daily is _.,. ;tlzFt .L1 .lCW of the weight”, of the .- ‘.,... .._ de fi?h, ..v.arying ’ “. ._ j:, . 
accord& to temperature -and ,pther enviry&ntal factory. 

._.._. ::. 1 --~- 
I’~“‘~“-*,~‘:I,.-‘-:--~-~“I: 

Cultured in ponds, the P. asotus~each,.~.~~~300.g.~Tlw~-~~tby.~h~,~nd 
. . . : ’ 

.., .+ 
.v *.? . * I - c. .’ 

,!c 
“j 153. -..;7 ,,’ :,;;;:; 
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an opti mum water temperature of about 2 5°C. FVhenwaler temperatu t-1 
drops below 8OC or ‘exceeds 32OC, it burrovvs’into the mud bottom and 
becomes sluggish. It is genera!!y..fo’lii7~ in rice paddies, mud pond: and ,, 
other ‘stagnant waters.’ It iscapable of breathing through the skin and the 
“intestines an~d.,,can,,~ive”‘~n water of very low dissolved oxygen content. Tfle 

-s-pawning season of.the.pond loach-is-~ A.p;il. to‘ Ahgust, with the peak fron 
ihe end of May to the end of June. The eggs adhere to aquatic plants and’ 
hatch in ,q--?, days. ’ 

t 
i 

Only a few fish farmers in the Taiwanarea Bre‘engaged’in’the ~culture ~of.~.~.~~~. 
the pond loach. The p.onds are similar to the eel ponds, but 20130 cm:of +; 
mud should, be added to-.-the_ b.ottoms..The fry are-collected from t--_ ~~ 
They are 3-5 mm in length when newly hatched. After 2-3 days, the yolk 
sacs disappear, and they may be fed with egg yolk and milk powder.,A little . 
later. natural feeds such, as daphnia .and rotifers, supplemented with.‘fish. 
meal. rice bran and other artificial feeds, may be given; In about a year, they 
exceed 10 cm ,in length and may be marketed: 

The stocking rate is about 130 g of fry to.‘3.5 m’ in the nursery pond.. T 
They are transferred to the rearing pond (O-0 l-0.02ha in size) when they -’ 
reach 5-7’ cm in, length at density of 300-500 g per 3.5 m’.~ ’ I 

the ponds should be 

her wild. 

;, which _ --- __--- ,_ ~- ..-.-- ;’ 

x x 
5, In - - ,_ Taiwan, its culture,_is. limited to- a -fe-\jtr farms on the Penghu, Island- *. .\ f$ , 

Small quantities are airlifted from Taiwan to Japan as live shrimps 
bring very high return. .’ .( ._-~I 

%. ‘7: (Pescadores) due to the tollowing reasons: 
.? 

3 ( 1) The tidal difference along the coast: 

“z allow the”constructi,on of ponds tiith a dey: 
r: 4 
,‘$, 

unless pu-mping facilities are installed, Deep 
Q ,t* kuruma shrimp to minimize changes in water 
/ .“r *, I $ ‘, (2) The large quantity of eutrophic M;atc 

Fvi, ponds makes it.difficult to obtain fron 
5% sea water..r.equ-i-re,d- by -the kur 

L 
$ 

- $1,; (3 ),-Because of unevenly dist, 

: of Taiwan is too small to 
)th of water over one m,etre ’ 
erpon’dsare required by. the -.:~ 
* temperatureand s.alinity------- -” .-: 
:r discharg~Cifi-‘om milkfish ‘, 

n the canalsand es&aries‘the clean .. .,?,, ZG1i 
uma shi’i!pp. +- JA *’ ,-“‘.< :’ >i 

‘;S,alinity of the pond, .water. _ 
ributed rainfall, it is difficult to control the,p : ,i 
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Fig 93 Swamp ;eel Fluta alba 
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- - sh and, ,. ,,‘- 
e’;+ be,en. caught- in- .- 

southern Taiwan. It is omnivorous. Growth rate is! rather rapid, reaachji~~a_a.+. . . _ 

! ,. 

maximum, of _12$,,g in. weight inabout ,six- months-: 
The’facilities and equipment for hatching and larvae rearini 

to those for the grass shrimp. Since the new hat& 
water medium, the hatchery should ‘preferablv be locat 
; J’ Be$ied females are kept separately; one.’ 

? &p&&$$ IYJ&&Y~~&‘s&~ld~ 

,/T-j the fe&zed eggs gradually change..f 
hatching is i%mminent, and 5% sea watt 
eggs genera&y require ,19 to. 20 d$ys tc 

’ 28OC. :’ 
After all th.e eggs are hatched, t&sF 

added to increase the salinity.1 

2 are similar ,‘I 
ilings require a brackish 1 

,e&Ffi& the :‘$ea. ’ ’ f 
0. 5.. fo...pO &..&; /_,.,...: .,._ 

., _’ 
~~,~J&l~.n..-~~-,~ 
ey..in- ‘.colouf.~! _ ‘.ljIf 

ir should be added in succession. The ,..:,~:x 
1 hatch at,&& temperature of.26: to.;; ‘i-,:ii II I.., .- ’ “’ /’ ,&~$ ” j 
bawner is removed. More sea water is;:; ;;‘*% 

158 ~- r 
I :o abqut. 13x,. Some greens wate,r .is, also ~$:~j~ 

“ 
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(4) Most of the ponds inXTaiwan hate bottoms of sandy loam, which 
are difficult for the kuruma shrimp to burrow in. Nor is it practical _- yII 
sand to the bottom, because the sand found on the coast of Taiwan is tic 
fine and forms a hard surface in water. $ I 

” (5) The best feeds (Fig 96) for the kuruma shrimp are clams. small 
1 - ------h 

shrimps and squids, which are expensive in Taiwan. 
Production of kuruma shrimp seedsis no problem. Plenty o&!pa Lwners x, 

are ‘available, since many shrimp boats ?u-e equipped. with fac,ilities to _--- _-’ 
kee 

% 

the kuruma shrimps alive for export. But practically no k~- -____ i1rilrnf-3. :_. --. 

” ’ ’ shit 
- T 

‘p seeds ~ep-oduced commereiajJyy .be~a~se’the~~,e.m,and.i~~r;lall. 
e kuruma shrimp farms on the-.P$ghu Islands follow more ( or less ., 

!i the’n1etho.d for monoculture of grass shYimp with little modifications and I 
arej generally not very successful. ,’ . .2 .“i I, ,-’ 

7. GI;ANT FRESHWATER PRAWN 
,?..N 

);was’. 

.,I 

-!I;--, ---’ - 
The giant’.freshwater, prawn? Macrbbrach{um ms&b,ergii (Fig 97. 
introduced‘from Thailand in 1970, thr,ough,the effat of Dr. Shaowen Ling, 
FAO Inland Fishery Biologist. From one male and-one female survivors L 
f&m this shipment, hundreds. of thousandi -of offspring 

1 

the fisheries laborator,ies and commercial hatcheries :(Fig 9 8). 
there are’ several shrimp farms engaged in. rearing’ the”J4QL ..,. .-a,- . . . . -..,>.. j.. 
prawns, but none ,of.the-se prawn3 have get-~~acaebrnarketable size. S 

have been&red by 
At present, 

;r-&&.i~.m .,,I ~ ._,.,.,1 s.,.-+;..: 
;o;the 
, isyet L -. ,. _ fate ofthis&.terprise, which depends on price and cost of production! 

__, undetermined. 
The giant freshwater prawn is widely distributed in’&ost of the; tr’ 

and subtropical areas of the Indo-Pacific region, occurring in bot&r’fre! 
brackish waters,” but only a. few ‘tiiid’ specimen hav 

apical 



Fig 97 Giant freshwater prawn Macrobrachium rosenbergii (female top, mal’e bottom) 
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Fig 9 8 From,.single male and female breed&s &me hundreds of thousands of &spring 
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